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WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / JULY 7, 2016 
WKU Track & Field / Contact: Nick Brown, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
SEVERAL ATHLETES WITH WKU TIES LOOKING TO QUALIFY FOR THE 2016 RIO OLYMPICS 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – A total of nine track and field athletes with WKU ties are looking to qualify for 
the 2016 Rio Summer Olympics over the coming days. 
The list of 2016 Rio Olympic hopefuls with WKU ties include: 
Gavin Smellie (Canada): 100 meters, 200 meters 
Michille Finn (Ireland): 3000 Steeplechase 
Karleigh Parker (Canada): Pole Vault 
Emmanuel Dasor (Ghana): 200 meters, 400 meters 
Jessica Ramsey (USA) Shot put, Hammer Throw 
Lexia Robinson (Jamaica): Hammer Throw 
Shadrack Kipchirchir (USA): 5000 meters and 10,000 meters 
Raigo Toompuu (Estonia): Shot Put 
Kristo Galeta (Estonia): Shot Put 
“I wish each one of these athletes much success in their Olympic bid,” WKU track and field head coach 
Erik Jenkins said. “They have all contributed to the storied history of our program here at WKU. Most 
people don’t understand the commitment and sacrifice it takes to even earn the chance to compete for 
an Olympic spot. They are the best of the best!” 
Distance athlete Shandrack Kipchirchir earned a spot on the Olympic roster Saturday, July 2, after 
finishing in second place in the 10,000 meter event. Kipchirchir starred for the WKU track and field 
program during his first two seasons of eligibility in 2010 and 2011 before completing his collegiate 
career at Oklahoma State University. 
The USA Track and Field Olympic Trials are set to continue this evening from 5:30-7 p.m. CT and will be 
televised on NBCSN and streamed via NBC Sports. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / JULY 9, 2016 
WKU Track & Field / Contact: Nick Brown, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
DASOR QUALIFIES FOR THE 2016 RIO SUMMER OLYMPICS 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Rising WKU track and field senior Emmanuel Dasor qualified Friday to compete 
in the 200 meter dash at the 2016 Rio Summer Olympics 
Dasor, who will represent his native Ghana, qualified for Rio after he posted a personal-best time of 
20.49 seconds at the Soga-Nana Memorial meet in Cape Coast, Ghana. 
“Emmanuel becomes the second person this year that has been a part of the WKU track and field 
program to qualify for the 2016 Rio Olympics,” WKU head coach Erik Jenkins said. “This tremendous feat 
caps a great year for him as he’s worked hard all season and has stayed focused on our goals.” 
The 2016 Rio Olympic nod caps an extremely productive 2016 season for Dasor. 
On the national level, Dasor competed in three NCAA Championship finals, earning First-Team All-
American honors in both the indoor 400 meter and outdoor 4x100 meter relay while he added Second-
Team All-American honors in the indoor 200 event. Additionally, the sprinter qualified for the 2016 
World Indoor Championship and was part of multiple Conference USA finals. 
“I’m so proud of him and ecstatic about his opportunity to represent himself, Ghana and WKU in Rio,” 
Jenkins continued. 
Dasor is set to join Shandrack Kipchirchir, who competed for the Hilltoppers in 2010 and 2011, in Rio 
next month. Kipchirchir will represent the United States in the 10,000 meter event after producing a 
qualifying effort last week. 
The two are set to join a group of 16 former WKU athletes that have competed at an Olympic Games, 
ten of those athletes have come from the Hilltopper track and field program. 
The 2016 Rio Olympic Games is set to open on Friday, August 5, in Rio, Brazil, and will last through 
Sunday, August 21. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, August 12, 2016 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
HILLTOPPERS SET FOR 2016 RIO OLYMPICS 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - WKU track and field will be represented at the 2016 Rio Summer Olympics by 
rising senior Emmanuel Dasor and former Lady Topper Michelle Finn (2009-12) as track and field events 
began today and last through Sunday, August 21. Dasor will represent his native land of Ghana in the 
200 meter dash while Finn will don Irish colors and compete in the women's 3,000 meter steeplechase. 
 
Dasor qualified for Rio after he posted a personal-best time of 20.49 seconds in the 200 meter dash at 
the Soga-Nana Memorial meet in Cape Coast, Ghana, in early July. Following his time in Rio, the 
Hilltopper will return to campus for his senior year. 
 
Shadrack Kipchirchir, a Hilltopper from 2010-11 before completing his collegiate career at Oklahoma 
State, will wear the Red, White and Blue of the USA in the 10,000 meter event at the 2016 Rio Games. 
 
The 2016 Rio Olympic Games opened on Friday, August 5, and last through Sunday, August 21. Track and 
Field events begin Friday with the men's discus throw qualifications and will conclude on the final day of 
the Games with the men's marathon competition. 
 
FOLLOW THE HILLTOPPERS IN RIO 
 
Michelle Finn // Ireland // 3,000 meter steeplechase // Olympic Profile 
Saturday, August 13 - 10:05 a.m. CT - Round 1 | Watch 
Monday, August 15 - 11:15 a.m. CT - Finals | Watch 
 
Emmanuel Dasor // Ghana // 200 meter dash // Olympic Profile 
Tuesday, August 16 - 11:50 a.m. CT - Round 1 | Watch 
Wednesday, August 17 - 10 p.m. CT - Semifinals | Watch 
Thursday, August 18 - 10:30 p.m. CT - Finals | Watch 
 
Shadrack Kipchirchir // United States // 10,000 meter run // Olympic Profile 
Saturday, August 13 - 9:27 p.m. CT - Finals | Watch 
How to follow WKU Track and Field: For complete information on WKU Track and Field, follow the team 
on Twitter at @WKUTrackField. 
 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, August 13, 2016 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
FINN TAKES 39TH IN FIRST ROUND OF STEEPLECHASE COMPETITION IN RIO 
RIO DE JANEIRO – Former WKU track and field athlete Michelle Finn ranked 39th in the 3,000 meter 
steeplechase after the first round of action from the 2016 Rio Olympic Games. The native of Ireland 
posted a time of 9:49.45 to finish 11th in her heat at the João Havelange Olympic Stadium. The top 18 
competitors advanced to Monday’s event finals slated for 9:15 a.m. CT. 
The 2016 Rio Olympic Games are the first Olympic event of Finn’s career. A Lady Topper from 2009-12, 
Finn qualified for the Games with a personal best run of 9:43.34 at the Letterkenny International Track 
Meet held on July 10. 
 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, August 16, 2016 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
DASOR FINISHES 49TH IN ROUND ONE OF 200 METER DASH IN RIO 
RIO DE JANEIRO – WKU track and field senior Emmanuel Dasor turned in a 200 meter dash time of 20.65 
at the 2016 Rio Olympic Games as the Ghana native finished in a tie for 49th after the first round of 
action. Dasor finished sixth in the second heat and will not advance to Tuesday’s semifinals. 
The 2016 Rio Olympic Games are the first Olympic event of Dasor's career. A Hilltopper from 2013 to the 
present, Dasor qualified for the Games with a personal best run of 20.49 at the Soga-Nana Memorial 
meet in Cape Coast, Ghana, on July 9. 
A full replay of Dasor’s race can be found here. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, August 19, 2016 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
2016 WKU CROSS COUNTRY SCHEDULE RELEASED 
Schedule | PDF Schedule 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Cross Country head coach Erik Jenkins and his staff have announced the 
2016 slate for the Hilltoppers. Three of WKU’s first four races will take place in Tennessee while the 
other will require just a short trip to Louisville. Both the Hilltoppers and Lady Hilltoppers will travel to all 
of the scheduled events. 
"It's always exciting to start racing again,” shared head coach Erik Jenkins. “We look forward to this 
season and racing close to home in some very good regional meets." 
The 2016 season will commence at the Golden Eagle Invitational on Saturday, Sept. 3, in Cookeville, 
Tennessee. Next, on September 17, the Hilltoppers will head south to Nashville for the Commodore 
Classic. 
WKU will open October competition in Kentucky at the Greater Louisville Classic on Oct. 1 before 
returning to Tennessee for the Front Runner Invitational in Chattanooga on Oct. 15. 
The Conference USA Championships will be hosted by Charlotte this season on Saturday, Oct. 29, in 
Charlotte, North Carolina. Last season, WKU hosted the C-USA Championship for the first time where 
the Lady Toppers secured a third place team finish will the men ranked ninth. 
NCAA Southeast Regional action will be held in Charlottesville, Virginia, again this season. The 
competition will take place on Friday, Nov. 11. At last year’s event, the Lady Toppers brought home an 
11th place finish. 
The NCAA Championship will be held in Terre Haute, Indiana, to conclude the 2016 cross country 
season. Action is slated for Saturday, Nov. 19, from the Wabash Valley Family Sports Center and will be 
hosted by Indiana State. 
 
WKU 2016 CROSS COUNTRY SCHEDULE 
 
DATE    MEET       LOCATION   
Saturday, Sept. 3  Golden Eagle Invitational    Cookeville, Tenn. 
Saturday, Sept. 17  Commodore Classic     Nashville, Tenn. 
Saturday, Oct. 1  Greater Louisville Classic    Louisville, Ky. 
Saturday, Oct. 15  Front Runner Invitational    Chattanooga, Tenn. 
Saturday, Oct. 29  Conference USA Championship    Charlotte, N.C. 
Friday, Nov. 11   NCAA Southeast Regional    Charlottesville, Va. 
Saturday, Nov. 19  NCAA Championship     Terre Haute, Ind. 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, August 24, 2016 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
CONFERENCE USA ANNOUNCES PRESEASON CROSS COUNTRY POLL 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Conference USA announced today that the WKU women’s cross country team 
has been picked to finish seventh in the league while the men’s unit was voted ninth. 
On the women’s side, Rice was selected to repeat as the C-USA champion with nine first place votes as 
Middle Tennessee ranked second with three top votes. The top five was rounded out by Southern Miss, 
Charlotte and North Texas. UTEP grabbed the sixth spot with the Lady Toppers right behind them in 
seventh. The remaining C-USA teams were predicted in the order of UTSA, Marshall, UAB, Florida 
Atlantic, FIU and Louisiana Tech. 
UTEP was favored on the men’s side to repeat as the C-USA champion, picking up nine first place votes. 
Middle Tennessee garnered the remaining first place vote and was selected to finish second followed by 
North Texas in third, Rice at No. 4 and Charlotte rounding out the top five. UTSA, Marshall and Louisiana 
Tech filled spots six through eight with the Hilltoppers coming in at No. 9. Florida Atlantic was voted to 
finish 10th and FIU in 11th. 
WKU will kick off its season in a week and a half on Saturday, Sept. 3, at the Golden Eagle Invitational in 
Cookeville, Tennessee. Four races later, the 2016 Conference USA Championships will be hosted by 
Charlotte in Charlotte, N.C., on Oct. 29. 
2016 Conference USA Men’s Cross Country Poll 
First Place Votes in Parentheses 
1. UTEP (9) 
2. Middle Tennessee (1) 





8. LA Tech 
9. WKU 
10. Florida Atlantic 
11. FIU 
 
2016 Conference USA Women’s Cross Country Poll 
First Place Votes in Parentheses 
1. Rice (9) 
2. Middle Tennessee (3) 
3. Southern Miss 
4. Charlotte 






11. Florida Atlantic 
12. FIU 
13. LA Tech 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, September 2, 2016 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
HILLTOPPERS HEADED SOUTH TO OPEN 2016 CAMPAIGN 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Cross country season on The Hill is almost here as the Hilltopper teams are well 
into their preparations for this weekend’s Golden Eagle Invitational hosted by Tennessee Tech in 
Cookeville, Tennessee. Action from the Ironwood Golf Course is slated to commence at 9 a.m. CT for the 
men on the 6K course, followed by the women’s 5K race at 9:45 a.m. 
WKU will be joined by teams from Purdue, Florida A&M, Alabama State, Alabama A&M along with the 
hosts, Tennessee Tech. 
Coming off of a third-place team finish at the 2015 Conference USA Cross Country Championship, the 
Lady Toppers will look to Lindsey Hinken for leadership following a junior campaign that saw her rank in 
the Top 25 on four occasions, including the NCAA Southeast Regional Championships. Hinken earned All-
Conference honors for her fourth place individual finish at last year’s C-USA Championship and was also 
named to the league’s All-Academic team for her efforts in the classroom. 
On the men’s side, Endalow Takele and Julien Cuyeu return for the 2016 campaign coming off of 
personal-best performances at the NCAA Southeast Regional Championships to conclude last season. 
Takele earned Second-Team All-Conference recognition for his 13th-place finish. 
Meet results will be available here following the conclusion of Saturday’s races. WKU Cross Country will 
be back in action on Saturday, Sept. 17, at the Commodore Classic in Nashville, Tennessee. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, September 2, 2016 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
COACH JENKINS ANNOUNCES OPEN TRACK AND FIELD TRYOUTS 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Head Track and Field coach Erik Jenkins has announced that the 
Hilltoppers will hold open tryouts on Sept. 8-9 beginning at 4 p.m. CT at the track. Any individual 
interested in trying out for the team should attend the tryout meeting that will be held on Tuesday, 
Sept. 6, at 3 p.m. in the WKU Track and Field offices located in Houchens Industries-L.T. Smith Stadium. 
In order to try out for the team, individuals must be registered with the NCAA Eligibility Center, have a 
recent physical and sickle cell test (within the last six months) and they must be a full-time WKU 
student. 
 
ITEMS REQUIRED FOR TRYOUT 
• Register with NCAA Eligibility Center – Link 
• Compliance Tryout Clearance Form – PDF 
• Medical History Form – PDF 
• Physical Examination Form – PDF 
• Medical Records Release Form – PDF 
• Medical Insurance Form – PDF 
• Copy of both sides of health insurance card 
 
Please bring all completed documents to Tuesday’s meeting. If there are any further questions please 
contact assistant coach Willie Johnson at willie.johnson@wku.edu. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, September 3, 2016 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
HILLTOPPERS OPEN 2016 SEASON AT GOLDEN EAGLE INVITATIONAL 
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. – In the first outing of the season, the WKU men’s and women’s cross country teams 
each picked up a dual victory at the Golden Eagle Invitational. The Lady Toppers took down Alabama 
A&M while the men got the best of Alabama State. Races took place at the Ironwood Golf Course in 
Cookeville, Tennessee. 
Leading the men in the 6K was freshman Taylor Scarbrough with a time of 20:30.5 and sophomore Julien 
Cuyeu (20:35.1) with back-to-back top-20 finishes. Mark Stice was the third Hilltopper to cross the finish 
line, earning a mark of 21:20.5 followed by Kyle Sprague with a reading of 21:20.8. Bryce Swindell 
rounded out the WKU scoring with a time of 21:50.8 for 27th. 
Men’s 6K Results 
19. Taylor Scarbrough – 20:30.5 
20. Julien Cuyeu – 20:35.1 
22. Mark Stice – 21:20.5 
23. Kyle Sprague – 21:20.8 
27. Bryce Swindell – 21:50.8 
On the 5K course, Aleja Grant led the Lady Toppers with a top-20 time of 20:48.8. Alexa Brainard opened 
the season with a 21:17.7 reading for 23rd while Brianna Wolken registered a mark of 21:19.8 to round 
out the top 25. Savannah Ames posted a time of 22:57.8 and Skyler Green added the fifth WKU time 
with a 23:29.6. 
Women’s 5K Results 
20. Aleja Grant – 20:48.8 
23. Alexa Brainard – 21:17.7 
25. Brianna Wolken – 21:19.8 
31. Savannah Ames – 22:57.8 
34. Skyler Green – 23:29.6 













































































































































WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, September 16, 2016 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU CROSS COUNTRY HEADED FOR COMMODORE CLASSIC 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Cross Country is headed back to Tennessee for its second meet of the 
2016 season with action at the Commodore Classic slated for a 9 a.m. CT men’s start time and a 10 a.m. 
CT gun for the women’s race in Nashville on Saturday. The races will take place at the Percy Warner Park 
on the Vaughn’s Gap Cross Country course. 
In the 9 a.m. race, the men will run an 8,000 meter course, while the women’s race will feature a 5,000 
meter path. 
WKU athletes will be joined by runners from 25 other programs. The men’s race will feature participants 
representing 23 different schools while the women’s race includes all 26. Schools participating at the 
Commodore Classic are Alabama State, Auburn, Belmont, Butler, Creighton, Davidson, Eastern Kentucky 
(women only), Eastern Michigan (women only), Goergia, Lipscomb, Louisville, Marshall, Middle 
Tennessee, Mississippi State, Missouri, Morehead State, Murray State, Northern Kentucky, Ohio State, 
SE Missouri, Tennessee, Tennessee Tech, Tennessee-Martin, UAB (women only), Vanderbilt and WKU. 
Course maps can be viewed here for women and here for men. Race results will be 
available here following the races. 
The next stop for head coach Erik Jenkins and the WKU Cross Country squads will be the Greater 
Louisville Classic on Saturday, Oct. 1. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, September 17, 2016 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
TAKELE LEADS WKU MEN; GRANT TURNS IN BEST LADY TOPPER OUTING AT COMMODORE CLASSIC 
RESULTS 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. – In the second outing of the season, the WKU cross country team traveled down to 
Nashville, Tennessee, where the Hilltoppers finished 20th as a team and the Lady Toppers turned in a 
25th place team finish. Action at the Commodore Classic took place at the Percy Warner Park. 
In the opening race, Endalow Takele led the Hilltoppers with a 12th place finish after clocking a time of 
25:01.1 on the 8K course. Taylor Scarbrough also posted a top-100 mark coming in at 94th with a time of 
26.39.3. Julien Cuyeu turned in a time of 26.47.0 for 105th-place finish. Kyle Wilson (27.27.3), Kyle 
Sprague (28.24.2) and Mark Stice (28.36.6) also represented WKU in the Vanderbilt-hosted race. 
WKU averaged a time of 26:52 on the men’s side. As a whole, the squad ran a total time of 2:14:19. The 
Hilltoppers finished 20th as a team at the outing. 
Middle Tennessee took home the team title for the men with Georgia, Ohio State, Butler and Missouri 
rounding out the top-five teams. Also out of Conference USA, Marshall finished 13th. 
Men’s 8K Results 
12. Endalow Takele – 25:05.1 
94. Taylor Scarbrough – 26:39.3 
105. Julien Cuyeu – 26:47.0 
130. Kyle Wilson – 27:27.3 
148. Kyle Sprague – 28:24.2 
149. Mark Stice – 28.36.6 
Aleja Grant led the Lady Toppers on the day with a reading of 19:45.6 for 152nd in the 250-plus athlete 
field. Alexa Brainard crossed the line next for WKU with a time of 20:20.9 for 160th. A trio of Lady 
Toppers finished within four spots of each other in Savannah Ames (162nd), Kyla Scanlon (163rd) and 
Brianna Wolken (165th). 
As a team, the Lady Toppers finished 25th at the outing with a total time of 1:43:10. WKU produced an 
average time of 20:38 in the outing. 
Eastern Michigan took home the team title on the women’s side followed by Ohio State, Vanderbilt, 
Butler and Missouri to round out the top five. Other Conference USA representatives included Middle 
Tennessee in 12th place, UAB in 16th, and Marshall taking 20th. 
Women’s 5K Results 
152. Aleja Grant – 19:45.6 
160. Alexa Brainard – 20:20.9 
162. Savannah Ames – 20:56.2 
163. Kyla Scanlon – 20:58.2 
165. Brianna Wolken – 21:07.7 
The next stop for head coach Erik Jenkins and the WKU Cross Country squads will be the Greater 
Louisville Classic on Saturday, Oct. 1. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, September 30, 2016 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
GREATER LOUISVILLE CLASSIC UP NEXT FOR HILLTOPPERS 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Cross Country will open the month of October by staying in state for the 
15th Annual Louisville Sports Commission Cross Country Classic on Saturday. The outing, which will 
feature teams from every NCAA level as well as a high school race, will take place at the E.P. “Tom” 
Sawyer State Park. 
The men’s side of the WKU cross country team will see action in the opening race of the day, starting at 
8:30 a.m. CT. Lady Topper action from the event will commence at 10:30 a.m. CT. The full team 
assignments for the day’s races can be found here. 
In the men’s field, racers will cover 8,000 meters at the E.P. “Tom” Sawyer State Park. Women 
competitors will run a 5,000 meter course. The men’s course map can be found here, while the women’s 
map can be viewed here. 
Results will be posted following each race at the information table at the finish line chute for any fans 
attending. They also will be uploaded to the race website by the end of race day here. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, October 1, 2016 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU CROSS COUNTRY WRAPS UP GREATER LOUISVILLE CLASSIC 
Men's Results (PDF) | Women's Results (PDF) 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. – For the second-straight race, Endalow Takele led the WKU men’s cross country team, 
as the Hilltoppers stayed in state this weekend to compete at the 15th Annual Louisville Sports 
Commission Cross Country Classic on Saturday. Action took place at the E.P. “Tom” Sawyer State Park in 
Louisville. 
“We had a solid effort today as a team,” head coach Erik Jenkins shared. “Both teams are showing 
growth following previous meets this season. The Greater Louisville Classic continues to produce quality 
performances in a highly competitive environment.” 
In the Men’s Blue race, Takele turned in a third-place finish with a time of 24:54.40 on the 8,000-meter 
course. Julien Cuyeu also recorded a top-25 finish at the event. Cuyeu ran a mark of 25:56.31 to finish 
25th. Taylor Scarbrough posted a reading of 26:11.37 for a 42nd-place finish while Kyle Wilson added a 
time of 27:18.64 to finish 130th. Kyle Sprague rounded out the Hilltopper representatives at the race 
with a time of 29:06.01 for 270th. 
Men’s Results 
- 3rd: Endalow Takele – 24:54.40 
- 25th: Julien Cuyeu – 25:56.31 
- 42nd: Taylor Scarbrough – 26:11.37 
- 130th: Kyle Wilson – 27:18.64 
- 270th: Kyle Sprague – 29:06.01 
On the women’s side, Aleja Grant led the Red and White on the 5,000-meter course with a time of 
19:16.23 for 49th place. Alexa Brainard turned in the second-quickest Lady Topper time with a mark of 
19:32.20 for 72nd place. Savannah Ames finished 119th with a reading of 19:57.84 while Brianna Wolken 
(20:11.40) and Kaila Smith (20:11.69) rounded out the WKU competitors in 147th and 148th place, 
respectively. 
Women’s Results 
- 49th: Aleja Grant – 19:16.23 
- 72nd Alexa Brainard – 19:32.20 
- 119th Savannah Ames – 19:57.84 
- 147th Brianna Wolken – 20:11.40 
- 148th Kaila Smith – 20:11.69 
As a team, the WKU men placed 11th in the 41-team field while the Lady Toppers ranked 22nd in a field of 
48 teams. 
Coach Jenkins and the WKU cross country squads are back in action next weekend at the Fast Cats 
Classic in Owensboro, Kentucky. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, October 6, 2016 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
CROSS COUNTRY HEADED FOR FAST CATS CLASSIC 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – For the second-consecutive weekend, the WKU cross country teams are in 
action in the state of Kentucky as the Red and White head to Owensboro for the Fast Cats Classic. Action 
will take place at the Yellow Creek Park on Saturday. 
Races will begin on Saturday from Owensboro at 9:30 a.m. CT with middle school races followed by high 
school competitions. College women’s action commences at noon CT on the 5K course and will be 
immediately followed by the men’s 8,000-meter event at 12:45 p.m. CT. 
A map of the race courses can be viewed here. A trio of schools in Kentucky Wesleyan College, Brescia 
University and Daviees County High School, are tri-hosting the outing. 
Current course records at the Yellow Creek Park are 17:55 on the women’s 5K path and 24:51 on the 
men’s 8,000 meter course. 
More information on the weekend event can be found here, including information regarding parking, 
admission and directions. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, October 28, 2016 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU CROSS COUNTRY HEADED FOR C-USA CHAMPIONSHIPS 
C-USA Cross Country Notebook 
PDF: http://conferenceusa.com/documents/2016/10/28//C_USA_XC_Championship_Notebook.pdf 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – For the first time of the 2016 campaign, WKU Cross Country is headed for 
competition in a state other than Kentucky or Tennessee as the Conference USA Championships will be 
hosted in Concord, North Carolina, by Charlotte on Saturday. 
The women’s 5K race is slated to begin at 8 a.m. CT with the men running at 9 a.m. CT, from the Frank 
Liske Park in Concord. Men’s action will take place on the 8K course. Course maps can be viewed here. 
Thirteen Conference USA schools will be represented at the weekend outing as Old Dominion does not 
field a cross country program. Additionally on the men’s side, Southern Miss and UAB do not sport 
teams. 
At the 2015 championships, the WKU men finished ninth with 234 points as UTEP won the title with 19. 
On the women’s side, Rice took home the title with 48 points while the Lady Toppers finished third with 
96. 
More information on the weekend event can be found here, including information live results, weather 
and awards. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, October 29, 2016 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU MEN AND WOMEN TURN IN TOP-10 FINISHES AT C-USA CHAMPIONSHIPS 
C-USA Cross Country PDF results attached. 
CONCORD, N.C. – In her first race of the 2016 cross country season, WKU senior Lindsey Hinken led the 
Lady Toppers with a 24th place finish while Endalow Takele finished in 20th place on the men’s side at the 
Conference USA Cross Country Championships. The events were hosted by Charlotte from the Frank 
Liske Park in Concord, North Carolina. 
Opening the day with the women’s 5K race, Hinken (18:11.4) led the Lady Topper squad to a 10th place 
team finish as WKU posted 250 points and an average race time of 19:26.92. 
Aleja Grant crossed the line next, turning in a 53rd-place finish with a time of 19:14.2. Alexa Brainard and 
Savannah Ames finished back-to-back in 59th and 60th with readings of 19:23.0 and 19:30.5, respectively. 
Rounding out the scoring for WKU was freshman Kyla Scanlon, who finished 68th with a mark of 19:37.3 
in her second race of the season. 
Also running for the Lady Topper squad were Brianna Wolken, who finished in 83rd (20:19.5), and Callie 
Donaldson in 86th (20:22.7) in her first meet as a Lady Topper. 
Lady Topper Results 
24. Lindsey Hinken – 18:11.4 
53. Aleja Grant - 19:14.2 
59. Alexa Brainard – 19:23.0 
60. Savannah Ames – 19:30.5 
68. Kyla Scanlon – 19:37.3 
----- 
83. Brianna Wolken – 20:19.5 
86. Callie Donaldson – 20:22.7 
Endalow Takele earned All-Conference honors for the second-straight year as the junior raced to a 20th-
place finish (25:28.1) in the men’s 8K competition to earn All-Conference USA Third Team recognition. 
As a team, the Hilltoppers finished ninth with 223 points and an average race time of 26:53.48. 
Following Takele was Julien Cuyeu finishing 33rd with a mark of 26:03.2. Crossing the finish line third for 
WKU was senior Kyle Wilson in 56th after earning a mark of 27:24.9. Mark Stice was the next Hilltopper 
runner to finish, crossing 59th overall at 27:37.4 while Taylor Scarbrough rounded out the WKU scoring in 
63rd with a time of 27:53.8. 
Bryce Swindell also ran for the Hilltoppers at the conference championship during his debut season and 
finished with a reading of 29:06.5 for 72nd place. 
Hilltopper Results 
20. Endalow Takele – 25:28.1 
33. Julien Cuyeu – 26:03.2 
56. Kyle Wilson – 27:24.9 
59. Mark Stice – 27:37.4 
63. Taylor Scarbrough – 27:53.8 
----- 
72. Bryce Swindell – 29:06.5 
More information from the weekend event can be found here, including results and awards. 
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Event 1  Men 8k CC
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Results - Men
  1 Jacob Choge               FR Mid. Tenn. State       23:54.2    1
  2 Jonah Koech               SO UTEP                   24:05.3    2
  3 Cosmas Boit               SR UTEP                   24:05.7    3
  4 Kigen Chemadi             SO Mid. Tenn. State       24:11.1    4
  5 Antony Kosgei             SO UTEP                   24:15.3    5
  6 Michael Saruni            FR UTEP                   24:16.2    6
  7 Sampson Laari             JR Mid. Tenn. State       24:25.6    7
  8 Daniel Cheruiyot          JR UTEP                   24:26.6    8
  9 Tom Nobles                SO Charlotte              24:32.3    9
 10 Amos Cheruiyot            JR Mid. Tenn. State       24:46.7   10
 11 Aaron Gebhart             FR Charlotte              24:47.7   11
 12 Manoah Kiptum             SO Louisiana Tech         24:54.8   12
 13 Zach Marchinko            FR Charlotte              24:56.0   13
 14 Hillary Rono              SR Mid. Tenn. State       24:58.7   14
 15 Geoffry Cheruiyot         JR Mid. Tenn. State       25:08.2   15
 16 James Coleman             SR North Texas            25:09.0   16
 17 Daniel Green              SO Marshall               25:12.9   17
 18 Florian Lussy             FR North Texas            25:19.1   18
 19 Mike Lowe                 JR North Texas            25:25.8   19
 20 Endalow Takele            JR Western Kentucky       25:28.1   20
 21 Evans Kiprono             SR UTEP                   25:32.2   21
 22 Alex Cleveland            FR North Texas            25:34.6   22
 23 Marco Ruiz                JR Rice                   25:35.6   23
 24 Paul Arredondo            FR Charlotte              25:37.4   24
 25 Emmanuel Korir            FR UTEP                   25:45.4   25
 26 Imran Bell                SO Rice                   25:49.1   26
 27 Montgomery Bertschy       JR UTSA                   25:49.2   27
 28 William Shaffer           JR Marshall               25:49.4   28
 29 William Hayes             JR Marshall               25:55.5   29
 30 Zach Kirkland             SO North Texas            25:55.7   30
 31 Adolfo Carvalho           FR Rice                   25:57.9   31
 32 Griffin Lee               JR Rice                   26:00.7   32
 33 Julien Cuyeu              SO Western Kentucky       26:03.2   33
 34 Kyle Maloney              SO North Texas            26:04.2   34
 35 Matt Bomkamp              FR Charlotte              26:09.8   35
 36 Alex Cornwell             FR Charlotte              26:11.6   36
 37 Rick Nally                JR North Texas            26:12.4   37
 38 William Roberts           SR Rice                   26:17.7   38
 39 Tim Jones                 FR North Texas            26:21.5
 40 Austin Ballow             FR Louisiana Tech         26:22.1   39
 41 Alex Minor                FR Marshall               26:30.8   40
 42 Shadrack Matelong         SR Mid. Tenn. State       26:33.3   41
 43 Saul Vasquez              JR UTSA                   26:39.5   42
 44 Matt Calem                SO Rice                   26:43.7   43
 45 Nickolas Schmidt          SO Marshall               26:44.3   44
 46 John Von Dohlen           JR UTSA                   26:46.0   45
 47 Logan Pearce              SR Louisiana Tech         26:51.0   46
 48 Alex Cruz                 JR UTSA                   26:58.6   47
 49 Mihret Coulter            FR Charlotte              27:00.8   48
 50 Pedro Sepulveda           FR UTSA                   27:01.1   49
 51 Drake Heinz               SO Louisiana Tech         27:07.2   50
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....Event 1  Men 8k CC
 52 Drake Seccurro            SR Marshall               27:10.0   51
 53 Logan Kerby               FR Marshall               27:13.7   52
 54 Conor Fitzgerald          SO Florida Atlantic       27:15.9   53
 55 Nick Salmons              FR Marshall               27:22.1
 56 Kyle Wilson               SR Western Kentucky       27:24.9   54
 57 Clay Musial               SO Rice                   27:28.7   55
 58 Hunter Deem               FR Marshall               27:36.4
 59 Mark Stice                SO Western Kentucky       27:37.4   56
 60 Jonathan Werble           SO Florida Atlantic       27:44.8   57
 61 Jorge Areces              SO FIU                    27:51.1   58
 62 John Marting              SO Florida Atlantic       27:53.7   59
 63 Taylor Scarbrough         FR Western Kentucky       27:53.8   60
 64 Grady Frazier             SR North Texas            27:58.2
 65 Martin Luevano            FR UTSA                   28:14.4   61
 66 Brandon Lewis-Graham      SO Louisiana Tech         28:16.9   62
 67 Lachlan Shiver            FR Florida Atlantic       28:22.1   63
 68 Abde Rivera               SO Louisiana Tech         28:25.3   64
 69 Ross Rabalais             SO Florida Atlantic       28:26.6   65
 70 Alexander Villanueva      FR FIU                    28:41.6   66
 71 Daniel Areces             FR FIU                    28:51.9   67
 72 Bryce Swindell            FR Western Kentucky       29:06.5   68
 73 Cory Moogerfeld           JR Florida Atlantic       29:12.2   69
 74 Daniel Fernandez          JR FIU                    29:26.9   70
 75 Luca Chatham              SO UTSA                   29:38.4   71
 76 Royer Baez                FR FIU                    30:43.9   72
                                   Team Scores
=================================================================================
Rank Team                      Total    1    2    3    4    5   *6   *7   *8   *9
=================================================================================
Results - Men
   1 UTEP                         24    2    3    5    6    8   21   25
      Total Time:  2:01:09.10
         Average:    24:13.82
   2 Mid. Tenn. State             36    1    4    7   10   14   15   41
      Total Time:  2:02:16.30
         Average:    24:27.26
   3 Charlotte                    92    9   11   13   24   35   36   48
      Total Time:  2:06:03.20
         Average:    25:12.64
   4 North Texas                 105   16   18   19   22   30   34   37
      Total Time:  2:07:24.20
         Average:    25:28.84
   5 Rice                        150   23   26   31   32   38   43   55
      Total Time:  2:09:41.00
         Average:    25:56.20
   6 Marshall                    158   17   28   29   40   44   51   52
      Total Time:  2:10:12.90
         Average:    26:02.58
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....Event 1  Men 8k CC
   7 Louisiana Tech              209   12   39   46   50   62   64
      Total Time:  2:13:32.00
         Average:    26:42.40
   8 UTSA                        210   27   42   45   47   49   61   71
      Total Time:  2:13:14.40
         Average:    26:38.88
   9 Western Kentucky            223   20   33   54   56   60   68
      Total Time:  2:14:27.40
         Average:    26:53.48
  10 Florida Atlantic            297   53   57   59   63   65   69
      Total Time:  2:19:43.11
         Average:    27:56.62
  11 FIU                         333   58   66   67   70   72
      Total Time:  2:25:35.40
         Average:    29:07.08
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Event 2  Women 5k CC
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
Results - Women
  1 Winny Koech               FR UTEP                   16:56.6    1
  2 Caroline Sang             SO Charlotte              17:11.4    2
  3 Lilian Koech              SO UTEP                   17:18.1    3
  4 Susannah Lynch            SO North Texas            17:19.0    4
  5 Cali Roper                SR Rice                   17:19.2    5
  6 Katie Jensen              SR Rice                   17:33.6    6
  7 Hannah Maina              SR Mid. Tenn. State       17:40.7    7
  8 Rebecca Evans             JR UAB                    17:43.8    8
  9 Susan Aneno               FR Mid. Tenn. State       17:45.1    9
 10 Elsa Racasan              JR Rice                   17:46.5   10
 11 Gladys Jerotich           SO UTEP                   17:48.9   11
 12 Abigail Cartwright        JR Rice                   17:50.0   12
 13 Sarah Livett              SR UAB                    17:55.5   13
 14 Andrea Porter             SR Marshall               17:57.0   14
 15 Khayla Patel              FR Rice                   18:00.4   15
 16 Adriana Cook              SO Marshall               18:00.4   16
 17 Dana Dillistone           SR Southern Miss.         18:00.6   17
 18 Daphney Stanford          SR Southern Miss.         18:01.7   18
 19 Christina Moralez         JR North Texas            18:02.2   19
 20 Rhema Cheruiyot           JR Mid. Tenn. State       18:04.3   20
 21 Theresa Harto             FR Southern Miss.         18:06.3   21
 22 Brittany Stanley          FR Charlotte              18:09.5   22
 23 Monika Gebarzewksa        FR Southern Miss.         18:10.9   23
 24 Lindsey Hinken            SR Western Kentucky       18:11.4   24
 25 Hannah Kay                SR Rice                   18:12.2   25
 26 Josephine Kiptebeny       SR Mid. Tenn. State       18:20.9   26
 27 Agnes Abu                 SO Mid. Tenn. State       18:21.6   27
 28 Carolina Casin-Silva      SR Charlotte              18:21.9   28
 29 Emily Drouin              JR UAB                    18:26.6   29
 30 Victoria Hoppe            SO Southern Miss.         18:31.9   30
 31 Emily Pettis              FR Charlotte              18:34.5   31
 32 Kylee Kittrell            SR North Texas            18:35.0   32
 33 Erin Nelson               SO Charlotte              18:35.2   33
 34 Elizabeth Wellman         JR Florida Atlantic       18:37.3   34
 35 Anna Figuerora            SO Rice                   18:42.6   35
 36 Courtney Filliben         SR Southern Miss.         18:44.4   36
 37 Kayla Pallares            JR UTEP                   18:45.2   37
 38 Regen McGee               FR Southern Miss.         18:46.4   38
 39 Emily Voss                SO UTSA                   18:46.6   39
 40 Brittany White            JR North Texas            18:47.5   40
 41 Yulisa Abundis            SO UTSA                   18:48.8   41
 42 Fabiola Andujar-Perez     JR Rice                   18:53.4
 43 Rachel Kigen              FR Mid. Tenn. State       18:53.5   42
 44 Abike Egbeniyi            FR Mid. Tenn. State       18:55.2   43
 45 Kellee McCann             SO North Texas            18:56.9   44
 46 Grace Kohler              SR UTSA                   19:00.2   45
 47 Savannah McMillon         FR Southern Miss.         19:00.4
 48 Abby Halm                 JR Rice                   19:02.0
 49 Hannah Coffin             SR UAB                    19:03.6   46
 50 Katie Tomasi              FR Charlotte              19:07.8   47
 51 Truphena Sum              SR UTEP                   19:08.8   48
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....Event 2  Women 5k CC
 52 Cassidy Adams             SO North Texas            19:09.3   49
 53 Aleja Grant               SO Western Kentucky       19:14.2   50
 54 Jenna Hinds               FR UAB                    19:18.9   51
 55 Christina Schultz         JR Florida Atlantic       19:20.0   52
 56 Bridget Abbatiello        FR Charlotte              19:21.0   53
 57 Serena Martinez           FR UAB                    19:21.2   54
 58 Amber Govey               SR Marshall               19:22.7   55
 59 Alexa Brainard            JR Western Kentucky       19:23.0   56
 60 Savannah Ames             JR Western Kentucky       19:30.5   57
 61 Kacie Kaufman             SO Louisiana Tech         19:31.9   58
 62 Barkley Castro            JR Marshall               19:32.2   59
 63 Gabby Gonzales            FR UTSA                   19:34.5   60
 64 Sharon Kibiwott           FR Mid. Tenn. State       19:35.4
 65 Mikaela Mitchell          FR Marshall               19:36.9   61
 66 Mary Kerby                FR Marshall               19:36.9   62
 67 Abby Doyle                FR Charlotte              19:37.0
 68 Kyla Scanlon              FR Western Kentucky       19:37.3   63
 69 Sarah Estrada             FR UTSA                   19:37.9   64
 70 Bethany Hardcastle        SO Florida Atlantic       19:38.9   65
 71 Johanna Freeman           SO Florida Atlantic       19:40.3   66
 72 Baylee Nelson             SO North Texas            19:43.8   67
 73 Tori Valka                FR North Texas            19:45.1
 74 Mackenzie Mayers          FR FIU                    19:51.1   68
 75 Elia Nero                 SO Louisiana Tech         19:52.5   69
 76 Colleen Gilbert           FR UTSA                   19:54.4   70
 77 Stephanie Sauceda         FR UTSA                   19:57.8   71
 78 Chloe Sell                SR Florida Atlantic       19:58.1   72
 79 Sydne Grier               SO FIU                    19:59.0   73
 80 Sophia Clark              SO Florida Atlantic       19:59.5   74
 81 Shanika Dessein           JR FIU                    20:13.2   75
 82 Jennifer White            FR North Texas            20:14.8
 83 Brianna Wolken            FR Western Kentucky       20:19.5   76
 84 Taylor Craigo             SO Marshall               20:20.7   77
 85 Veronica Alvarez          SR UTEP                   20:22.6   78
 86 Callie Donaldson          FR Western Kentucky       20:22.7   79
 87 Abigail Short             FR Marshall               20:23.1
 88 Meagan Giddens            FR Florida Atlantic       20:25.6   80
 89 Shannon Grace             FR Florida Atlantic       20:27.7
 90 Emily Ludwig              FR Florida Atlantic       20:28.7
 91 Hayley Berg               JR Louisiana Tech         20:54.9   81
 92 Olivia Flores             FR UTSA                   21:22.6
 93 Michelle Fuentes          SO FIU                    21:46.7   82
 94 Quinci Middlebrooks       SO Louisiana Tech         22:04.3   83
 95 Macaila Bell              SO Louisiana Tech         22:17.0   84
 96 Sofia Fernandez           FR FIU                    22:43.5   85
 97 Ashley Wingerter          SO Louisiana Tech         23:04.9   86
 98 Lianna Farnesi            SO FIU                    23:16.0   87
 99 Lauren Garcia             FR FIU                    23:59.1   88
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....Event 2  Women 5k CC
                                   Team Scores
=================================================================================
Rank Team                      Total    1    2    3    4    5   *6   *7   *8   *9
=================================================================================
Results - Women
   1 Rice                         48    5    6   10   12   15   25   35
      Total Time:  1:28:29.70
         Average:    17:41.94
   2 Mid. Tenn. State             89    7    9   20   26   27   42   43
      Total Time:  1:30:12.60
         Average:    18:02.52
   3 UTEP                        100    1    3   11   37   48   78
      Total Time:  1:29:57.60
         Average:    17:59.52
   4 Southern Miss.              109   17   18   21   23   30   36   38
      Total Time:  1:30:51.40
         Average:    18:10.28
   5 Charlotte                   116    2   22   28   31   33   47   53
      Total Time:  1:30:52.50
         Average:    18:10.50
   6 North Texas                 139    4   19   32   40   44   49   67
      Total Time:  1:31:40.60
         Average:    18:20.12
   7 UAB                         147    8   13   29   46   51   54
      Total Time:  1:32:28.40
         Average:    18:29.68
   8 Marshall                    205   14   16   55   59   61   62   77
      Total Time:  1:34:29.20
         Average:    18:53.84
   9 UTSA                        249   39   41   45   60   64   70   71
      Total Time:  1:35:48.00
         Average:    19:09.60
  10 Western Kentucky            250   24   50   56   57   63   76   79
      Total Time:  1:35:56.40
         Average:    19:11.28
  11 Florida Atlantic            289   34   52   65   66   72   74   80
      Total Time:  1:37:14.60
         Average:    19:26.92
  12 Louisiana Tech              375   58   69   81   83   84   86
      Total Time:  1:44:40.60
         Average:    20:56.12
  13 FIU                         383   68   73   75   82   85   87   88
      Total Time:  1:44:33.50
         Average:    20:54.70
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, November 10, 2016 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
BRAINARD EARNS SPOT ON C-USA ALL-ACADEMIC TEAM 
C-USA release attached. 
Headshot of Brainard attached. 
IRVING, Texas – After competing in every WKU Cross Country meet this season, Alexa Brainard has been 
named to the Conference USA All-Academic Team, the league office announced Thursday. The WKU 
junior is one of just six C-USA women to earn the honor. 
Entering her junior campaign, Brainard carried a 3.90 GPA while studying public health with a pre-
physical therapy concentration. This is the first honor of the sort for Brainard, a Collierville, Tennessee, 
native. She also competes for the Lady Topper indoor and outdoor track teams. 
This season, Brainard competed in all four meets for the Lady Toppers and was the second runner in Red 
and White to cross the finish line at each meet. Her top finish came at the Golden Eagle 5K to open the 
season, where she finished 23rd with a mark of 21:17.2. Brainard’s quickest finish came at the 
Conference USA Championships, when she ran a 5K time of 19:23.0, a new personal best. 
Joining Brainard on the women’s All-Academic Team are runners from four different institutions. Kacie 
Kaufman from Louisiana Tech, Susannah Lynch out of North Texas, Abigail Cartwright and Katie Jensen 
from Rice and Dana Dillistone from Southern Miss all earned honors as well. In total, 12 student athletes 
were honored as Taylor Hayes (Marshall), William Shaffer (Marshall), Sampson Laari (Middle 
Tennessee), James Coleman (North Texas), Antony Kosgei (UTEP) and John von Dohlen (UTSA) earned 
honors on the men’s side. 
2016 InTouch Credit Union C-USA Cross Country Men's All-Academic Team 
*Taylor Hayes | Marshall | Senior | 3.92 - Biology 
William Shaffer | Marshall |Senior | 3.88 – Civil Engineering 
Sampson Laari | Middle Tennessee | Junior | 3.74 - Liberal Studies 
James Coleman | North Texas | Senior | 3.69 - Psychology 
Antony Kosgei | UTEP | Sophomore | 3.73 – Environmental Science 
John von Dohlen | UTSA | Junior | | 3.94 - Marketing 
2016 InTouch Credit Union C-USA Cross Country Women's All-Academic Team 
Kacie Kaufman | Louisiana Tech | Sophomore | 4.00 - Communication 
Susannah Lynch | North Texas | Sophomore | 4.00 - Psychology 
Abigail Cartwright | Rice | Sophomore | 3.86 – Civil Engineering 
*Katie Jensen | Rice | Senior | 3.79 – Chemical Engineering 
Dana Dillistone | Southern Miss | Senior | 3.97 - Biochemistry 




WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, November 10, 2016 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
HINKEN AND TAKELE HEADED BACK TO NCAA SOUTHEAST REGIONAL 
Live results link: http://www.flashresults.com/2017_Meets/xc/NCAASE/ 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – For the third time of their careers, WKU Cross Country’s Endalow Takele and 
Lindsey Hinken will be competing at the NCAA Southeast Regional. The 2016 event is being hosted by 
the University of Virginia at Panorama Farms in Earlysville, Virginia. 
On the women’s side, the start gun is slated for 10 a.m. CT. A map of the 6K course can be viewed here. 
Hinken will be one of 301 runners at the 2016 NCAA Southeast Regional. Additionally, WKU is one of 38 
programs to be represented in the competitor field. 
In her two previous NCAA regional appearances, Hinken most recently in 2015 finished 22nd with a time 
of 21:31.20, and secured a 54th place finish during the 2012 competition (21:53.60). 
The men’s 10K race is schedule to begin at 11 a.m. CT. A course map can be seen here. On the men’s 
side, Takele is one of 278 entries in the race. WKU is one of 36 cross country programs represented in 
the 2016 NCAA Men’s Southeast Regional. 
Takele also competed in the 2015 event, earning a new personal-best time of 31:02.3 to finish just 
outside of the top 50. A year prior, Takele finished with a mark of 33:05.4 to take 143rd in the field. 
The Southeast Regional is one of nine NCAA Regional sites across the country in 2016. A total of 31 
teams will qualify for next weekend's NCAA Championships in Terre Haute, Indiana. Automatic 
qualification will be given to the top two teams at each of the nine regionals. The remaining 13 slots will 
be filled in an at-large selection process. Individually, 38 additional athletes will be added to the NCAA 





Nov. 10, 2016 
IRVING, Texas – Conference USA’s commitment to excellence on the field and in the 
classroom continues to show as 12 student-athletes have been named to the 2016 C-USA 
InTouch Credit Union Men’s and Women’s Cross Country All-Academic Teams. Nine schools 
are represented on the list, headlined by a duo of student-athletes from Marshall on the men’s 
side and a pair of honorees from Rice on the women’s team. 
Teammates Tony Hayes and William Shaffer represent Marshall on this year’s men’s squad. 
Hayes, a repeat winner from last season, maintains a 3.92 GPA in biology and has been named 
to Marshall’s Dean’s List all six semesters he has completed. This season, Hayes set a 
personal best in the 8K at the Joe Piane Notre Dame Invitational and finished third for the Herd 
at High Point University’s VertCross Invitational. Shaffer has been named to the C-USA Honor 
Roll his freshman, sophomore and junior years and boasts a 3.88 GPA in civil engineering. The 
senior posted his top 5K finish of the year at the Morehead State Eagle Opener, finishing 11th.  
Representing the 26th-ranked Middle Tennessee men’s team is junior Sampson Laari. A 2016 
First Team All-Conference honoree, Laari has led the Blue Raiders to their best season in 
program history. The junior ran a personal best in the Greater Louisville Classic 8K, placing 11th 
against some of the toughest runners in the nation. Laari, a liberal studies major, holds down a 
3.74 GPA and will run in the NCAA South Regionals this Friday. 
North Texas senior James Coleman sports a 3.69 GPA as a psychology major. Earlier this 
season, Coleman placed second at the Baylor Twilight Invitational with a time of 12:15.5. The 
Melbourne, Australia, native is a three-time member of the C-USA Commissioner’s Honor Roll. 
Antony Kosgei, a back-to-back First Team All-Conference honoree, represents the 15th-ranked 
UTEP men’s squad on the all-academic squad. The sophomore from Eldoret, Kenya, has 
finished every collegiate meet in the top 10, highlighted by a 10th-place finish at the 2016 NCAA 
Pre Nationals. Kosgei maintains a 3.73 GPA as an environmental science major and will lead 
the C-USA Champion Miners in the NCAA Mountain Regionals this Friday in Logan, Utah. 
Rounding out the men’s squad is UTSA junior John von Dohlen. The Goliad, Texas, native 
earned a C-USA Academic Medal last season and is a two-time member of the C-USA 
 
Commissioner’s Honor Roll. The marketing major placed 27th at the Aggie Opener in his best 
finish of the 2016 season and maintains a 3.94 GPA.  
Leading the women’s side are a pair of Rice Owls in Abigail Cartwright and Katie Jensen. 
Cartwright garnered two C-USA Female Athlete of the Week awards this season, and placed 
first overall in the Rice Invitational and the Texas A&M Invite. The Dallas, Texas, native boasts a 
3.86 GPA as a civil engineering major. Jensen holds down a 3.79 GPA in chemical engineering 
and has been named to the C-USA All-Academic Team three-straight years. The senior posted 
three top-five finishes this season, while adding a sixth-place finish at the C-USA 
Championships, helping secure a team victory for the Owls. Both Jensen and Roper will lead 
the Owls into the NCAA South Central Regional Championships this Friday in Fayetteville, 
Arkansas. 
Representing Louisiana Tech on the women’s side is sophomore Kacie Kaufman, who was LA 
Tech’s top finisher in all four meets she competed in this season. The Loveland, Colorado, 
native is a C-USA Commissioner’s Academic Medal recipient and maintains a 4.0 GPA as a 
communications major.  
Susannah Lynch of North Texas was named to the all-academic squad and also holds a 4.0 
GPA in psychology. The sophomore finished fourth overall at the C-USA Championships and 
earned first team All-Conference accolades for her performance. Lynch will look to lead the 
Mean Green to a strong showing in the NCAA South Central Regional Championships this 
Friday.  
Southern Miss’ Dana Dillistone boasts a 3.97 GPA in biochemistry and led the Golden Eagles 
to two team championships this season (Warhawk Invitational and LSU Invitational).  The senior 
has earned three C-USA Academic Medals and was honored as a 2016 C-USA Female Athlete 
of the Week in week one of the 2016 season.  
Wrapping up the women’s unit is WKU’s Alexa Brainard. The junior competed in all three fall 
events for the Lady Toppers while holding down a 3.90 GPA in public health (pre-physical 
therapy). A Collierville, Tennessee, product, Brainard wrapped up her strong season by leading 




2016 InTouch Credit Union C-USA Cross Country Men's All-Academic Team 
*Taylor Hayes | Marshall | Senior | 3.92 - Biology 
William Shaffer | Marshall |Senior | 3.88 – Civil Engineering 
Sampson Laari | Middle Tennessee | Junior | 3.74 - Liberal Studies 
James Coleman | North Texas | Senior | 3.69 - Psychology  
Antony Kosgei | UTEP | Sophomore | 3.73 – Environmental Science  
John von Dohlen | UTSA | Junior | | 3.94 - Marketing  
2016 InTouch Credit Union C-USA Cross Country Women's All-Academic Team 
Kacie Kaufman | Louisiana Tech | Sophomore | 4.00 - Communication 
Susannah Lynch | North Texas | Sophomore | 4.00 - Psychology 
Abigail Cartwright | Rice | Sophomore | 3.86 – Civil Engineering  
*Katie Jensen | Rice | Senior | 3.79 – Chemical Engineering  
Dana Dillistone | Southern Miss | Senior | 3.97 - Biochemistry  
Alexa Brainard | WKU | Junior | 3.90 – Public Health: Pre-Physical Therapy 
*Repeat Selections 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, November 11, 2016 
Cross Country / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
HINKEN CLOSES CROSS COUNTRY CAREER AT NCAA SOUTHEAST REGIONAL 
PDF of final results attached. 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. – WKU Cross Country senior Lindsey Hinken closed out the 2016 campaign with 
an 84th place finish at the NCAA Southeast Regional hosted by the University of Virginia at Panorama 
Farms in Charlottesville, Virginia. 
Hinken ran as an individual in the 6K race and clocked a time of 22:15.1 to finish 84th. The women’s field 
included 227 participants representing 38 different institutions. 
“The NCAA Southeast Regional Cross Country meet is an extremely competitive meet,” said WKU head 
coach Erik Jenkins. “The region has multiple top-25 nationally ranked teams and some of the best 
individual competitors in the NCAA. Lindsey concluded her senior season in cross country today as one 
of the top runners in WKU history. She did a good job today and I am excited about her possibilities in 
track.” 
Taking home the women’s team title was NC State with 53 points at the event followed by Louisville in 
second (163), Kentucky in third (164), Furman taking fourth (168) and Wake Forest (186) rounding out 
the top five. 
NC State also claimed the title on the men’s side with 90 points. Host Virginia claimed second place 
(105), narrowly edging out Furman which finished third (106). Eastern Kentucky claimed the fourth spot 
(117) and Kentucky (150) rounded out the top five. 
This marked the third NCAA Southeast Regional run of Hinken’s career at WKU. In her two previous 
NCAA regional appearances, Hinken finished 22nd with a time of 21:31.20 in 2015, and secured a 
54th place finish during the 2012 competition (21:53.60). 
The Southeast Regional is one of nine NCAA Regional sites across the country in 2016. A total of 31 
teams qualified for next weekend's NCAA Championships in Terre Haute, Indiana. Automatic 
qualification will be given to the top two teams at each of the nine regionals. The remaining 13 slots will 
be filled in an at-large selection process. Individually, 38 additional athletes will be added to the NCAA 
Championships field and the top four runners at each regional not on a qualifying team will be 
automatically selected. 
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Women's 6k
Pl Athlete Names Affiliation 2k 2k Pl +/- 5k 5k Pl +/- Time Pts
1 Annie Bothma FR Coastal Carolina 6:37.0 1 ▬ 17:00.0 1 ▬ 20:15.4 1
2 Erika Kemp SR NC State 6:39.0 9 ▲7 17:08.0 2 ▬ 20:19.0 2
3 Katy Kunc JR Kentucky 6:38.7 6 ▬ 17:12.8 6 ▲3 20:26.6 3
4 Grace Barnett SR Clemson 6:38.7 6 ▲1 17:12.6 5 ▲1 20:27.7 4
5 Charlotte Imer JR Eastern Kentucky 6:39.0 9 ▲6 17:10.1 3 ▼2 20:30.7 5
6 Regan Rome JR William & Mary 6:38.5 5 ▲1 17:12.5 4 ▼2 20:35.7 6
7 Dorcas Wasike FR Louisville 6:38.0 2 ▼5 17:13.2 7 ▬ 20:36.0 7
8 Emily Mulhern SO Virginia 6:39.1 11 ▲3 17:16.0 8 ▬ 20:37.3 8
9 Caroline Sang SO Charlotte 6:39.7 12 ▲2 17:18.3 10 ▲1 20:38.3 9
10 Ryen Frazier SO NC State 6:42.0 17 ▲8 17:17.1 9 ▼1 20:42.8 10
11 Rachel Koon SO NC State 6:38.4 3 ▼8 17:21.4 11 ▬ 20:44.3 11
12 Alyssa Rudawsky JR NC State 6:42.1 19 ▲7 17:25.9 12 ▬ 20:45.5 12
13 Kyla Van Graan SR Coastal Carolina 6:42.5 20 ▲4 17:37.8 16 ▲3 20:51.6 13
14 Kimberly Johansen SR Elon 6:45.8 30 ▲11 17:39.4 19 ▲5 20:51.7 14
15 Savannah Carnahan FR Furman 6:38.4 3 ▼11 17:32.4 14 ▼1 20:53.4 15
16 Joan Maritim JR Campbell 6:38.9 8 ▼5 17:26.0 13 ▼3 20:53.8
17 Aynslee Van Graan JR Coastal Carolina 6:43.8 23 ▲5 17:39.3 18 ▲1 20:54.8 16
18 Carol Strock JR James Madison 6:46.1 32 ▲10 17:43.7 22 ▲4 20:59.0 17
19 Elly Henes FR NC State 6:44.0 24 ▲4 17:40.7 20 ▲1 20:59.8 18
20 Emma Grace Hurley FR Furman 6:40.2 13 ▼2 17:37.2 15 ▼5 21:03.4 19
21 Katie Kennedy JR Virginia Tech 6:41.2 15 ▼2 17:38.0 17 ▼4 21:05.1 20
22 Tristin Van Ord SR App State 6:44.0 24 ▲3 17:40.8 21 ▼1 21:05.6 21
23 Laura Miller SR Furman 6:50.1 45 ▲18 17:52.0 27 ▲4 21:06.2 22
24 Caroline McCaslin SR Kentucky 6:45.8 30 ▬ 17:53.4 30 ▲6 21:07.1 23
25 Luisa Boschan JR Eastern Kentucky 6:48.9 39 ▲14 17:47.9 25 ▬ 21:07.5 24
26 Bailey Davis JR Louisville 6:49.8 43 ▲19 17:47.0 24 ▼2 21:08.5 25
27 Meredith Smith SO Wake Forest 6:52.6 49 ▲20 17:52.2 29 ▲2 21:10.5 26
28 Gabrielle Richichi SO Duke 7:04.2 97 ▲66 17:53.9 31 ▲3 21:12.3 27
29 Ellie Abrahamson SR Wake Forest 6:52.4 48 ▲22 17:48.0 26 ▼3 21:15.9 28
30 Molly McKenna JR William & Mary 6:49.6 42 ▲19 17:46.9 23 ▼7 21:16.5 29
31 Samantha Halvorsen FR Wake Forest 6:53.4 53 ▲20 17:55.7 33 ▲2 21:22.2 30
32 Logan Morris FR Clemson 6:48.5 38 ▲2 17:58.9 36 ▲4 21:22.3 31
33 Catherine Allen JR Wake Forest 6:45.5 27 ▬ 17:52.0 27 ▼6 21:28.7 32
34 Gabrielle Jennings FR Furman 6:41.1 14 ▼18 17:54.2 32 ▼2 21:31.5 33
35 Sarah Astin SR Virginia 6:41.5 16 ▼19 17:57.1 35 ▬ 21:31.6 34
36 Morgan Ilse SO North Carolina 6:45.5 27 ▼15 18:08.2 42 ▲6 21:32.5 35
37 Megan Rebholz JR Virginia 6:45.7 29 ▼8 18:00.4 37 ▬ 21:32.9 36
38 Vallery Korir SO Murray State 6:42.0 17 ▼17 17:56.7 34 ▼4 21:34.1 37
39 Caroline Gosser SO Louisville 6:55.9 61 ▲22 18:06.0 39 ▬ 21:34.5 38
40 Avery Bussjager SO Kentucky 6:47.6 35 ▼8 18:11.0 43 ▲3 21:38.6 39____________________________________________________________
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41 Lauren Berman SO Virginia Tech 6:44.9 26 ▼23 18:14.0 49 ▲8 21:38.9 40
42 Mia Ross JR Louisville 6:49.9 44 ▲4 18:07.0 40 ▼2 21:40.1 41
43 Amy Hansen SR Kentucky 6:57.2 66 ▲17 18:14.0 49 ▲6 21:40.4 42
44 Kaitlyn Kramer SR NC State 6:46.4 33 ▼11 18:11.3 44 ▬ 21:40.7 43
45 Beth Hawling SR Virginia 6:46.4 33 ▼15 18:13.7 48 ▲3 21:41.1 44
46 Lindsay Billings FR Duke 7:04.3 98 ▲60 18:05.5 38 ▼8 21:41.6 45
47 Abigail Motley JR Virginia Tech 6:43.3 21 ▼20 18:07.8 41 ▼6 21:42.1 46
48 Nora Raher JR James Madison 6:52.8 51 ▬ 18:17.1 51 ▲3 21:44.0 47
49 Coralea Geraniotis SO Elon 6:52.2 46 ▲1 18:11.4 45 ▼4 21:44.7 48
50 Tessa Mundell SR James Madison 6:55.1 59 ▲2 18:21.3 57 ▲7 21:45.8 49
51 Katy Link SR UNC-Greensboro 6:48.2 36 ▼11 18:13.4 47 ▼4 21:46.1 50
52 Gladys Cheruiyot SO Eastern Kentucky 6:58.9 75 ▲21 18:18.0 54 ▲2 21:46.8 51
53 Adair Gennocro JR Louisville 6:56.7 63 ▲8 18:19.8 55 ▲2 21:47.3 52
54 Grace Sullivan SO East Carolina 7:03.8 96 ▲39 18:21.3 57 ▲3 21:48.6 53
55 Olivia Viparina SO James Madison 6:59.7 81 ▲26 18:19.8 55 ▬ 21:48.6 54
56 Molly Applegate SR William & Mary 6:49.5 41 ▼12 18:17.7 53 ▼3 21:53.4 55
57 Melissa Anastasakis FR Elon 6:59.5 78 ▲18 18:22.8 60 ▲3 21:54.8 56
58 Whitney O'Bryan SO Kentucky 6:54.1 56 ▼5 18:24.3 61 ▲3 21:55.2 57
59 Mady Clahane FR North Carolina 6:58.8 74 ▲8 18:28.5 66 ▲7 21:56.1 58
60 Colleen Carney SO Richmond 6:54.6 57 ▼6 18:27.1 63 ▲3 21:57.8 59
61 Laurie Barton FR Virginia Tech 6:53.8 55 ▼22 18:37.3 77 ▲16 21:59.0 60
62 Victoria Churchill JR Col. of Charleston 7:00.6 87 ▲25 18:26.8 62 ▬ 21:59.3 61
63 Haley Yost JR Eastern Kentucky 7:00.4 86 ▲34 18:17.4 52 ▼11 22:00.0 62
64 Jenna Gearing FR Clemson 7:06.3 106 ▲30 18:36.5 76 ▲12 22:00.2 63
65 Erin Edmundson FR North Carolina 6:59.7 81 ▲13 18:28.6 68 ▲3 22:00.3 64
66 Lilian Kiborus FR Eastern Kentucky 6:48.4 37 ▼9 18:12.0 46 ▼20 22:02.0 65
67 Charlotte Kowalk FR William & Mary 7:02.2 91 ▲12 18:37.8 79 ▲12 22:03.2 66
68 Ciara Donohue SO George Mason 6:55.3 60 ▼11 18:31.0 71 ▲3 22:03.5 67
69 Emma Call FR Virginia 6:57.1 64 ▼5 18:29.5 69 ▬ 22:04.0 68
70 Jill Weston JR Kentucky 6:57.5 68 ▼10 18:37.4 78 ▲8 22:04.4 69
71 Isabelle Harouche SO Wake Forest 7:04.8 100 ▲18 18:38.4 82 ▲11 22:04.5 70
72 Anna Van Wyk SO Liberty 6:58.4 72 ▲7 18:28.1 65 ▼7 22:06.1 71
73 Bethlehem Taye FR NC State 6:43.4 22 ▼42 18:27.8 64 ▼9 22:06.1 72
74 Mary Reiser SR South Carolina 6:49.2 40 ▼19 18:21.7 59 ▼15 22:06.4 73
75 Mikayla Richardson FR Virginia Tech 6:56.1 62 ▼23 18:38.9 85 ▲10 22:06.5 74
76 Peyton McGovern FR Richmond 6:53.1 52 ▼14 18:28.5 66 ▼10 22:06.8 75
77 Emily Fedders SO App State 7:00.0 83 ▲13 18:30.2 70 ▼7 22:07.7 76
78 Tara Hanley SR Richmond 7:04.7 99 ▲24 18:34.7 75 ▼3 22:08.3 77
79 Carolina Casin-Silva SR Charlotte 7:00.1 84 ▲4 18:38.0 80 ▲1 22:09.3 78
80 Jennifer Stephenson FR Furman 6:58.5 73 ▲1 18:32.9 72 ▼8 22:10.7 79
81 Bailey Beery FR Louisville 6:59.4 77 ▼9 18:39.4 86 ▲5 22:12.5 80
82 Jenna Truedson SO Wake Forest 7:06.9 110 ▲22 18:39.7 88 ▲6 22:13.5 81
83 Laurel Sheffield JR Davidson 7:11.0 124 ▲41 18:38.5 83 ▬ 22:14.2 82____________________________________________________________
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84 Lindsey Hinken SR Western Kentucky 6:59.6 80 ▼4 18:38.7 84 ▬ 22:15.1
85 Grace Dwyer FR Furman 6:58.3 71 ▼9 18:38.0 80 ▼5 22:15.6 83
86 Morgan Wittrock FR Clemson 6:55.0 58 ▼16 18:34.2 74 ▼12 22:16.0 84
87 Nadia Power FR Virginia 6:57.1 64 ▼28 18:49.9 92 ▲5 22:18.0 85
88 Carolyn Hopkins SO Elon 7:00.7 88 ▼3 18:48.1 91 ▲3 22:18.4 86
89 Kathryn Lazarchick SR Wake Forest 7:00.7 88 ▲15 18:33.4 73 ▼16 22:19.1 87
90 Terrill Zentmeyer SR Liberty 7:19.3 155 ▲50 18:55.1 105 ▲15 22:20.4 88
91 Shelby Cain JR Richmond 7:12.3 130 ▲20 18:56.0 110 ▲19 22:21.0 89
92 Susannah Cate FR Davidson 7:12.4 132 ▲31 18:53.9 101 ▲9 22:21.3 90
93 Caroline Yarbrough SO Davidson 6:53.4 53 ▼34 18:39.5 87 ▼6 22:21.5 91
94 Erin Nelson SO Charlotte 7:07.3 112 ▲16 18:51.5 96 ▲2 22:22.9 92
95 Maddie Hunter FR Davidson 6:57.4 67 ▼44 18:56.2 111 ▲16 22:24.0 93
96 Logan Luckett FR VMI 7:14.8 142 ▲42 18:53.0 100 ▲4 22:24.5
97 Liz Lansing SO Duke 7:13.1 136 ▲22 18:57.5 114 ▲17 22:25.2 94
98 Carlee Cassidy SR Col. of Charleston 7:02.3 92 ▼1 18:50.0 93 ▼5 22:25.6 95
99 Corey Weiss JR Elon 7:10.7 122 ▲24 18:52.7 98 ▼1 22:26.3 96
100 Meggan Grams SO Eastern Kentucky 7:06.7 109 ▲3 18:55.4 106 ▲6 22:26.5 97
101 Meagan Smith JR Murray State 7:09.4 119 ▲24 18:51.4 95 ▼6 22:26.7 98
102 Rebekah Priddy SO Murray State 7:10.7 122 ▲25 18:51.6 97 ▼5 22:27.0 99
103 Anna Stoddard FR South Carolina 7:01.9 90 ▼9 18:52.8 99 ▼4 22:27.1 100
104 Tessa Riley JR Virginia Tech 6:57.9 70 ▼20 18:46.9 90 ▼14 22:28.9 101
105 Amber Hawkins JR George Mason 7:05.9 104 ▼7 18:56.2 111 ▲6 22:29.5 102
106 Brigid Brennan JR Elon 7:03.6 94 ▲5 18:45.9 89 ▼17 22:30.8 103
107 Caroline Reiser SR East Carolina 7:03.5 93 ▼16 18:55.8 109 ▲2 22:33.7 104
108 Ellen Feringa SO Col. of Charleston 7:07.5 113 ▲9 18:54.8 104 ▼4 22:34.1 105
109 Caitlin Swanson FR James Madison 7:12.1 128 ▲25 18:54.1 103 ▼6 22:35.1 106
110 Molly Breidenbaugh JR William & Mary 6:52.7 50 ▼51 18:53.9 101 ▼9 22:36.7 107
111 Kylie Regan JR Richmond 7:00.1 84 ▼23 18:55.5 107 ▼4 22:37.8 108
112 Blake Dodge SO North Carolina 6:59.5 78 ▼30 18:55.6 108 ▼4 22:37.9 109
113 Kathryn Eng SO William & Mary 7:06.6 108 ▼11 19:02.4 119 ▲6 22:38.0 110
114 Brittany Stanley FR Charlotte 7:08.5 115 ▼3 19:01.9 118 ▲4 22:38.9 111
115 Hayden Bates SR Davidson 7:15.2 144 ▲18 19:09.2 126 ▲11 22:39.7 112
116 Bonnie Angermeier SO Virginia 6:57.5 68 ▼49 19:01.7 117 ▲1 22:39.8 113
117 Aurilla Wilson SO Louisville 7:03.6 94 ▼27 19:02.8 121 ▲4 22:40.2 114
118 Audrey Gordon JR William & Mary 6:52.2 46 ▼48 18:50.7 94 ▼24 22:40.4 115
119 Sarah Sears JR Davidson 7:12.4 132 ▲7 19:08.2 125 ▲6 22:41.6 116
120 Victoria Cooke SO East Carolina 7:05.4 101 ▼12 18:57.4 113 ▼7 22:41.6 117
121 Aundrea Busse JR Kentucky 7:05.8 103 ▼13 19:01.0 116 ▼5 22:42.0 118
122 Ashley Brown FR VCU 7:13.5 137 ▲9 19:11.7 128 ▲6 22:42.1 119
123 Allison Mueller SO South Carolina 7:07.5 113 ▼11 19:06.0 124 ▲1 22:42.8 120
124 Caroline Turner SR Davidson 7:12.6 134 ▲14 19:02.6 120 ▼4 22:43.1 121
125 Torre Moser SR App State 7:09.5 120 ▼13 19:13.7 133 ▲8 22:45.9 122
126 Taylor Delaney FR UNC-Greensboro 7:16.7 147 ▲32 18:58.6 115 ▼11 22:46.0 123____________________________________________________________
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127 Natalie Kile JR App State 7:16.0 146 ▲14 19:13.3 132 ▲5 22:48.3 124
128 Ciara Scott JR Eastern Kentucky 7:11.1 125 ▲2 19:05.9 123 ▼5 22:48.9 125
129 Delaney Savedge FR VCU 7:17.9 148 ▲19 19:12.6 129 ▬ 22:51.2 126
130 Blair Ramsey FR North Carolina 6:58.9 75 ▼47 19:04.0 122 ▼8 22:52.2 127
131 Emily Murphy FR James Madison 7:13.5 137 ▲10 19:09.8 127 ▼4 22:52.7 128
132 Phylissa Greeley SO App State 7:19.7 156 ▲6 19:28.5 150 ▲18 22:54.7 129
133 Sydney Teague JR East Carolina 7:08.7 117 ▼17 19:15.3 134 ▲1 22:55.0 130
134 Mason Swenson FR Murray State 7:08.6 116 ▼14 19:12.8 130 ▼4 22:56.6 131
135 Nichelle Scott JR VCU 7:14.0 139 ▲1 19:19.1 138 ▲3 22:57.0 132
136 Nicole Goff JR James Madison 7:14.2 140 ▼2 19:23.7 142 ▲6 22:57.9 133
137 Hannah Tobler SO Northern Kentucky 7:08.9 118 ▼17 19:16.8 135 ▼2 22:58.7 134
138 Evie Tate SR Clemson 7:07.2 111 ▼20 19:13.1 131 ▼7 23:00.7 135
139 Caitlin Cunningham FR Morehead State 7:26.9 176 ▲29 19:25.2 147 ▲8 23:00.8 136
140 Sara Freix FR Virginia Tech 7:11.7 127 ▼12 19:19.7 139 ▼1 23:01.4 137
141 Kansas Greenwell SO Morehead State 7:18.5 152 ▲16 19:17.2 136 ▼5 23:02.1 138
142 Jennah Flairty SO Northern Kentucky 7:10.4 121 ▼20 19:21.9 141 ▼1 23:03.6 139
143 Sarah Armstrong FR Duke 7:24.6 166 ▲26 19:20.6 140 ▼3 23:04.2 140
144 Kammi Kurtz SO Liberty 7:12.8 135 ▼2 19:18.6 137 ▼7 23:04.7 141
145 Kelly Burrows SR Northern Kentucky 7:24.8 168 ▲16 19:30.2 152 ▲7 23:06.9 142
146 Bridget Abbatiello FR Charlotte 7:15.2 144 ▬ 19:24.7 144 ▼2 23:07.7 143
147 Kerry Leonard JR App State 7:12.1 128 ▼16 19:24.7 144 ▼3 23:09.3 144
148 Ave Grosenheider SO Richmond 7:05.6 102 ▼41 19:23.8 143 ▼5 23:11.4 145
149 Sheridan Wilbur SO Duke 7:24.8 168 ▲20 19:26.7 148 ▼1 23:12.2 146
150 Lindsey Bray SR Liberty 7:22.6 161 ▲10 19:29.7 151 ▲1 23:12.4 147
151 Shelby Cuddeback SR Elon 7:11.5 126 ▼20 19:24.9 146 ▼5 23:13.0 148
152 Mackenzie Butler SR Morehead State 7:30.3 183 ▲26 19:37.3 157 ▲5 23:13.5 149
153 Khalilah Hamer FR George Mason 7:34.2 192 ▲39 19:34.5 153 ▬ 23:15.4 150
154 Harper Henson FR Winthrop 7:29.8 179 ▲19 19:38.7 160 ▲6 23:17.3 151
155 Erin McLaughlin SO Clemson 7:12.3 130 ▼19 19:27.2 149 ▼6 23:18.3 152
156 Hannah Bailey SR Morehead State 7:30.6 184 ▲29 19:35.8 155 ▼1 23:19.8 153
157 Kat Bouton SR Liberty 7:26.1 173 ▲12 19:39.6 161 ▲4 23:19.9 154
158 Hana Ratcliffe JR App State 7:18.2 151 ▼6 19:37.3 157 ▼1 23:21.2 155
159 Alesia Muklebust SO Coastal Carolina 7:21.1 158 ▼1 19:38.3 159 ▬ 23:24.3 156
160 Kaylee Wessel JR South Carolina 7:14.9 143 ▼20 19:40.1 163 ▲3 23:24.8 157
161 Marissa Small-Towns JR Col. of Charleston 7:21.1 158 ▼14 19:51.2 172 ▲11 23:25.5 158
162 Alex Morris SR Morehead State 7:18.0 150 ▼6 19:36.1 156 ▼6 23:26.0 159
163 Claire Brown FR Richmond 7:06.5 107 ▼57 19:42.1 164 ▲1 23:26.6 160
164 Courtney Holleran JR VCU 7:25.0 170 ▲2 19:46.5 168 ▲4 23:27.9 161
165 Emily Dyke SR VCU 7:21.5 160 ▼7 19:43.8 167 ▲2 23:28.2 162
166 Judith White FR VCU 7:18.9 153 ▼13 19:43.3 166 ▬ 23:29.3 163
167 Olivia Paxton FR Winthrop 7:20.0 157 ▼4 19:39.6 161 ▼6 23:30.7 164
168 Bethany Weaver FR East Carolina 7:31.3 191 ▲15 19:52.9 176 ▲8 23:30.9 165
169 Madison Huffman SR Clemson 7:06.2 105 ▼49 19:35.3 154 ▼15 23:31.4 166____________________________________________________________
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170 Valerie Wierenga FR Liberty 7:24.6 166 ▲1 19:42.9 165 ▼5 23:32.9 167
171 Riley Burr FR Furman 7:14.4 141 ▼29 19:48.4 170 ▼1 23:33.4 168
172 Emily Crounse FR South Carolina 7:24.0 163 ▼14 19:53.0 177 ▲5 23:35.4 169
173 Caitlyn Sheva SR East Carolina 7:31.0 187 ▲14 19:52.2 173 ▬ 23:37.5 170
174 Ida Mutai SO Murray State 7:17.9 148 ▼21 19:46.9 169 ▼5 23:37.9 171
175 Caroline Grogan JR Murray State 7:44.1 207 ▲29 19:58.6 178 ▲3 23:38.6 172
176 Carolyn Conley SO George Mason 7:35.0 197 ▲22 19:52.6 175 ▼1 23:40.2 173
177 Gracie Piekarski SR Longwood 7:29.0 177 ▼2 19:59.5 179 ▲2 23:41.7
178 Kayla Fisher SO East Carolina 7:30.2 182 ▲11 19:50.5 171 ▼7 23:42.4 174
179 Kyla Carte FR George Mason 7:34.2 192 ▲4 20:11.9 188 ▲9 23:43.9 175
180 Erica Parks SR Morehead State 7:29.8 179 ▲6 19:52.2 173 ▼7 23:47.0 176
181 Kelly Shaffer FR Liberty 7:31.1 189 ▲7 20:01.7 182 ▲1 23:49.3 177
182 Courtney Rice SR Radford 7:31.0 187 ▲6 20:00.8 181 ▼1 23:52.4
183 Caillian Colquitt SR Citadel 7:25.4 172 ▼8 20:00.6 180 ▼3 23:57.2
184 Ali Hester SR Murray State 7:26.7 175 ▼12 20:10.9 187 ▲3 23:58.5 178
185 Janae Jones SO Winthrop 7:36.8 200 ▲11 20:12.3 189 ▲4 23:59.4 179
186 Monica York JR South Carolina 7:23.9 162 ▼21 20:05.4 183 ▼3 24:00.7 180
187 Natalie Lienhart FR Northern Kentucky 7:29.2 178 ▼7 20:07.5 185 ▼2 24:02.0 181
188 Emma Jennings SO Col. of Charleston 7:35.5 199 ▲9 20:12.7 190 ▲2 24:04.0 182
189 Emily Pettis FR Charlotte 7:19.2 154 ▼32 20:10.8 186 ▼3 24:07.0 183
190 Sarah Hamon JR UNC-Wilmington 7:30.8 185 ▲1 20:07.3 184 ▼6 24:07.7 184
191 Janelle Jones SO Winthrop 7:40.8 204 ▲4 20:30.0 200 ▲9 24:08.8 185
192 Rachel Byrd JR Coastal Carolina 7:24.3 165 ▼26 20:16.8 191 ▼1 24:11.3 186
193 Kimmy Wolfe SO Northern Kentucky 7:35.1 198 ▲1 20:25.3 197 ▲4 24:12.2 187
194 Allie Sprague JR South Carolina 7:24.0 163 ▼31 20:19.7 194 ▬ 24:15.0 188
195 Emily Sparrow JR Winthrop 7:30.0 181 ▼14 20:21.4 195 ▬ 24:16.6 189
196 Caitlin Kelly SO George Mason 7:34.6 194 ▲1 20:18.2 193 ▼3 24:17.2 190
197 Cara Butcher SR Col. of Charleston 7:43.7 206 ▲5 20:32.0 201 ▲4 24:19.0 191
198 Sarah Goodnight SR UNC-Wilmington 7:43.6 205 ▲4 20:32.0 201 ▲3 24:19.7 192
199 Renee Svec FR Northern Kentucky 7:37.3 201 ▲2 20:29.5 199 ▬ 24:19.8 193
200 Sarah Richart FR George Mason 7:34.8 195 ▲3 20:18.1 192 ▼8 24:20.4 194
201 Kathleen Gardner JR VCU 7:25.0 170 ▼28 20:28.1 198 ▼3 24:22.1 195
202 Mariah Quintero JR Radford 7:30.8 185 ▼11 20:21.7 196 ▼6 24:24.2
203 Jessie Armstrong FR UNC-Wilmington 7:37.9 202 ▼1 20:34.7 203 ▬ 24:35.7 196
204 Alyssa LeClaire FR Coastal Carolina 7:26.6 174 ▼33 20:54.3 207 ▲3 24:47.6 197
205 Essence Jackson SR USC Upstate 7:49.7 210 ▲4 20:53.3 206 ▲1 24:51.8 198
206 Kennedy Flynn JR VMI 7:56.6 213 ▲4 21:00.1 209 ▲3 24:53.7
207 Kayla Tracy SO Coastal Carolina 7:46.1 208 ▼3 21:03.2 211 ▲4 24:58.1 199
208 Sarah DeSantis JR UNC-Greensboro 7:50.8 211 ▲3 20:55.4 208 ▬ 24:59.5 200
209 Grace Jenkins JR Citadel 7:46.3 209 ▲4 20:52.2 205 ▼4 25:01.6
210 Percie Lyons SO Radford 7:34.9 196 ▼14 21:02.4 210 ▬ 25:10.7
211 Amelia Sebok FR Morehead State 7:39.8 203 ▼9 21:06.5 212 ▲1 25:15.6 201
212 Catherine Finke SO Northern Kentucky 8:00.8 219 ▲6 21:16.4 213 ▲1 25:21.2 202____________________________________________________________
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213 Fatima Pedroza JR USC Upstate 7:58.0 217 ▲2 21:32.2 215 ▲2 25:32.8 203
214 Mary Brelsford SR Col. of Charleston 7:54.6 212 ▼2 21:24.3 214 ▬ 25:35.3 204
215 Kylie Knavish JR UNC-Wilmington 7:57.1 214 ▼3 21:35.7 217 ▲2 25:38.1 205
216 Kelsey Kiser FR UNC-Wilmington 7:59.5 218 ▬ 21:38.9 218 ▲2 25:39.6 206
217 Haley McCoy SO USC Upstate 7:57.2 215 ▼1 21:32.8 216 ▼1 25:41.5 207
218 Kaitlyn Stone FR UNC-Greensboro 7:31.1 189 ▼15 20:38.1 204 ▼14 26:13.1 208
219 Kelly Russell SR VMI 8:01.4 220 ▲1 21:52.4 219 ▬ 26:16.5
220 Katlyn Adkins SR UNC-Greensboro 8:08.1 221 ▼1 22:16.7 222 ▲2 26:30.5 209
221 Alicia Chaves FR USC Upstate 7:57.6 216 ▼4 22:08.9 220 ▼1 26:32.8 210
222 Jazmyne Jones SO Winthrop 8:23.0 224 ▲3 22:10.8 221 ▼1 26:35.3 211
223 Nia Payne SR USC Upstate 8:09.8 223 ▬ 22:29.8 223 ▬ 27:09.0 212
224 Storm-Alexis Gandy JR USC Upstate 8:43.0 226 ▲2 22:59.7 224 ▬ 27:19.5 213
225 Kelly Heyer SO UNC-Wilmington 8:35.6 225 ▬ 23:49.5 225 ▬ 28:36.6 214
226 Kelsey Warren JR USC Upstate 8:53.1 227 ▬ 24:29.6 227 ▲1 29:06.7 215
227 Paige Furrie FR UNC-Wilmington 8:58.3 228 ▬ 24:31.2 228 ▲1 29:19.2 216
-- Kelsey Barrett FR UNC-Greensboro 8:08.5 222 ▼4 24:09.4 226 DNF
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Rnk Team Total R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7
1 NC State 53 2 10 11 12 18 43 72
Total Time:  1:43:31.40
Average:    20:42.28
2 Louisville 163 7 25 38 41 52 80 114
Total Time:  1:46:46.40
Average:    21:21.28
3 Kentucky 164 3 23 39 42 57 69 118
Total Time:  1:46:47.90
Average:    21:21.58
4 Furman 168 15 19 22 33 79 83 168
Total Time:  1:46:45.20
Average:    21:21.04
5 Wake Forest 186 26 28 30 32 70 81 87
Total Time:  1:47:21.80
Average:    21:28.36
6 Virginia 190 8 34 36 44 68 85 113
Total Time:  1:47:26.90
Average:    21:29.38
7 Eastern Kentucky 207 5 24 51 62 65 97 125
Total Time:  1:47:27.00
Average:    21:29.40
8 Virginia Tech 240 20 40 46 60 74 101 137
Total Time:  1:48:31.60
Average:    21:42.32
9 William & Mary 263 6 29 55 66 107 110 115
Total Time:  1:48:25.50
Average:    21:41.10
10 James Madison 273 17 47 49 54 106 128 133
Total Time:  1:48:52.50
Average:    21:46.50
11 Elon 300 14 48 56 86 96 103 148
Total Time:  1:49:15.90
Average:    21:51.18
12 Clemson 317 4 31 63 84 135 152 166
Total Time:  1:49:06.90
Average:    21:49.38
13 Coastal Carolina 372 1 13 16 156 186 197 199
Total Time:  1:49:37.40
Average:    21:55.48
14 North Carolina 393 35 58 64 109 127
Total Time:  1:50:59.00
Average:    22:11.80
15 Richmond 408 59 75 77 89 108 145 160
Total Time:  1:51:11.70
Average:    22:14.34
Team Scores
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16 Charlotte 433 9 78 92 111 143 183
Total Time:  1:50:57.10
Average:    22:11.42
17 Duke 452 27 45 94 140 146
Total Time:  1:51:35.50
Average:    22:19.10
18 Davidson 468 82 90 91 93 112 116 121
Total Time:  1:52:00.70
Average:    22:24.14
19 App State 472 21 76 122 124 129 144 155
Total Time:  1:51:42.20
Average:    22:20.44
20 Murray State 536 37 98 99 131 171 172 178
Total Time:  1:53:02.30
Average:    22:36.46
21 East Carolina 569 53 104 117 130 165 170 174
Total Time:  1:53:29.80
Average:    22:41.96
22 Liberty 601 71 88 141 147 154 167 177
Total Time:  1:54:03.50
Average:    22:48.70
23 Col. of Charleston 601 61 95 105 158 182 191 204
Total Time:  1:54:28.50
Average:    22:53.70
24 South Carolina 619 73 100 120 157 169 180 188
Total Time:  1:54:16.50
Average:    22:51.30
25 George Mason 667 67 102 150 173 175 190 194
Total Time:  1:55:12.50
Average:    23:02.50
26 VCU 700 119 126 132 161 162 163 195
Total Time:  1:55:26.40
Average:    23:05.28
27 Morehead State 735 136 138 149 153 159 176 201
Total Time:  1:56:02.20
Average:    23:12.44
28 Northern Kentucky 783 134 139 142 181 187 193 202
Total Time:  1:57:23.40
Average:    23:28.68
29 UNC-Greensboro 790 50 123 200 208 209
Total Time:  2:02:15.20
Average:    24:27.04
30 Winthrop 868 151 164 179 185 189 211
Total Time:  1:59:12.80
Average:    23:50.56
31 UNC-Wilmington 983 184 192 196 205 206 214 216
Total Time:  2:04:20.80
Average:    24:52.16
32 USC Upstate 1030 198 203 207 210 212 213 215
Total Time:  2:09:47.90
Average:    25:57.58
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Men's 10k
Pl Athlete Names Affiliation 2k 2k Pl +/- 8k 8k Pl +/- Time Pts
1 Amon Terer SR Campbell 6:03.9 8 ▲3 23:46.4 5 ▲4 28:48.7 1
2 Lawrence Kipkoech SO Campbell 6:03.6 4 ▲3 23:45.5 1 ▼1 28:48.8 2
3 Edwin Kibichiy SR Louisville 6:03.3 1 ▬ 23:45.5 1 ▼2 28:54.5 3
4 George Parsons SR NC State 6:04.7 24 ▲21 23:45.7 3 ▼1 28:59.7 4
5 Erick Rotich SO Eastern Kentucky 6:04.0 10 ▲6 23:45.8 4 ▼1 29:02.8 5
6 Frank Lara JR Furman 6:04.3 16 ▲10 23:49.8 6 ▬ 29:08.2 6
7 Jacob Thomson JR Kentucky 6:03.6 4 ▼4 23:54.3 8 ▲1 29:14.6 7
8 Calvin Chemoiywo SR Louisville 6:03.4 2 ▼5 23:51.2 7 ▼1 29:15.4 8
9 Zach Herriott SR Virginia 6:04.6 20 ▲11 24:04.7 9 ▬ 29:17.0 9
10 Aubrey Myjer SR NC State 6:04.2 12 ▼2 24:13.3 14 ▲4 29:23.1 10
11 Ambrose Maritim SR Eastern Kentucky 6:03.7 6 ▼3 24:04.7 9 ▼2 29:26.7 11
12 Lachlan Cook FR Virginia 6:04.8 25 ▲14 24:05.2 11 ▼1 29:31.1 12
13 Tom Nobles SO Charlotte 6:04.5 19 ▲7 24:07.2 12 ▼1 29:36.7 13
14 Chase Weaverling JR Virginia 6:04.9 26 ▲13 24:11.4 13 ▼1 29:39.4 14
15 Josh Brickell JR Furman 6:05.9 49 ▲32 24:22.2 17 ▲2 29:39.9 15
16 Amos Kosgey SR Eastern Kentucky 6:04.0 10 ▼5 24:16.4 15 ▼1 29:46.7 16
17 Sebastian Hanson JR NC State 6:05.3 36 ▲17 24:28.2 19 ▲2 29:48.3 17
18 Farah Abdulkarim FR Morehead State 6:08.1 84 ▲66 24:28.0 18 ▬ 29:51.8 18
19 Brent Musselman JR Virginia Tech 6:05.5 40 ▲20 24:33.4 20 ▲1 29:53.8 19
20 Patrick Sheehan SO NC State 6:04.2 12 ▼4 24:22.1 16 ▼4 29:54.9 20
21 Mark Derrick SR North Carolina 6:04.3 16 ▼6 24:35.6 22 ▲1 29:57.0 21
22 Stanley Langat FR Liberty 6:06.2 54 ▲33 24:34.7 21 ▼1 30:02.9 22
23 Andrew Gaiser JR Virginia Tech 6:05.0 29 ▲5 24:38.3 24 ▲1 30:05.7 23
24 Ryan Adams FR Furman 6:06.4 59 ▲32 24:44.3 27 ▲3 30:08.7 24
25 Daniel Jaskowak SO Virginia Tech 6:05.1 31 ▼3 24:48.8 34 ▲9 30:09.4 25
26 Ben Young SO Kentucky 6:04.9 26 ▲1 24:38.7 25 ▼1 30:13.3 26
27 Andrew Schille SO Northern Kentucky 6:06.9 66 ▲33 24:48.0 33 ▲6 30:13.3 27
28 Mason Coppi FR Furman 6:06.6 61 ▲34 24:44.3 27 ▼1 30:13.6 28
29 Justin Moakler SO Morehead State 6:11.6 103 ▲68 24:50.0 35 ▲6 30:14.9 29
30 Mick Iacofano SR Kentucky 6:04.2 12 ▼11 24:36.2 23 ▼7 30:15.7 30
31 Azaria Kirwa SO Liberty 6:21.7 141 ▲95 25:00.5 46 ▲15 30:16.6 31
32 Matthew Novak FR Virginia 6:04.6 20 ▼9 24:45.2 29 ▼3 30:17.2 32
33 Jake Ogden FR Furman 6:06.1 52 ▲15 24:51.9 37 ▲4 30:17.4 33
34 Logan Carroll SO North Carolina 6:06.6 61 ▲16 24:59.8 45 ▲11 30:17.9 34
35 Ryan McGorty SO William & Mary 6:06.1 52 ▲16 24:50.3 36 ▲1 30:19.1 35
36 Jaime Perales SR Eastern Kentucky 6:05.8 48 ▲22 24:40.7 26 ▼10 30:20.5 36
37 Trevor Sleight SR William & Mary 6:05.7 45 ▲14 24:47.7 31 ▼6 30:22.3 37
38 Brent Demarest SO Virginia 6:04.6 20 ▼10 24:45.6 30 ▼8 30:23.8 38
39 Elijah Moskowitz SO NC State 6:04.9 26 ▼12 24:52.0 38 ▼1 30:24.1 39
40 Stephen Garrett SO Duke 6:05.3 36 ▼4 24:53.1 40 ▬ 30:25.4 40____________________________________________________________
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41 Zach Marchinko FR Charlotte 6:04.3 16 ▼23 24:53.0 39 ▼2 30:25.7 41
42 Harry Warnick SR Wake Forest 6:05.7 45 ▲3 24:56.1 42 ▬ 30:27.6 42
43 Daniel Southard JR Kentucky 6:05.2 34 ▼14 25:02.7 48 ▲5 30:28.5 43
44 Brennan Fields FR Kentucky 6:05.1 31 ▼1 24:47.9 32 ▼12 30:29.3 44
45 David Barney SR William & Mary 6:07.5 78 ▲35 24:56.6 43 ▼2 30:30.4 45
46 Josh Showalter SR Liberty 6:14.7 113 ▲66 25:01.7 47 ▲1 30:32.4 46
47 Gabe Harm SR Kentucky 6:05.5 40 ▼10 25:05.7 50 ▲3 30:35.0 47
48 Kendall Muhammad SO Kentucky 6:07.2 71 ▲14 25:12.6 57 ▲9 30:36.1 48
49 Luis Luna SR Eastern Kentucky 6:05.2 34 ▼19 25:11.4 53 ▲4 30:37.9 49
50 Nikhil Pulimood SO Duke 6:07.9 81 ▲30 25:09.4 51 ▲1 30:39.6 50
51 Michael Ellis SR App State 6:07.2 71 ▲22 25:04.7 49 ▼2 30:39.8 51
52 Craig Corti SO Wake Forest 6:10.2 98 ▲46 25:09.5 52 ▬ 30:41.3 52
53 John Mogen SR Davidson 6:05.1 31 ▼12 24:56.6 43 ▼10 30:43.0 53
54 Logan Miller JR George Mason 6:05.6 44 ▼10 25:11.7 54 ▬ 30:45.8 54
55 Jakob Abrahamsen JR Eastern Kentucky 6:06.3 56 ▲1 25:11.8 55 ▬ 30:48.6 55
56 Jack Joyce FR Virginia Tech 6:07.5 78 ▲22 25:12.3 56 ▬ 30:49.1 56
57 Faris Sakallah SR William & Mary 6:06.9 66 ▲8 25:14.4 58 ▲1 30:50.8 57
58 Diego Zarate SO Virginia Tech 6:05.7 45 ▼16 25:19.3 61 ▲3 30:51.1 58
59 Aaron Gebhart FR Charlotte 6:03.5 3 ▼38 24:53.2 41 ▼18 30:52.6 59
60 Matt Lange SR Furman 6:06.2 54 ▼9 25:24.9 63 ▲3 30:56.3 60
61 JP Trojan FR William & Mary 6:08.4 89 ▲31 25:14.4 58 ▼3 30:56.7 61
62 Joe Sansone SR North Carolina 6:06.0 50 ▼16 25:28.4 66 ▲4 30:58.2 62
63 Alex Boseman JR UNC-Wilmington 6:09.9 97 ▲29 25:29.1 68 ▲5 30:59.2
64 Frisco Poole JR Radford 6:12.2 107 ▲34 25:31.4 73 ▲9 31:02.5 63
65 Grayson Morgan SO George Mason 6:08.9 92 ▲20 25:30.2 72 ▲7 31:02.6 64
66 Daniel Rau JR Virginia Tech 6:07.6 80 ▲11 25:29.4 69 ▲3 31:03.9 65
67 Chris Anderson SR App State 6:07.0 70 ▲6 25:27.0 64 ▼3 31:04.6 66
68 Kelvin Kirui SO Campbell 6:08.1 84 ▲22 25:21.9 62 ▼6 31:05.0 67
69 Jacob Kipserem JR Campbell 6:06.5 60 ▼5 25:27.2 65 ▼4 31:05.7 68
70 Hutson Baumann SO Coastal Carolina 6:07.2 71 ▲1 25:29.6 70 ▬ 31:06.7
71 George Yator SR Louisville 6:04.6 20 ▼40 25:15.2 60 ▼11 31:07.8 69
72 Dylan Carmack SO Davidson 6:04.2 12 ▼55 25:28.5 67 ▼5 31:08.3 70
73 Miles Clikeman FR Richmond 6:19.7 139 ▲65 25:31.8 74 ▲1 31:11.7
74 Jorge Montes SR East Carolina 6:23.9 152 ▲66 25:45.3 86 ▲12 31:12.9 71
75 James Broom SO VMI 6:16.8 128 ▲47 25:39.2 81 ▲6 31:13.3 72
76 Sam Thomas FR Davidson 6:09.5 95 ▲24 25:29.8 71 ▼5 31:14.4 73
77 Ryan Drew FR VMI 6:17.7 134 ▲51 25:39.6 83 ▲6 31:17.2 74
78 Dominic Collichio JR UNC-Asheville 6:03.8 7 ▼78 25:44.4 85 ▲7 31:18.6
79 Graham Hansel JR Liberty 6:22.3 146 ▲53 25:51.8 93 ▲14 31:19.9 75
80 Brent Coulter SR George Mason 6:05.5 40 ▼38 25:37.0 78 ▼2 31:20.5 76
81 Trent Lancaster SO George Mason 6:14.8 114 ▲20 25:52.5 94 ▲13 31:23.0 77
82 Luke Sharkey JR George Mason 6:08.3 88 ▲13 25:33.1 75 ▼7 31:23.6 78
83 Alex Cornwell FR Charlotte 6:07.4 76 ▼1 25:36.4 77 ▼6 31:23.7 79____________________________________________________________
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84 Nicholas Ciaccia SO East Carolina 6:26.1 167 ▲64 25:56.9 103 ▲19 31:24.5 80
85 Cameron Francis JR Liberty 6:14.6 112 ▲25 25:46.2 87 ▲2 31:24.8 81
86 Pol Solanelles SR East Carolina 6:25.6 164 ▲63 25:56.2 101 ▲15 31:24.8 82
87 Corey Tooke SO Morehead State 6:26.6 168 ▲66 25:56.3 102 ▲15 31:27.3 83
88 Clayton Wilson JR Clemson 6:06.9 66 ▼18 25:40.3 84 ▼4 31:28.0 84
89 Meshack Kipruto SO Campbell 6:06.7 64 ▼16 25:38.7 80 ▼9 31:30.0 85
90 Paul Adam SO George Mason 6:09.4 94 ▼3 25:55.4 97 ▲7 31:31.1 86
91 Philip Hall SO NC State 6:06.3 56 ▼23 25:38.3 79 ▼12 31:32.7 87
92 Will Brewster SR Davidson 6:05.4 39 ▼43 25:39.4 82 ▼10 31:34.0 88
93 Cameron Mims FR Radford 6:15.2 116 ▲28 25:47.4 88 ▼5 31:34.9 89
94 Jordan Burton JR Duke 6:08.8 91 ▼9 25:56.1 100 ▲6 31:35.8 90
95 Micah Williams SO Clemson 6:06.8 65 ▼33 25:55.5 98 ▲3 31:36.7 91
96 Paul Arredondo FR Charlotte 6:08.1 84 ▼7 25:50.8 91 ▼5 31:37.5 92
97 Myers McKinney SO Wake Forest 6:14.0 108 ▲12 25:54.6 96 ▼1 31:38.3 93
98 Tom Sullivan FR Duke 6:12.0 106 ▲16 25:50.1 90 ▼8 31:39.7 94
99 Theodore KountourogianniSR USC Upstate 6:11.3 102 ▲7 25:54.2 95 ▼4 31:41.4 95
100 Dawson Connell SO William & Mary 6:07.4 76 ▼28 25:57.7 104 ▲4 31:42.4 96
101 Alex Corbett FR Virginia 6:05.5 40 ▼49 25:48.9 89 ▼12 31:43.2 97
102 Ashenafi Kidanu FR Radford 6:33.8 194 ▲78 26:11.1 116 ▲14 31:43.8 98
103 Brandon White SR VMI 6:17.1 132 ▲40 25:51.7 92 ▼11 31:44.4 99
104 Christopher Hoyle JR William & Mary 6:08.2 87 ▼26 26:09.9 113 ▲9 31:44.9 100
105 Michael Mangus JR Northern Kentucky 6:24.6 158 ▲51 26:05.0 107 ▲2 31:45.0 101
106 Jackson Cooper SO Morehead State 6:36.5 200 ▲73 26:17.2 127 ▲21 31:46.0 102
107 Evan Georges SO App State 6:17.0 130 ▲15 26:10.6 115 ▲8 31:49.8 103
108 Danny De Nijs SR Liberty 6:31.1 181 ▲75 26:03.0 106 ▼2 31:49.9 104
109 Jamaine Coleman SO Eastern Kentucky 6:06.0 50 ▼26 25:36.3 76 ▼33 31:51.4 105
110 Alex Love SR USC Upstate 6:10.3 99 ▼6 26:01.1 105 ▼5 31:51.5 106
111 Cole Hoff FR Duke 6:11.9 105 ▼4 26:06.8 109 ▼2 31:52.8 107
112 Gavin Galanes JR Murray State 6:21.8 144 ▲26 26:11.7 118 ▲6 31:54.9 108
113 Zach Balleau FR Murray State 6:22.3 146 ▲35 26:08.5 111 ▼2 31:59.3 109
114 Chris Madaffari JR North Carolina 6:15.1 115 ▼11 26:17.1 126 ▲12 31:59.7 110
115 Jonathan Reynolds JR Louisville 6:05.3 36 ▼74 26:07.8 110 ▼5 32:00.5 111
116 Bryce Catlett FR VCU 6:16.3 125 ▲17 26:06.0 108 ▼8 32:00.8
117 Jacob Slann SO Clemson 6:14.1 109 ▼3 26:09.3 112 ▼5 32:01.3 112
118 Andrew Ciaccia SO East Carolina 6:26.6 168 ▲39 26:18.5 129 ▲11 32:02.2 113
119 Vincent Ciattei JR Virginia Tech 6:07.3 74 ▼25 25:55.8 99 ▼20 32:04.8 114
120 Andrew Magiera FR Wake Forest 6:15.9 121 ▲4 26:11.5 117 ▼3 32:05.9 115
121 Hayden DiBona FR Col. of Charleston 6:16.2 124 ▼4 26:17.7 128 ▲7 32:06.9 116
122 Vince Turner SO Murray State 6:22.3 146 ▲24 26:15.7 122 ▬ 32:08.6 117
123 Matt Bomkamp FR Charlotte 6:10.3 99 ▼26 26:17.0 125 ▲2 32:09.9 118
124 Daniel Fleace SO Louisville 6:06.9 66 ▼55 26:15.0 121 ▼3 32:10.3 119
125 Mark Myers FR North Carolina 6:09.2 93 ▼31 26:16.3 124 ▼1 32:10.8 120
126 Quintin McKinnish SO Furman 6:09.7 96 ▼36 26:20.4 132 ▲6 32:11.1 121____________________________________________________________
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127 Ryan Burrows SO Northern Kentucky 6:15.8 119 ▲6 26:09.9 113 ▼14 32:11.3 122
128 Jeremy Brown FR North Carolina 6:11.8 104 ▼26 26:20.0 130 ▲2 32:13.5 123
129 Crew Kosiorek JR Col. of Charleston 6:23.1 149 ▲16 26:22.3 133 ▲4 32:15.6 124
130 Ian Mickool FR Elon 6:16.5 126 ▼5 26:20.3 131 ▲1 32:15.7 125
131 Dean Abushouk FR East Carolina 6:32.3 192 ▲58 26:27.8 134 ▲3 32:17.9 126
132 Aaron Wier FR Morehead State 6:30.3 177 ▲42 26:28.1 135 ▲3 32:20.6 127
133 Alec Sandusky FR Northern Kentucky 6:24.5 157 ▲20 26:29.7 137 ▲4 32:21.4 128
134 Luke Phillips SR VMI 6:36.9 204 ▲66 26:30.7 138 ▲4 32:23.7 129
135 Richie Kasper FR Elon 6:17.8 135 ▼4 26:30.9 139 ▲4 32:24.2 130
136 Johnny Pace FR Virginia 6:07.9 81 ▼38 26:13.2 119 ▼17 32:25.0 131
137 Kevin Mills SO Winthrop 6:16.0 122 ▼19 26:35.0 141 ▲4 32:25.6 132
138 Andrew Vandenberg SR App State 6:07.3 74 ▼49 26:15.9 123 ▼15 32:28.5 133
139 Theo Kahler FR Winthrop 6:24.0 154 ▲4 26:45.8 150 ▲11 32:30.2 134
140 Jacob Sears SR App State 6:16.7 127 ▼22 26:42.4 149 ▲9 32:31.8 135
141 Adam LaFemina SR George Mason 6:06.6 61 ▼79 26:34.9 140 ▼1 32:32.1 136
142 Luke Jelen SO Liberty 6:32.0 190 ▲38 26:49.0 152 ▲10 32:34.6 137
143 Peter Millsaps SO Wake Forest 6:16.0 122 ▼14 26:28.4 136 ▼7 32:34.9 138
144 Mark Ventura JR Murray State 6:21.7 141 ▲21 26:14.1 120 ▼24 32:35.6 139
145 Jordan Carrington SO Morehead State 6:36.6 202 ▲56 26:39.8 146 ▲1 32:36.2 140
146 Justin Leopold SO Elon 6:18.6 136 ▼8 26:37.8 144 ▼2 32:36.3 141
147 Leon Beard JR Longwood 6:31.8 186 ▲31 26:51.2 155 ▲8 32:37.7
148 Sam Beattie FR Col. of Charleston 6:23.9 152 ▲9 26:36.1 143 ▼5 32:38.2 142
149 Haben Zemichael JR Radford 6:31.2 182 ▲31 26:48.8 151 ▲2 32:40.8 143
150 Colin Loy SO App State 6:14.1 109 ▼39 26:42.3 148 ▼2 32:42.2 144
151 Dorian Jones SO USC Upstate 6:10.6 101 ▼46 26:41.2 147 ▼4 32:42.6 145
152 Bismillah Alidost JR VCU 6:23.4 150 ▼6 26:53.1 156 ▲4 32:43.2
153 Julien Magallanes FR Louisville 6:08.0 83 ▼71 26:49.5 154 ▲1 32:44.3 146
154 Brian Benesch SR Duke 6:17.2 133 ▼9 26:35.6 142 ▼12 32:45.9 147
155 Calvin Daughtry JR UNC-Wilmington 6:24.3 156 ▲11 26:39.1 145 ▼10 32:47.0
156 Dakarai Shipp SR UNC-Greensboro 6:20.5 140 ▼13 26:49.1 153 ▼3 32:50.3 148
157 Makinnley Casey FR Radford 6:31.8 186 ▲29 26:54.0 157 ▬ 32:51.6 149
158 Evan Staviski SR Murray State 6:21.7 141 ▼18 26:56.3 159 ▲1 32:52.1 150
159 Justin Adams FR VMI 6:37.2 206 ▲41 27:01.7 165 ▲6 32:54.0 151
160 Michael Germinario FR Elon 6:24.2 155 ▼3 26:55.0 158 ▼2 32:54.6 152
161 Ryan Lerda JR Richmond 6:23.4 150 ▼13 26:57.7 163 ▲2 32:57.6
162 Tristan Tapia SO Northern Kentucky 6:31.0 179 ▲18 26:56.9 161 ▼1 33:02.8 153
163 Ryan Small FR Radford 6:35.1 199 ▲39 26:56.6 160 ▼3 33:03.2 154
164 Bryan Whyms JR UNC-Greensboro 6:29.8 176 ▲14 26:57.6 162 ▼2 33:05.8 155
165 William Sandin SO UNC-Greensboro 6:16.9 129 33:08.6 156
166 Will Jones SO Davidson 6:15.8 119 ▼45 27:01.3 164 ▼2 33:12.6 157
167 David Guthrie SR UNC-Greensboro 6:26.7 170 ▼3 27:18.9 173 ▲6 33:13.2 158
168 Brandon King JR UNC-Greensboro 6:25.1 160 ▼6 27:10.2 166 ▼2 33:16.4 159
169 Jack Beattie FR Col. of Charleston 6:31.6 183 ▲16 27:12.8 167 ▼2 33:17.2 160____________________________________________________________
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170 Ereck Lewis SO USC Upstate 6:27.0 171 ▼10 27:28.0 181 ▲11 33:20.1 161
171 Dylan Rich JR Morehead State 6:36.5 200 ▲29 27:16.4 171 ▬ 33:20.7 162
172 Andrew Testas FR Richmond 6:29.1 175 ▼5 27:26.8 180 ▲8 33:23.9
173 Blake Meyer SR Northern Kentucky 6:31.0 179 ▲7 27:17.0 172 ▼1 33:25.2 163
174 Cameron Ruppe JR Winthrop 6:24.7 159 ▼10 27:14.4 169 ▼5 33:25.9 164
175 William Alpaugh FR Richmond 6:28.7 174 ▼5 27:26.6 179 ▲4 33:27.4
176 Micah Ellington JR VMI 6:25.8 166 ▼9 27:22.7 175 ▼1 33:27.9 165
177 Lucas Sidle FR VCU 6:31.7 185 ▲15 27:16.3 170 ▼7 33:29.2
178 Joshua Tierney SR Col. of Charleston 6:27.2 172 ▼4 27:22.8 176 ▼2 33:31.6 166
179 Andrew Emery FR Clemson 6:08.7 90 ▼78 27:13.1 168 ▼11 33:38.3 167
180 Colton Lawson FR Elon 6:25.3 162 ▼15 27:24.5 177 ▼3 33:39.4 168
181 Malik Epps FR Clemson 6:31.8 186 ▲12 27:21.8 174 ▼7 33:44.1 169
182 Eladio Wilkinson SO Winthrop 6:22.2 145 ▼33 27:25.6 178 ▼4 33:50.9 170
183 Ryan Mullen FR Clemson 6:32.2 191 ▲8 27:43.7 183 ▬ 33:55.9 171
184 Hunter Jarvis FR Winthrop 6:17.0 130 ▼52 27:33.8 182 ▼2 34:03.7 172
185 Caleb Augustus SR Northern Kentucky 6:30.4 178 ▼7 27:51.8 185 ▬ 34:06.4 173
186 Jacob Coccia FR USC Upstate 6:33.8 194 ▲8 27:53.8 186 ▬ 34:07.0 174
187 Michael Schroeder JR Davidson 6:15.6 117 ▼67 27:46.5 184 ▼3 34:20.0 175
188 Grant Gauthier SO Col. of Charleston 6:25.3 162 ▼27 28:06.0 189 ▲1 34:22.2 176
189 Matthew Tinsley FR Clemson 6:34.5 197 ▲9 28:03.9 188 ▼1 34:22.9 177
190 Logan Veatch SO Col. of Charleston 6:25.6 164 ▼27 28:23.3 191 ▲1 34:40.6 178
191 Alexander Mcclelland FR Murray State 6:33.3 193 ▲3 28:18.5 190 ▼1 34:41.5 179
192 Carlos Andino JR Elon 6:25.1 160 ▼27 28:01.5 187 ▼5 34:52.0 180
193 Clifford Buck SR East Carolina 6:35.0 198 ▲6 28:31.3 192 ▼1 34:59.9 181
194 Holden Wells SO Louisville 6:31.6 183 ▼10 28:36.1 193 ▼1 35:03.9 182
195 Abraham Hernandez SO USC Upstate 6:40.8 207 ▲9 29:10.1 198 ▲3 35:21.9 183
196 Brandon Wells FR VCU 6:31.9 189 ▼5 28:45.2 194 ▼2 35:22.1
197 Alex Turner FR Wake Forest 6:28.0 173 ▼22 28:47.2 195 ▼2 35:35.8 184
198 Roman Mealing JR USC Upstate 6:34.4 196 ▼1 29:04.6 197 ▼1 36:01.5 185
199 Luke Sumerford JR UNC-Greensboro 6:18.6 136 ▼60 28:51.3 196 ▼3 36:10.5 186
200 Zachary Allen FR UNC-Wilmington 6:50.0 208 ▲9 29:34.0 199 ▼1 36:24.4
201 Patrick O'Grady SR UNC-Greensboro 6:36.8 203 ▲3 29:51.5 200 ▼1 36:47.6 187
202 Logan Griffith FR Radford 6:36.9 204 ▲3 30:05.9 201 ▼1 37:10.0 188
203 Alex Boggs JR UNC-Wilmington 7:12.0 210 ▲8 32:35.2 202 ▼1 39:45.9
-- Nick Ciolkowski SO Elon 6:03.9 8 DNF
-- Ryan Shannon JR App State 6:14.5 111 DNF
-- Bryan Brackney JR UNC-Wilmington 6:51.3 209 DNF
-- Kyle Sabourin SO VMI 6:18.6 136 DNF
-- Matt Thornton FR North Carolina 6:15.6 117 DNF
-- Josiah Hanko JR Duke 6:06.3 56 DNF
-- Ben Barrett FR NC State 6:05.0 29 DNF
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 NCAA Southeast Regional
Panorama Farms -- Charlottesville, VA
November 11, 2016
Rnk Team Total R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7
1 NC State 90 4 10 17 20 39 87
Total Time:  2:28:30.10
Average:    29:42.02
2 Virginia 105 9 12 14 32 38 97 131
Total Time:  2:29:08.50
Average:    29:49.70
3 Furman 106 6 15 24 28 33 60 121
Total Time:  2:29:27.80
Average:    29:53.56
4 Eastern Kentucky 117 5 11 16 36 49 55 105
Total Time:  2:29:14.61
Average:    29:50.92
5 Kentucky 150 7 26 30 43 44 47 48
Total Time:  2:30:41.40
Average:    30:08.28
6 Virginia Tech 181 19 23 25 56 58 65 114
Total Time:  2:31:49.10
Average:    30:21.82
7 Campbell 223 1 2 67 68 85
Total Time:  2:31:18.20
Average:    30:15.64
8 William & Mary 235 35 37 45 57 61 96 100
Total Time:  2:32:59.30
Average:    30:35.86
9 Liberty 255 22 31 46 75 81 104 137
Total Time:  2:33:36.60
Average:    30:43.32
10 Charlotte 284 13 41 59 79 92 118
Total Time:  2:33:56.20
Average:    30:47.24
11 Louisville 310 3 8 69 111 119 146 182
Total Time:  2:33:28.50
Average:    30:41.70
12 North Carolina 347 21 34 62 110 120 123
Total Time:  2:35:23.60
Average:    31:04.72
13 George Mason 349 54 64 76 77 78 86 136
Total Time:  2:35:55.50
Average:    31:11.10
14 Morehead State 359 18 29 83 102 127 140 162
Total Time:  2:35:40.60
Average:    31:08.12
15 Duke 381 40 50 90 94 107 147
Total Time:  2:36:13.30
Average:    31:14.66
Team Scores
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November 11, 2016
16 Wake Forest 440 42 52 93 115 138 184
Total Time:  2:37:28.00
Average:    31:29.60
17 Davidson 441 53 70 73 88 157 175
Total Time:  2:37:52.30
Average:    31:34.46
18 East Carolina 472 71 80 82 113 126 181
Total Time:  2:38:22.31
Average:    31:40.46
19 App State 488 51 66 103 133 135 144
Total Time:  2:38:34.50
Average:    31:42.90
20 VMI 525 72 74 99 129 151 165
Total Time:  2:39:32.60
Average:    31:54.52
21 Northern Kentucky 531 27 101 122 128 153 163 173
Total Time:  2:39:33.80
Average:    31:54.76
22 Radford 542 63 89 98 143 149 154 188
Total Time:  2:39:53.60
Average:    31:58.72
23 Clemson 623 84 91 112 167 169 171 177
Total Time:  2:42:28.40
Average:    32:29.68
24 Murray State 623 108 109 117 139 150 179
Total Time:  2:41:30.50
Average:    32:18.10
25 USC Upstate 681 95 106 145 161 174 183 185
Total Time:  2:43:42.60
Average:    32:44.52
26 Col. of Charleston 708 116 124 142 160 166 176 178
Total Time:  2:43:49.50
Average:    32:45.90
27 Elon 716 125 130 141 152 168 180
Total Time:  2:43:50.20
Average:    32:46.04
28 Winthrop 772 132 134 164 170 172
Total Time:  2:46:16.30
Average:    33:15.26
29 UNC-Greensboro 776 148 155 156 158 159 186 187
Total Time:  2:45:34.31
Average:    33:06.86
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WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, November 28, 2016 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU Track & Field schedule: http://www.wkusports.com/sports/c-track/sched/wky-c-track-sched.html 
WKU TRACK & FIELD RELEASES 2016-17 INDOOR, OUTDOOR SCHEDULES 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track and Field head coach Erik Jenkins has announced the indoor and 
outdoor schedules for the 2016-17 season on Monday. The upcoming slate features the Hilltoppers 
staying close to home in indoor action and testing the waters during the outdoor season with a 
challenging schedule. 
“Our schedule is highlighted by some of the best invitationals and relay meets in the country,” Jenkins 
said. “It has been organized to provide our student-athletes with opportunities to compete against the 
nation’s elite and at outstanding facilities. We are excited to get the season underway.” 
To open the indoor campaign, the Hilltoppers will head to Nashville, Tennessee, on Saturday, Dec. 3. 
They will also make four more trips to Tennessee with Vanderbilt invites scattered through January and 
February. 
In January, WKU will head to the state of Indiana twice to take on Big Ten opposition in Purdue (10-11) 
and Indiana (27-28) at a pair of invitationals. 
Conference USA’s Indoor Championships will be hosted by UAB again in 2017 and will take place on Feb. 
18-19. WKU will look to repeat as champions on the men’s side and the Lady Toppers are looking to 
improve upon last season’s second place finish. 
The NCAA Indoor Championships are set for March 10-11 in College Station, Texas, hosted by Texas 
A&M. 
Coach Jenkins also plans to announce two more outings to the indoor slate on the first and last 
weekends in February. 
Just two weeks after the indoor championships, the outdoor season begins with WKU hitting the road 
for two straight weeks competing in the Vanderbilt Black & Gold Invite (March 24-25) followed by the 
Florida Relays (March 31 – April 1). 
The following week, WKU will host its annual Hilltopper Relays at the Charles M. Reuter Track and Field 
Complex on April 7-8. A schedule of the events for WKU’s lone home meet of the season will be 
available from [WKUSports.com]WKUSports.com. 
Both WKU squads will return to action with the Mt. SAC Relays (April 14-15), Austin Peay Invitational 
(April 14), Louisville Invite (April 29) and the Memphis Invitational (April 28-29), sending split squads to 
each. 
New invites on deck for the Red and White will be deep in SEC territory with the War Eagle Invitational 
(April 21-22), Georgia Tech Invitational (April 21-22), Kentucky Relays (May 5) and the Ole Miss Open 
(May 6). 
Conference USA’s Outdoor Championships, hosted by UTEP, are set for May 11-14 in El Paso, Texas. The 
Hilltoppers will look to garner the outdoor crown on the men’s side again in 2017 and the Lady Toppers 
are looking to do the same after their third place finish in 2016. 
The NCAA East Preliminaries will be just down the road in Lexington from May 25-27, followed by the 
NCAA Outdoor Championships from June 7-10 hosted by Oregon in Eugene. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, December 2, 2016 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Live results: http://cfpitiming.com/2017_Indoor_Season/Vandy_Opener_2016/Vandy_Opener_2016.html 
Start lists: http://grfx.cstv.com/photos/schools/vand/sports/w-track/auto_pdf/2016-
17/misc_event/Vanderbilt_Indoor_Opener_Start.pdf 
HILLTOPPERS OPEN INDOOR SEASON AT VANDERBILT OPENER 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Track and Field will get its 2016 indoor season underway this weekend as 
the Hilltoppers head to Nashville, Tennessee, for the Vanderbilt Opener. The Erik Jenkins-coached squad 
has opened the past four indoor campaigns in Music City. Saturday’s meet will be held inside the Multi-
purpose Facility on the Vanderbilt campus. 
In its first two seasons in Conference USA, the WKU men have secured just as many Conference USA 
Indoor Track and Field championships and will look to carry the hot streak into the 2016 season. On the 
women’s side, the Lady Toppers have brought home runner-up finishes from the same event the past 
two campaigns. 
Between both the men and women, the Hilltoppers brought home five first place victories and a slew of 
personal bests from last season’s opener. 
Joining Vanderbilt and WKU at the meet are fellow local squads from Louisville, Memphis, Belmont, 
Tennessee State, Middle Tennessee, Murray State, Austin Peay, Lipscomb, Trevecca Nazarene and 
Tennessee Tech. 
Admission to the event is $5 per person. Field events are scheduled to begin at 10:30 a.m. CT while 
running events are set to start at 1 p.m. CT. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, December 3, 2016 
Track & Field / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
PDF results attached. 
HILLTOPPERS BRING FOUR TITLES HOME FROM VANDERBILT INDOOR OPENER 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. – With Saturday’s Vanderbilt Indoor Opener in the books, the 2016-17 indoor track 
and field season is officially underway for the WKU Hilltoppers. Head coach Erik Jenkins and company 
made the quick trip south to Nashville and returned to The Hill with four event titles and a meet record. 
The competition was held at the Multipurpose Facility on Vanderbilt’s campus. 
Ventavius Sears led the way for the Hilltoppers, claiming a pair of the titles on his own. Sears’ first 
victory came in the 400-meter race when he turned in a time of 48.07. Sears won both his section and 
the event by just five-hundredths of a second. The junior’s second title of the day came in the long jump 
pit where his second attempt claimed the title with a distance of 7.48 meters. 
Claiming the third title on the men’s side was Julius Morris, who repeated as the Vanderbilt Indoor 
Opener 60-meter champion with a mark of 6.84 seconds. Emmanuel Dasor was just behind his fellow 
Hilltopper to take second place in the event with a reading of 6.87 seconds. Both athletes ran in the 
fourth section and were just two of the four competitors with sub-7.0 second times. 
On the Lady Toppers’ side, Jenessa Jackson secured the weight throw title with a heave of 19.40 meters, 
a new personal best for the senior. The mark also surpassed the meet’s previous record by nearly two 
meters. Additionally, Jackson claimed runner-up status in the shotput ring, tossing for a distance of 
14.36 meters on her final attempt. 
WKU saw five Lady Toppers finish in the top 10 of the 400-meter competition, including Ariel Terrell 
(second, 56.52), Peli Alzola (fifth, 57.54), Kaila Smith (seventh, 57.69), Khadijah Valentine (eighth, 57.72) 
and Jadzia Beasley (10th, 58.45). 
Sandra Akachukwa finished with runner-up honors in high jump, clearing a height of 1.65 meters on her 
third and final attempt. 
WKU track and field will continue its indoor campaign in the new year as the team heads into Big Ten 
country in West Lafayette, Indiana, for the Purdue Invite on Jan. 7. 
EVENT TITLES 
Men 
60 meter – Julius Morris – 6.84 
400 meter – Ventavius Sears – 48.07 
Long jump – Ventavius Sears – 7.48m / 24’ 6 1/2” – 2nd jump 
Women 
Weight throw – Jenessa Jackson – 19.40m / 63’ 8” 
 
#12 Men's 60 Meters
W World Indoor 6.39 Maurice Greene USA 2/3/1998 Madrid, Spain
A American Indoor 6.39 Maurice Green Nike 2/3/1998 Madrid, Spain
C Collegiate Indoor 6.45 Leonard Myles-Mills B.Y.U. 2/20/1999 Colorado Spgs,
F Facility 6.58 Jalen Miller Ole Miss 1/24/2015
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 MORRIS, JULIUS JR WESTERN KENTU 6.84 4(1)
2 DASOR, EMMANUEL SR WESTERN KENTU 6.87 4(2)
3 FAISON, JAMES JR TENNESSEE ST. 6.90 1(1)
4 UMOH, IFIOK JR M.T.S.U. 6.98 4(3)
5 AMAAR, AHMED FR LIPSCOMB 7.09 3(1)
6 OGBULU, BOLAJI SO LOUISVILLE 7.11 7.107 2(1)
7 OKEZE, CHARLES SO M.T.S.U. 7.11 7.109 4(4)
8 BENNETT, MALACHI FR LIPSCOMB 7.13 3(2)
9 THOMAS, JORDAN SO TENNESSEE ST. 7.17 4(5)
10 ALSOP, SEBASTIAN UNATTACHED 7.20 2(2)
11 ANDERSON, TYLER SR UNATTACHED 7.21 1(2)
12 WALKER, MATT JR BELMONT 7.22 1(3)
13 DATES, RASHAAD SO UNATTACHED 7.25 7.242 1(4)
14 BARBER, CHRISTIAN FR BELMONT 7.25 7.244 2(3)
15 GUNNARSSON, KOLBEINN FR MEMPHIS 7.26 3(3)
16 STEWART, JAMES JR TENNESSEE ST. 7.28 4(6)
17 PAYNE, DAVONTE SO WESTERN KENTU 7.29 2(4)
18 TAYLOR, GINO FR MEMPHIS 7.32 3(4)
19 MANISCALCO, JOE JR BELMONT 7.39 3(5)
20 MILLER, SHAMEEK FR MEMPHIS 7.40 7.392 3(6)
21 HYDEN, AUSTIN SO LOUISVILLE 7.40 7.394 1(5)
22 BELLONI, BRANDON FR LIPSCOMB 7.43 3(7)
23 BARNES, MARCUS UNATTACHED 7.44 1(6)
24 CSORBA, ALEX JR LIPSCOMB 7.51 3(8)
LEWIS, CHARLES UNATTACHED FS 2
BIEN-AIME, DANIEL SO LOUISVILLE DNS 2
SIMMONS, CHAZ SO M.T.S.U. DNS 4
NYAMADI, ATSU SR M.T.S.U. DNS 4
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 4
1 FAISON, JAMES JR TENNESSEE ST. 6.90
2 ANDERSON, TYLER SR UNATTACHED 7.21
3 WALKER, MATT JR BELMONT 7.22
4 DATES, RASHAAD SO UNATTACHED 7.25 7.242
5 HYDEN, AUSTIN SO LOUISVILLE 7.40 7.394
6 BARNES, MARCUS UNATTACHED 7.44
Section 2 of 4
1 OGBULU, BOLAJI SO LOUISVILLE 7.11 7.107
2 ALSOP, SEBASTIAN UNATTACHED 7.20
3 BARBER, CHRISTIAN FR BELMONT 7.25 7.244
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#12 Men's 60 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
4 PAYNE, DAVONTE SO WESTERN KENTU 7.29
LEWIS, CHARLES UNATTACHED FS
BIEN-AIME, DANIEL SO LOUISVILLE DNS
Section 3 of 4
1 AMAAR, AHMED FR LIPSCOMB 7.09
2 BENNETT, MALACHI FR LIPSCOMB 7.13
3 GUNNARSSON, KOLBEINN FR MEMPHIS 7.26
4 TAYLOR, GINO FR MEMPHIS 7.32
5 MANISCALCO, JOE JR BELMONT 7.39
6 MILLER, SHAMEEK FR MEMPHIS 7.40 7.392
7 BELLONI, BRANDON FR LIPSCOMB 7.43
8 CSORBA, ALEX JR LIPSCOMB 7.51
Section 4 of 4
1 MORRIS, JULIUS JR WESTERN KENTU 6.84
2 DASOR, EMMANUEL SR WESTERN KENTU 6.87
3 UMOH, IFIOK JR M.T.S.U. 6.98
4 OKEZE, CHARLES SO M.T.S.U. 7.11 7.109
5 THOMAS, JORDAN SO TENNESSEE ST. 7.17
6 STEWART, JAMES JR TENNESSEE ST. 7.28
SIMMONS, CHAZ SO M.T.S.U. DNS
NYAMADI, ATSU SR M.T.S.U. DNS
#6 Men's 200 Meters
W World Indoor 19.92 Frank Fredericks NAM 2/18/1996 Lievin, France
A American Indoor 20.10 Wallace Spearmon Arkansas Fayetteville, AR
C Collegiate Indoor 20.10 Wallace Spearmon Arkansas Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 21.17 Emmanuel Dasor W. Kentucky 1/29/2016
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 LEWIS, CHARLES UNATTACHED 21.95 6(1)
2 ALLEN, JERIN JR LOUISVILLE 22.02 3(1)
3 GUNNARSSON, KOLBEINN FR MEMPHIS 22.09 6(2)
4 PECK, TEAGUE JR LOUISVILLE 22.17 7(1)
5 FLETCHER, DEVONTE UNATTACHED 22.32 5(1)
6 WRIGHT, MALIK SO UNATTACHED 22.36 7(2)
7 AMAAR, AHMED FR LIPSCOMB 22.37 4(1)
8 UMOH, IFIOK JR M.T.S.U. 22.42 1(1)
9 OGBULU, BOLAJI SO LOUISVILLE 22.83 6(3)
10 TANNER, DESMOND SO TENNESSEE ST. 22.85 2(1)
11 ALSOP, SEBASTIAN UNATTACHED 22.87 3(2)
12 STEWART, JAMES JR TENNESSEE ST. 22.90 1(2)
13 CANTRELL, GREG SO M.T.S.U. 23.02 4(2)
14 SCOTT, JAMARIO FR TENNESSEE ST. 23.03 7(3)
15 BARBER, CHRISTIAN FR BELMONT 23.05 4(3)
16 WILKERSON, RANDOLPH FR LIPSCOMB 23.20 23.193 7(4)
17 JENKINS, TRACEY FR LIPSCOMB 23.20 23.198 6(4)
18 JONES, RAYMOND FR LIPSCOMB 23.29 6(5)
19 CRANDON, ANTHONY SO LOUISVILLE 23.31 3(3)
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#6 Men's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
20 BAKER-ELAM, ZYHIR SO TENNESSEE ST. 23.40 3(4)
21 WALKER, CHRIS SR MEMPHIS 23.41 2(2)
22 COLEMAN, BRANDON FR TENNESSEE ST. 24.30 5(2)
23 TAYLOR, GINO FR MEMPHIS 24.32 7(5)
24 DOOLEY, JEROME SR UNATTACHED 25.07 5(3)
SIMMONS, CHAZ SO M.T.S.U. DNS 1
ADEDAMOLA, ADENIJI SO M.T.S.U. DNS 1
OKEZE, CHARLES SO M.T.S.U. DNS 1
THOMAS, JORDAN SO TENNESSEE ST. DNS 2
CRENSHAW, CHRISTIAN JR BELMONT DNS 2
MANISCALCO, JOE JR BELMONT DNS 2
ALLEN, JERIN JR LOUISVILLE DNS 3
BARNES, MARCUS UNATTACHED DNS 4
BIEN-AIME, DANIEL SO LOUISVILLE DNS 4
GARCIA, ANDREW SO BELMONT DNS 6
WILLIAMS, KENDRICK SO M.T.S.U. DNS 7
COOPER, JACQUEZ FR TENNESSEE ST. DNS 5
CSORBA, ALEX JR LIPSCOMB DNS 5
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 7
1 UMOH, IFIOK JR M.T.S.U. 22.42
2 STEWART, JAMES JR TENNESSEE ST. 22.90
SIMMONS, CHAZ SO M.T.S.U. DNS
ADEDAMOLA, ADENIJI SO M.T.S.U. DNS
OKEZE, CHARLES SO M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 2 of 7
1 TANNER, DESMOND SO TENNESSEE ST. 22.85
2 WALKER, CHRIS SR MEMPHIS 23.41
THOMAS, JORDAN SO TENNESSEE ST. DNS
CRENSHAW, CHRISTIAN JR BELMONT DNS
MANISCALCO, JOE JR BELMONT DNS
Section 3 of 7
1 ALLEN, JERIN JR LOUISVILLE 22.02
2 ALSOP, SEBASTIAN UNATTACHED 22.87
3 CRANDON, ANTHONY SO LOUISVILLE 23.31
4 BAKER-ELAM, ZYHIR SO TENNESSEE ST. 23.40
ALLEN, JERIN JR LOUISVILLE DNS
Section 4 of 7
1 AMAAR, AHMED FR LIPSCOMB 22.37
2 CANTRELL, GREG SO M.T.S.U. 23.02
3 BARBER, CHRISTIAN FR BELMONT 23.05
BARNES, MARCUS UNATTACHED DNS
BIEN-AIME, DANIEL SO LOUISVILLE DNS
Section 5 of 7
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#6 Men's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
1 FLETCHER, DEVONTE UNATTACHED 22.32
2 COLEMAN, BRANDON FR TENNESSEE ST. 24.30
3 DOOLEY, JEROME SR UNATTACHED 25.07
COOPER, JACQUEZ FR TENNESSEE ST. DNS
CSORBA, ALEX JR LIPSCOMB DNS
Section 6 of 7
1 LEWIS, CHARLES UNATTACHED 21.95
2 GUNNARSSON, KOLBEINN FR MEMPHIS 22.09
3 OGBULU, BOLAJI SO LOUISVILLE 22.83
4 JENKINS, TRACEY FR LIPSCOMB 23.20 23.198
5 JONES, RAYMOND FR LIPSCOMB 23.29
GARCIA, ANDREW SO BELMONT DNS
Section 7 of 7
1 PECK, TEAGUE JR LOUISVILLE 22.17
2 WRIGHT, MALIK SO UNATTACHED 22.36
3 SCOTT, JAMARIO FR TENNESSEE ST. 23.03
4 WILKERSON, RANDOLPH FR LIPSCOMB 23.20 23.193
5 TAYLOR, GINO FR MEMPHIS 24.32
WILLIAMS, KENDRICK SO M.T.S.U. DNS
#17 Men's 400 Meters
W World Indoor 44.57 Kerron Clement USA Fayetteville, AR,
A American Indoor 44.57 Kerron Clement Florida Fayetteville, AR
C Collegiate Indoor 44.57 Kerron Clement Florida Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 46.05 Emmanuel Tugumisirize M.T.S.U. 1/24/2014
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 SEARS, VENTAVIUS SR WESTERN KENTU 48.07 1(1)
2 PECK, TEAGUE JR LOUISVILLE 48.12 1(2)
3 MOORE, MARTICE SO LOUISVILLE 48.16 3(1)
4 SEGED, MAOR SO WESTERN KENTU 48.91 1(3)
5 ADEDAMOLA, ADENIJI SO M.T.S.U. 48.96 2(1)
6 COLEMAN, CARLOS JR LOUISVILLE 49.08 2(2)
7 KIMMET, JASON JR MEMPHIS 49.18 3(2)
8 NEWMAN, WAYNE SR LIPSCOMB 49.21 1(4)
9 BENNETT, MALACHI FR LIPSCOMB 49.30 4(1)
10 ANDREWS, ANTAUN JR MEMPHIS 49.35 2(3)
11 SANDERS, TREVON FR M.T.S.U. 49.56 8(1)
12 TEAGUE, RYAN FR BELMONT 49.94 8(2)
13 FLETCHER, DEVONTE UNATTACHED 50.02 5(1)
14 OLIGE, ISAIAH JR TENNESSEE ST. 50.07 3(3)
15 SCOTT, JAMARIO FR TENNESSEE ST. 50.19 8(3)
16 WRIGHT, MALIK SO UNATTACHED 50.22 8(4)
17 GARCIA, ANDREW SO BELMONT 50.29 3(4)
18 JONES, DAVID JR TENNESSEE ST. 50.34 6(1)
19 CAREY, MICHAEL JR MEMPHIS 50.47 2(4)
20 CRENSHAW, CHRISTIAN JR BELMONT 50.57 3(5)
21 LEWIS, CHARLES UNATTACHED 50.74 7(1)
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#17 Men's 400 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
22 KIEFFER, KADEN FR BELMONT 50.75 6(2)
23 JENKINS, TRACEY FR LIPSCOMB 50.91 50.902 6(3)
24 JONES, RAYMOND FR LIPSCOMB 50.91 50.909 6(3)
25 CANTRELL, GREG SO M.T.S.U. 51.21 4(2)
26 MORRIS, JULIUS JR WESTERN KENTU 51.31 2(5)
27 HYDEN, AUSTIN SO LOUISVILLE 51.40 6(5)
28 CRANDON, ANTHONY SO LOUISVILLE 51.57 5(2)
29 BAKER-ELAM, ZYHIR SO TENNESSEE ST. 51.61 4(3)
30 BAH, SORRE SR UNATTACHED 52.87 4(4)
31 PAYNE, DAVONTE SO WESTERN KENTU 52.88 7(2)
32 MOORE, KHARI FR TENNESSEE ST. 52.94 7(3)
33 RANDALL, SETH FR BELMONT 53.55 7(4)
34 RADUK, EVANCE FR TREVECCA NAZAR 53.94 7(5)
35 COLEMAN, BRANDON FR TENNESSEE ST. 54.80 5(3)
36 DOOLEY, JEROME SR UNATTACHED 56.13 5(4)
37 DURHAM, JOSH SR TREVECCA NAZAR 58.62 4(5)
COOPER, JACQUEZ FR TENNESSEE ST. DNS 5
STUART, JARED FR M.T.S.U. DNS 8
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 8
1 SEARS, VENTAVIUS SR WESTERN KENTU 48.07
2 PECK, TEAGUE JR LOUISVILLE 48.12
3 SEGED, MAOR SO WESTERN KENTU 48.91
4 NEWMAN, WAYNE SR LIPSCOMB 49.21
Section 2 of 8
1 ADEDAMOLA, ADENIJI SO M.T.S.U. 48.96
2 COLEMAN, CARLOS JR LOUISVILLE 49.08
3 ANDREWS, ANTAUN JR MEMPHIS 49.35
4 CAREY, MICHAEL JR MEMPHIS 50.47
5 MORRIS, JULIUS JR WESTERN KENTU 51.31
Section 3 of 8
1 MOORE, MARTICE SO LOUISVILLE 48.16
2 KIMMET, JASON JR MEMPHIS 49.18
3 OLIGE, ISAIAH JR TENNESSEE ST. 50.07
4 GARCIA, ANDREW SO BELMONT 50.29
5 CRENSHAW, CHRISTIAN JR BELMONT 50.57
Section 4 of 8
1 BENNETT, MALACHI FR LIPSCOMB 49.30
2 CANTRELL, GREG SO M.T.S.U. 51.21
3 BAKER-ELAM, ZYHIR SO TENNESSEE ST. 51.61
4 BAH, SORRE SR UNATTACHED 52.87
5 DURHAM, JOSH SR TREVECCA NAZAR 58.62
Section 5 of 8
1 FLETCHER, DEVONTE UNATTACHED 50.02
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 5
#17 Men's 400 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
2 CRANDON, ANTHONY SO LOUISVILLE 51.57
3 COLEMAN, BRANDON FR TENNESSEE ST. 54.80
4 DOOLEY, JEROME SR UNATTACHED 56.13
COOPER, JACQUEZ FR TENNESSEE ST. DNS
Section 6 of 8
1 JONES, DAVID JR TENNESSEE ST. 50.34
2 KIEFFER, KADEN FR BELMONT 50.75
3 JENKINS, TRACEY FR LIPSCOMB 50.91 50.902
3 JONES, RAYMOND FR LIPSCOMB 50.91 50.909
5 HYDEN, AUSTIN SO LOUISVILLE 51.40
Section 7 of 8
1 LEWIS, CHARLES UNATTACHED 50.74
2 PAYNE, DAVONTE SO WESTERN KENTU 52.88
3 MOORE, KHARI FR TENNESSEE ST. 52.94
4 RANDALL, SETH FR BELMONT 53.55
5 RADUK, EVANCE FR TREVECCA NAZAR 53.94
Section 8 of 8
1 SANDERS, TREVON FR M.T.S.U. 49.56
2 TEAGUE, RYAN FR BELMONT 49.94
3 SCOTT, JAMARIO FR TENNESSEE ST. 50.19
4 WRIGHT, MALIK SO UNATTACHED 50.22
STUART, JARED FR M.T.S.U. DNS
#10 Men's 800 Meters
Double alley start
W World Indoor 1:42.67 Wilson Kipketer DEN 3/9/1997 Paris, France
A American Indoor 1:45.00 Johnny Gray S. Monica T.C. 3/8/1992 Sindelfingen,
C Collegiate Indoor 1:44.84 Paul Ereng Virginia 3/4/1989 Budapest,
F Facility 1:46.86 Alex Amankwah Alabama 1/24/2015
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 PRINCE, QUAMEL SR TENNESSEE ST. 1:53.22 2(1)
2 KLATT, ALEX SR MEMPHIS 1:55.26 2(2)
3 MACK, NATHAN FR M.T.S.U. 1:56.12 2(3)
4 MCDOWELL, JONTUE JR TENNESSEE ST. 1:56.29 2(4)
5 NORMENT, NAMMAN SO MEMPHIS 1:57.80 2(5)
6 GONZALES, CHRISTIAN FR BELMONT 1:58.60 1(1)
7 RAY, AUSTIN SO LIPSCOMB 2:00.14 2(6)
8 QUINSONTRO, IRBY, JR. FR TENNESSEE ST. 2:00.32 1(2)
9 DSIDA, MATT SR BELMONT 2:00.79 1(3)
10 LOESCH, BRYANT JR LIPSCOMB 2:01.64 2(7)
11 WYNSMA, BRANDON SR TREVECCA NAZAR 2:02.38 1(4)
12 MURRAY, MICHAEL USA PARALYMIC 2:05.38 1(5)
13 LAYTON, JOHN JR TREVECCA NAZAR 2:05.56 2(8)
14 WELIN, JAMIE FR WESTERN KENTU 2:10.75 2(9)
15 FRY, DONNIE FR WESTERN KENTU 2:16.44 1(6)
16 HENDERSON, DEONTAE SO TENNESSEE ST. 2:17.35 1(7)
LUNSOFRD, ZEBEDEE FR TENNESSEE ST. DNS 1
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#10 Men's 800 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
BAH, SORRE SR UNATTACHED DNS 1
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 2
1 GONZALES, CHRISTIAN FR BELMONT 1:58.60
2 QUINSONTRO, IRBY, JR. FR TENNESSEE ST. 2:00.32
3 DSIDA, MATT SR BELMONT 2:00.79
4 WYNSMA, BRANDON SR TREVECCA NAZAR 2:02.38
5 MURRAY, MICHAEL USA PARALYMIC 2:05.38
6 FRY, DONNIE FR WESTERN KENTU 2:16.44
7 HENDERSON, DEONTAE SO TENNESSEE ST. 2:17.35
LUNSOFRD, ZEBEDEE FR TENNESSEE ST. DNS
BAH, SORRE SR UNATTACHED DNS
Section 2 of 2
1 PRINCE, QUAMEL SR TENNESSEE ST. 1:53.22
2 KLATT, ALEX SR MEMPHIS 1:55.26
3 MACK, NATHAN FR M.T.S.U. 1:56.12
4 MCDOWELL, JONTUE JR TENNESSEE ST. 1:56.29
5 NORMENT, NAMMAN SO MEMPHIS 1:57.80
6 RAY, AUSTIN SO LIPSCOMB 2:00.14
7 LOESCH, BRYANT JR LIPSCOMB 2:01.64
8 LAYTON, JOHN JR TREVECCA NAZAR 2:05.56
9 WELIN, JAMIE FR WESTERN KENTU 2:10.75
#19 Men's 1 Mile Run
Double alley start
W World Indoor 3:48.45 Hicham El Guerrouj MAR 2/12/1997 Gent, Belgium
A American Indoor 3:49.89 Bernard Lagat Nike Fayetteville, AR
C Collegiate Indoor 3:52.88 Lawi Lalang Arizona 2/15/2014 New York, NY
F Facility 3:58.36 Jeff See Asics/ FE 1/30/2016
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
1 CHERUIYOT, GEOFFRY JR M.T.S.U. 4:14.29
2 KAMPH, MATTHEW SO MEMPHIS 4:20.94
3 LAWS, BRANDON JR TREVECCA NAZAR 4:23.11
4 HUEZO, DAVID FR TREVECCA NAZAR 4:32.76
5 REEVES, ANTHONY FR TREVECCA NAZAR 4:33.05
6 SWINDELL, BRYCE FR WESTERN KENTU 4:40.68
7 WILSON, KYLE SR WESTERN KENTU 4:43.24
8 STICE, MARK SO WESTERN KENTU 4:48.96
9 LUNSOFRD, ZEBEDEE FR TENNESSEE ST. 4:49.14
10 KASMAN, ALEX UNATTACHED 5:00.68
11 HENDERSON, DEONTAE SO TENNESSEE ST. 5:00.76
12 BRENNER, COLLYN FR TREVECCA NAZAR 5:10.84
13 SPRAGUE, KYLE FR WESTERN KENTU 5:16.37
CHURCH, LAFORREST JR MEMPHIS DNS
GKOTSIS, NIKOLAOS SR VANDERBILT DNS
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#19 Men's 1 Mile Run (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
LAARI, SAMPSON SR M.T.S.U. DNS
DEFABRIZIO, SAM JR VANDERBILT DNS
#30 Men's 3000 Meters
Double alley start
W World Indoor 7:24.90 Daniel Komen KEN 2/6/1998 Budapest,
A American Indoor 7:32.43 Bernard Lagat Nike Birmingham, ENG
C Collegiate Indoor 7:38.59 Allistair Cragg Arkansas Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 7:46.72 Jeff See Asics/ FE 2/12/2016
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
1 CHEMADI, KIGEN FR M.T.S.U. 8:09.43
2 GONZALEZ, JUAN JR LIPSCOMB 8:15.09
3 POYNER, JACOB JR LIPSCOMB 8:15.37
4 CHOGE, JACOB FR M.T.S.U. 8:23.76
5 RONO, HILLARY SR M.T.S.U. 8:30.01
6 GKOTSIS, NIKOLAOS SR VANDERBILT 8:31.18
7 AYERS, ANDREW SO LIPSCOMB 8:43.03
8 CUYEU, JULIEN SO WESTERN KENTU 8:53.20
9 SCARBROUGH, TAYLOR FR WESTERN KENTU 8:53.43
10 BALLEAU, ZACH UNAUNAT-MURRAY ST 9:00.96
11 DEFABRIZIO, SAM JR VANDERBILT 9:03.52
CHERUIYOT, AMOS JR M.T.S.U. DNS
TAKELE, ENDALOW SR WESTERN KENTU DNS
#5 Men's 60m Hurdles
W World Indoor 7.30 Colin Jackson GBR 2/3/1994 Sindelfingen,
A American Indoor 7.36 Foster/ Johnson/ Trammell W. Class/ Nike/  T. Star 1/16/1987 Los Angeles, CA
C Collegiate Indoor 7.45 Omar McLeod Arkansas 3/14/2015 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 7.65 Terrence Trammell Unattached 1/24/2014
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 NEWMAN, WAYNE SR LIPSCOMB 8.03 2(1)
2 MOORE, MARTICE SO LOUISVILLE 8.06 2(2)
3 AMOS, JEMARRUSE JR TENNESSEE ST. 8.24 1(1)
4 NYAMADI, ATSU SR M.T.S.U. 8.28 2(3)
5 HOSTEN, SIMON JR MEMPHIS 8.45 1(2)
6 SEGED, MAOR SO WESTERN KENTU 8.53 8.522 2(4)
7 LIPE, RYAN SO BELMONT 8.53 1(3)
8 ANDERSON, KENJI SR TENNESSEE ST. 8.54 2(5)
9 MILLER, ALEX FR BELMONT 8.69 1(4)
10 OLIGE, ISAIAH JR TENNESSEE ST. 8.74 1(5)
11 TANNER, DESMOND SO TENNESSEE ST. 8.75 2(6)
12 MITCHELL, DRAKE FR BELMONT 8.79 1(6)
13 WILKERSON, RANDOLPH FR LIPSCOMB 9.01 1(7)
14 DOOLEY, JEROME SR UNATTACHED 10.00 1(8)
CANTRELL, GREG SO M.T.S.U. DQ 2
HAYDEN, JONATHAN JR WESTERN KENTU DNS 2
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#5 Men's 60m Hurdles (cont'd)
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 2
1 AMOS, JEMARRUSE JR TENNESSEE ST. 8.24
2 HOSTEN, SIMON JR MEMPHIS 8.45
3 LIPE, RYAN SO BELMONT 8.53
4 MILLER, ALEX FR BELMONT 8.69
5 OLIGE, ISAIAH JR TENNESSEE ST. 8.74
6 MITCHELL, DRAKE FR BELMONT 8.79
7 WILKERSON, RANDOLPH FR LIPSCOMB 9.01
8 DOOLEY, JEROME SR UNATTACHED 10.00
Section 2 of 2
1 NEWMAN, WAYNE SR LIPSCOMB 8.03
2 MOORE, MARTICE SO LOUISVILLE 8.06
3 NYAMADI, ATSU SR M.T.S.U. 8.28
4 SEGED, MAOR SO WESTERN KENTU 8.53 8.522
5 ANDERSON, KENJI SR TENNESSEE ST. 8.54
6 TANNER, DESMOND SO TENNESSEE ST. 8.75
CANTRELL, GREG SO M.T.S.U. DQ
HAYDEN, JONATHAN JR WESTERN KENTU DNS
#27 Men's 4 x 400m Relay
W World Indoor 3:02.13 Clemons, Verburg, Butler, Smith USA 3/9/2014 Sopot, POL
A American Indoor 3:01.96  Clement, Spearmon, Williamson, U.S.A. Fayetteville, AR
C Collegiate Indoor 3:02.86  Coleman, Taplin, Hart, Lendore Texas A&M 3/14/2015 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 3:08.44 Evans, White, Freeman, Jenkins Georgia 2/12/2016
Pl Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 TENNESSEE ST. (A) 3:14.96 2(1)
1) PRINCE, QUAMEL  SR 2) JONES, DAVID JR
3) MCDOWELL, JONTUE JR 4) FAISON, JAMES JR
2 MEMPHIS (A) 3:16.69 2(2)
1) ANDREWS, ANTAUN JR 2) GUNNARSSON, KOLBEINN FR
3) KIMMET, JASON JR 4) WALKER, CHRIS SR
3 M.T.S.U. (A) 3:17.21 2(3)
1) OKEZE, CHARLES  SO 2) ADEDAMOLA, ADENIJI SO
3) UMOH, IFIOK JR 4) LAARI, SAMPSON SR
4 BELMONT (A) 3:22.28 2(4)
1) RANDALL, SETH FR 2) TEAGUE, RYAN FR
3) MILLER, ALEX FR 4) KIEFFER, KADEN FR
5 M.T.S.U. (B) 3:24.93 1(1)
1) CANTRELL, GREG SO 2) CHERUIYOT, GEOFFRY JR
3) SIMMONS, CHAZ SO 4) CHEMADI, KIGEN FR
6 TREVECCA NAZARENE (A) 3:35.73 1(2)
1) DAVIS, LUCAS FR 2) SCHAFFER, DAVID SO
3) DURHAM, JOSH SR 4) LAYTON, JOHN  JR
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#27 Men's 4 x 400m Relay (cont'd)
Pl Team Time Note H(Pl)
7 WESTERN KENTUCKY (B) 3:37.87 1(3)
1) HAYDEN, JONATHAN  JR 2) PAYNE, DAVONTE SO
3) WILSON, KYLE SR 4) WELIN, JAMIE FR
MEMPHIS (B) DQ early 1
1) CAREY, MICHAEL JR 2) KLATT, ALEX SR
3) NORMENT, NAMMAN SO 4) HOSTEN, SIMON JR
TENNESSEE ST. (B) DNS 1
1) SCOTT, JAMARIO FR 2) LUNSOFRD, ZEBEDEE FR
3) COOPER, JACQUEZ FR 4) QUINSONTRO, IRBY, JR.  FR
WESTERN KENTUCKY (A) DNS 2
1) DASOR, EMMANUEL SR 2) MORRIS, JULIUS JR
3) SEARS, VENTAVIUS  SR 4) SEGED, MAOR  SO
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Team Time Note
Section 1 of 2
1 M.T.S.U. (B) 3:24.93
1) CANTRELL, GREG SO 2) CHERUIYOT, GEOFFRY JR
3) SIMMONS, CHAZ SO 4) CHEMADI, KIGEN FR
2 TREVECCA NAZARENE (A) 3:35.73
1) DAVIS, LUCAS FR 2) SCHAFFER, DAVID SO
3) DURHAM, JOSH SR 4) LAYTON, JOHN  JR
3 WESTERN KENTUCKY (B) 3:37.87
1) HAYDEN, JONATHAN  JR 2) PAYNE, DAVONTE SO
3) WILSON, KYLE SR 4) WELIN, JAMIE FR
MEMPHIS (B) DQ early
1) CAREY, MICHAEL JR 2) KLATT, ALEX SR
3) NORMENT, NAMMAN SO 4) HOSTEN, SIMON JR
TENNESSEE ST. (B) DNS
1) SCOTT, JAMARIO FR 2) LUNSOFRD, ZEBEDEE FR
3) COOPER, JACQUEZ FR 4) QUINSONTRO, IRBY, JR.  FR
Section 2 of 2
1 TENNESSEE ST. (A) 3:14.96
1) PRINCE, QUAMEL  SR 2) JONES, DAVID JR
3) MCDOWELL, JONTUE JR 4) FAISON, JAMES JR
2 MEMPHIS (A) 3:16.69
1) ANDREWS, ANTAUN JR 2) GUNNARSSON, KOLBEINN FR
3) KIMMET, JASON JR 4) WALKER, CHRIS SR
3 M.T.S.U. (A) 3:17.21
1) OKEZE, CHARLES  SO 2) ADEDAMOLA, ADENIJI SO
3) UMOH, IFIOK JR 4) LAARI, SAMPSON SR
4 BELMONT (A) 3:22.28
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#27 Men's 4 x 400m Relay (cont'd)
Pl Team Time Note
1) RANDALL, SETH FR 2) TEAGUE, RYAN FR
3) MILLER, ALEX FR 4) KIEFFER, KADEN FR
#7 Men's High Jump
W World Indoor 2.43m Javier Sotomayor CUB 3/4/1989 Budapest,
A American Indoor 2.40m Hollis Conway Nike International 3/10/1991 Seville, Spain
C Collegiate Indoor 2.37m Hollis Conway LA. Lafayette 3/11/1989 Indianapolis, IN
F Facility 2.30m Ricky Robertson Unattached 1/23/2014
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 1.85 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 2.08 2.11 2.14 2.17 2.22
1 ALLEN, JERIN JR LOUISVILLE 2.17m 7' 11/2 P P P O O O O XO XO XXX
2 PATTEN, JACOB SO M.T.S.U. 2.14m 7' 01/4 P P P XO O O XXO O XXX
3 WESNER, JORDAN SO MEMPHIS 2.11m 6' 11" P P P P O XXO XO XXX
4 REEVES, JAVEN JR LOUISVILLE 2.05m 6' 83/4 P P P O XO P XXX
5 ANDERSON, KENJI SR TENNESSEE 2.00m 6' 63/4 P XO XXO O XXX
6 AGNEW, NOAH FR MEMPHIS 1.95m 6' 43/4 PPP O XO XXX
7 VANMETER, SKYLER FR LOUISVILLE 1.95m 6' 43/4 O O XXO XXX
8 NYAMADI, ATSU SR M.T.S.U. 1.90m 6' 23/4 P XXO P P P P P P P P
8 SMITH, PHILLIP SR M.T.S.U. 1.90m 6' 23/4 P XXO P P P P P P P P
10 MITCHELL, DRAKE FR BELMONT 1.90m 6' 23/4 O XXO XXX
11 LIPE, RYAN SO BELMONT 1.85m 6' 03/4 O XXX
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 1.80
1 ALLEN, JERIN JR LOUISVILLE (cont'd) P
2 PATTEN, JACOB SO M.T.S.U. (cont'd) P
3 WESNER, JORDAN SO MEMPHIS (cont'd) P
4 REEVES, JAVEN JR LOUISVILLE (cont'd) P
5 ANDERSON, KENJI SR TENNESSEE (cont'd) P
7 VANMETER, SKYLER FR LOUISVILLE (cont'd) P
8 NYAMADI, ATSU SR M.T.S.U. (cont'd) P
8 SMITH, PHILLIP SR M.T.S.U. (cont'd) P
#25 Men's Pole Vault
W World Indoor 6.15m Sergey Bubka UKR 2/21/1993 Donets'k, Ukraine
A American Indoor 6.02m Jeff Hartwig Nike Atlanta, GA
C Collegiate Indoor 5.91m Shawn Barber Akron 3/13/2015 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 5.71m Sam Kendricks Nike 1/29/2016
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 4.30 4.45 4.60 4.75
1 CAREI, BRADEN SO BELMONT 4.60m 15' 1" O XO O XXX
2 PRITCHARD, ANTHONY KINDERSPO 4.45m 14' 71/4 P XO XXX
3 YOUNG, JUSTIN SR TENNESSEE 4.30m 14' 11/4 O XXX
NYAMADI, ATSU SR M.T.S.U. NH XXX
BECKWITH, AARON SR LIPSCOMB NH XXX
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#13 Men's Long Jump
Only 4 attempts for all, no finals.
W World Indoor 8.79m Carl Lewis USA 1/27/1984 New York, NY,
A American Indoor 8.79m Carl Lewis Santa Monica T.C. 1/27/1984 New York, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 8.59m Miguel Pate Alabama New York, NY
F Facility 8.12m Jarvis Gotch Louisiana Tech 1/23/2015
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
1 SEARS, VENTAVIUS SR WESTERN K 7.48m 24' 61/2 7.41 (+0.0) 7.48 (+0.0) 7.17 (+0.0) PASS
2 JEGEDE, MARCUS SO LOUISVILLE 7.39m 24' 3" 6.85 (+0.0) 7.04 (+0.0) 7.39 (+0.0) PASS
3 NICHOLAS, KAREEM SR TENNESSEE 7.13m 23' 43/4 7.13 (+0.0) 6.83 (+0.0) 6.93 (+0.0) 7.12 (+0.0)
4 ANDERSON, TYLER SR UNATTACHE 6.79m 22' 31/2 FOUL FOUL 6.79 (+0.0) 6.79 (+0.0)
5 MCCOY, MARC SO TENNESSEE 6.76m 22' 21/4 6.46 (+0.0) 6.57 (+0.0) 6.41 (+0.0) 6.76 (+0.0)
6 MILLER, SHAMEEK FR MEMPHIS 6.58m 21' 71/4 6.58 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 6.20 (+0.0)
7 HYDEN, AUSTIN SO LOUISVILLE 6.39m 20' 113/4 6.38 (+0.0) 6.28 (+0.0) 6.28 (+0.0) 6.39 (+0.0)
8 DATES, RASHAAD SO UNATTACHE 6.32m 20' 9" 6.13 (+0.0) 6.27 (+0.0) 6.12 (+0.0) 6.32 (+0.0)
9 DAVIS, LUCAS FR TREVECCA 6.28m 20' 71/4 6.14 (+0.0) 6.28 (+0.0) FOUL 6.11 (+0.0)
10 BELLONI, BRANDON FR LIPSCOMB 6.15m 20' 21/4 6.15 (+0.0) 6.06 (+0.0) FOUL 6.12 (+0.0)
11 SCHAFFER, DAVID SO TREVECCA 6.15m 20' 21/4 6.15 (+0.0) 6.06 (+0.0) 5.76 (+0.0) 5.75 (+0.0)
12 MITCHELL, DRAKE FR BELMONT 6.14m 20' 13/4 5.99 (+0.0) 5.93 (+0.0) 6.14 (+0.0) 5.98 (+0.0)
13 BROWN, JALEN FR WESTERN K 6.08m 19' 111/2 5.97 (+0.0) 6.08 (+0.0) 6.03 (+0.0) FOUL
14 HOSTEN, SIMON JR MEMPHIS 6.08m 19' 111/2 FOUL 4.24 (+0.0) 6.08 (+0.0) FOUL
NYAMADI, ATSU SR M.T.S.U. DNS
LANDIS, STUART SR BELMONT DNS
#8 Men's Triple Jump
Only 4 attempts for all, no finals
W World Indoor 17.90m Teddy Tamgho FRA Paris, France
A American Indoor 17.76m Mike Conley Tyson T.C. 1/27/1987 New York, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 17.50m Charlie Simpkins Baptist 1/17/1986 Los Angeles, CA
F Facility 16.14m Cordairo Golden Unattached 1/24/2015
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
NICHOLAS, KAREEM SR TENNESSEE 15.00m 49' 21/2 14.82 15.00 14.87 14.85
OLOJO, OLUSHOLA SO MEMPHIS 14.87m 48' 91/2 14.30 14.70 14.84 14.87
MCCOY, MARC SO TENNESSEE 14.80m 48' 63/4 14.27 14.53 14.79 14.80
VALENTINE, DEVIN JR LOUISVILLE 14.52m 47' 73/4 FOUL 13.83 13.90 14.52
JEGEDE, MARCUS SO LOUISVILLE 14.33m 47' 01/4 FOUL 14.33 FOUL PASS
ROWE, KALEB SO LOUISVILLE 14.29m 46' 103/4 13.95 14.08 14.28 14.29
AMOS, JEMARRUSE JR TENNESSEE 13.90m 45' 71/4 13.78 13.61 13.90 FOUL
PATTEN, JACOB SO M.T.S.U. 13.59m 44' 7" FOUL FOUL 13.48 13.59
ANDERSON, KENJI SR TENNESSEE 13.30m 43' 73/4 13.30 FOUL FOUL FOUL
DAVIS, LUCAS FR TREVECCA 12.67m 41' 7" FOUL FOUL 12.67 FOUL
DATES, RASHAAD SO UNATTACHE NM FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
BROWN, JALEN FR WESTERN K NM FOUL PASS PASS PASS
SCHAFFER, DAVID SO TREVECCA NM FOUL PASS PASS PASS
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#22 Men's Shot Put
Only 4 attempts for all, no finals
W World Indoor 22.66m Randy Barnes USA 2/20/1989 Los Angeles, CA,
A American Indoor 22.66m Randy Barnes Mazda T. C. 1/20/1989 Los Angeles, CA
C Collegiate Indoor 21.73m Ryan Crouser Texas 2/27/2016 Ames, IA
C Collegiate Indoor 21.50m Ryan Whiting Arizona State 3/14/2008 Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 21.11m Stephen Mozia Garden City T.C. 1/30/2016
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 VALLERY, RAFAEL JR MEMPHIS 17.23m 56' 61/2 15.24 16.00 16.15 17.23 2(1)
3 VELEMIR, STEFAN SO MEMPHIS 17.20m 56' 51/2 16.54 16.90 FOUL 17.20 1(1)
5 WASHINGTON-SCOTT, KYLE SR TENNESSEE 16.47m 54' 03/4 14.98 16.47 FOUL 16.44 2(3)
7 VAUGHN, LUKE JR MEMPHIS 16.13m 52' 111/4 FOUL FOUL FOUL 16.13 2(5)
9 BUCKLEY, CHRISTIAN FR LOUISVILLE 15.65m 51' 41/2 FOUL FOUL 15.65 FOUL 1(3)
11 NEELY, ADAM FR MEMPHIS 15.43m 50' 73/4 FOUL 15.43 FOUL FOUL 1(5)
13 MAGNUSON, SEAN SR BELMONT 15.33m 50' 33/4 14.53 FOUL 15.33 14.92 2(7)
15 WELLS, WADE SR MEMPHIS 15.15m 49' 83/4 15.15 FOUL 15.06 14.78 2(9)
17 CLAIBORNE, COREY SO BELMONT 15.00m 49' 23/4 14.29 FOUL 14.95 15.00 2(11)
19 GIBSON, STEPHEN SO BELMONT 13.81m 45' 4" 13.36 13.61 13.81 13.81 1(7)
21 NYAMADI, ATSU SR M.T.S.U. 13.66m 44' 10" 13.63 FOUL 13.66 PASS 2(13)
23 NICHOLS, STUART JR WESTERN K 12.01m 39' 5" 12.01 FOUL FOUL FOUL 1(9)
25 LANDIS, STUART SR BELMONT 11.74m 38' 61/2 FOUL FOUL FOUL 11.74 2(15)
27 WILKINS, LEELAN FR TENNESSEE 10.80m 35' 51/2 10.80 9.39 10.28 8.95 1(11)
29 HINKLE, KADE JR LIPSCOMB 10.70m 35' 11/2 FOUL FOUL FOUL 10.70 1(13)
31 HOLSTEIN, MATTHEW SR TREVECCA 9.99m 32' 91/2 9.99 9.87 9.18 9.63 1(15)
NESBITT, ROC-M SR TENNESSEE NM FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 2
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 VELEMIR, STEFAN SO MEMPHIS 17.20m 56' 51/2 16.54 16.90 FOUL 17.20
3 BUCKLEY, CHRISTIAN FR LOUISVILLE 15.65m 51' 41/2 FOUL FOUL 15.65 FOUL
5 NEELY, ADAM FR MEMPHIS 15.43m 50' 73/4 FOUL 15.43 FOUL FOUL
7 GIBSON, STEPHEN SO BELMONT 13.81m 45' 4" 13.36 13.61 13.81 13.81
9 NICHOLS, STUART JR WESTERN K 12.01m 39' 5" 12.01 FOUL FOUL FOUL
11 WILKINS, LEELAN FR TENNESSEE 10.80m 35' 51/2 10.80 9.39 10.28 8.95
13 HINKLE, KADE JR LIPSCOMB 10.70m 35' 11/2 FOUL FOUL FOUL 10.70
15 HOLSTEIN, MATTHEW SR TREVECCA 9.99m 32' 91/2 9.99 9.87 9.18 9.63
Flight 2 of 2
1 VALLERY, RAFAEL JR MEMPHIS 17.23m 56' 61/2 15.24 16.00 16.15 17.23
3 WASHINGTON-SCOTT, KYLE SR TENNESSEE 16.47m 54' 03/4 14.98 16.47 FOUL 16.44
5 VAUGHN, LUKE JR MEMPHIS 16.13m 52' 111/4 FOUL FOUL FOUL 16.13
7 MAGNUSON, SEAN SR BELMONT 15.33m 50' 33/4 14.53 FOUL 15.33 14.92
9 WELLS, WADE SR MEMPHIS 15.15m 49' 83/4 15.15 FOUL 15.06 14.78
11 CLAIBORNE, COREY SO BELMONT 15.00m 49' 23/4 14.29 FOUL 14.95 15.00
13 NYAMADI, ATSU SR M.T.S.U. 13.66m 44' 10" 13.63 FOUL 13.66 PASS
15 LANDIS, STUART SR BELMONT 11.74m 38' 61/2 FOUL FOUL FOUL 11.74
NESBITT, ROC-M SR TENNESSEE NM FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 13
#23 Men's Weight Throw
Only 4 attempts for all, no finals
A American Indoor 25.86m Lance Deal New York  A. C. 3/4/1995 Atlanta, GA
C Collegiate Indoor 25.58m Michael Lihrman Wisconsin 2/28/2015 Geneva, OH
F Facility 22.85m James Lambert Unattached 1/16/2015
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
FRYE, JOE MUSIC CITY 21.47m 70' 51/2 21.47 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL 2(1)
MCSPADDEN, DEL SR BELMONT 18.02m 59' 13/4 FOUL 18.02 (+0.0) FOUL 17.11 (+0.0) 2(2)
VAUGHN, LUKE JR MEMPHIS 17.62m 57' 10" 16.18 17.62 17.16 16.85 1
HARRIS, SPENCER FR LOUISVILLE 16.27m 53' 43/4 16.27 (+0.0) 15.08 (+0.0) FOUL 15.66 (+0.0) 2(3)
MAGNUSON, SEAN SR BELMONT 16.02m 52' 7" 14.97 (+0.0) 16.02 (+0.0) FOUL 14.74 (+0.0) 2(4)
GIBSON, STEPHEN SO BELMONT 15.71m 51' 63/4 15.71 (+0.0) 15.42 (+0.0) 14.61 (+0.0) FOUL 2(5)
NEELY, ADAM FR MEMPHIS 15.53m 50' 113/4 15.53 14.99 FOUL FOUL 1
WASHINGTON-SCOTT, KYLE SR TENNESSEE 15.40m 50' 61/2 15.20 (+0.0) FOUL 15.24 (+0.0) 15.40 (+0.0) 2(6)
VELEMIR, STEFAN SO MEMPHIS 15.28m 50' 13/4 15.28 FOUL 14.33 FOUL 1
NICHOLS, STUART JR WESTERN K 15.10m 49' 63/4 13.87 14.39 14.83 15.10 1
CLAIBORNE, COREY SO BELMONT 14.48m 47' 61/4 FOUL 13.58 (+0.0) 13.77 (+0.0) 14.48 (+0.0) 2(7)
VALLERY, RAFAEL JR MEMPHIS 14.38m 47' 21/2 14.38 FOUL FOUL FOUL 1
KESSLER, MITCHELL FR LOUISVILLE 13.36m 43' 101/4 FOUL FOUL FOUL 13.36 1
BORDIUK, CHRIS SO BELMONT 11.41m 37' 51/2 10.37 (+0.0) 10.46 (+0.0) 11.41 (+0.0) FOUL 2(8)
HINKLE, KADE JR LIPSCOMB 11.41m 37' 51/2 11.41 (+0.0) 11.15 (+0.0) FOUL 10.58 (+0.0) 2(8)
WILKINS, LEELAN FR TENNESSEE 10.76m 35' 4" 10.76 FOUL FOUL 10.63 1
SIMS, DRAVEN FR WESTERN K 9.55m 31' 41/4 8.81 8.59 9.55 8.77 1
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
VALLERY, RAFAEL JR MEMPHIS 14.38m 47' 21/2 14.38 FOUL FOUL FOUL
NEELY, ADAM FR MEMPHIS 15.53m 50' 113/4 15.53 14.99 FOUL FOUL
VELEMIR, STEFAN SO MEMPHIS 15.28m 50' 13/4 15.28 FOUL 14.33 FOUL
NICHOLS, STUART JR WESTERN K 15.10m 49' 63/4 13.87 14.39 14.83 15.10
VAUGHN, LUKE JR MEMPHIS 17.62m 57' 10" 16.18 17.62 17.16 16.85
KESSLER, MITCHELL FR LOUISVILLE 13.36m 43' 101/4 FOUL FOUL FOUL 13.36
WILKINS, LEELAN FR TENNESSEE 10.76m 35' 4" 10.76 FOUL FOUL 10.63
SIMS, DRAVEN FR WESTERN K 9.55m 31' 41/4 8.81 8.59 9.55 8.77
Flight 2 of 2
1 FRYE, JOE MUSIC CITY 21.47m 70' 51/2 21.47 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL FOUL
2 MCSPADDEN, DEL SR BELMONT 18.02m 59' 13/4 FOUL 18.02 (+0.0) FOUL 17.11 (+0.0)
3 HARRIS, SPENCER FR LOUISVILLE 16.27m 53' 43/4 16.27 (+0.0) 15.08 (+0.0) FOUL 15.66 (+0.0)
4 MAGNUSON, SEAN SR BELMONT 16.02m 52' 7" 14.97 (+0.0) 16.02 (+0.0) FOUL 14.74 (+0.0)
5 GIBSON, STEPHEN SO BELMONT 15.71m 51' 63/4 15.71 (+0.0) 15.42 (+0.0) 14.61 (+0.0) FOUL
6 WASHINGTON-SCOTT, KYLE SR TENNESSEE 15.40m 50' 61/2 15.20 (+0.0) FOUL 15.24 (+0.0) 15.40 (+0.0)
7 CLAIBORNE, COREY SO BELMONT 14.48m 47' 61/4 FOUL 13.58 (+0.0) 13.77 (+0.0) 14.48 (+0.0)
8 BORDIUK, CHRIS SO BELMONT 11.41m 37' 51/2 10.37 (+0.0) 10.46 (+0.0) 11.41 (+0.0) FOUL
8 HINKLE, KADE JR LIPSCOMB 11.41m 37' 51/2 11.41 (+0.0) 11.15 (+0.0) FOUL 10.58 (+0.0)
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 14
#24 Women's 60 Meters
W World Indoor 6.92 Irina Privalova RUS 2/11/1993 Madrid, Spain
A American Indoor 6.95 Gail Devers Nike 3/12/1993 Toronto, Canada
C Collegiate Indoor 7.08 Remona Burchell Alabama 2/28/2015 Lexington, KY
F Facility 7.22 Alexandra Anderson Nike 1/30/2016
V Vanderbilt 7.64 Anna Carr Hawkins
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 LAWRENCE, TAMDRA SO MURRAY STATE V 7.62 6(1)
2 CHAVEZ, CERA FR MEMPHIS 7.68 3(1)
3 BATTLE, DIAMOND FR AUSTIN PEAY 7.69 3(2)
4 MCCAMMON, TAYLOR JR MURRAY STATE 7.74 5(1)
5 ROBINSON, NAASHA SO TENNESSEE TECH 7.75 7.745 5(2)
6 WHITEHURST, ABBIE FR BELMONT 7.75 7.747 1(1)
7 ABDUR-RAFIA, NORMA FR MURRAY STATE 7.80 3(3)
8 ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QETUWRAH JR M.T.S.U. 7.84 6(2)
9 TOLBERT, TYMEITHA FR AUSTIN PEAY 7.85 2(1)
10 PERRY - GRIMES, MAYA FR AUSTIN PEAY 7.87 2(2)
11 HALLS, BREJHE SO TENNESSEE ST. 7.89 1(2)
12 DAVIS, RAVEN SR TENNESSEE ST. 7.92 6(3)
13 JONES, CHANCIS SR AUSTIN PEAY 7.93 5(3)
14 BRIMLETT, JABREUNA SO MURRAY STATE 7.94 5(4)
15 ALLEN, JALA FR AUSTIN PEAY 7.95 2(3)
16 HEYWARD, KELSEY FR LOUISVILLE 7.96 1(3)
17 PAYNE, JOCELYN SO MURRAY STATE 7.97 6(4)
18 WHITE, DAJIAH SO MURRAY STATE 7.98 1(4)
19 TREADWELL, ROBIN FR TENNESSEE ST. 8.02 2(4)
20 JOHNSON, MYIAH SR AUSTIN PEAY 8.04 5(5)
21 BANKS, MIKAYLA SO TENNESSEE ST. 8.05 1(5)
22 CURLIN, ANNA JR MURRAY STATE 8.07 8.062 5(6)
23 SAINES, NYSIA FR AUSTIN PEAY 8.07 8.068 4(1)
24 JULES, TEANNA FR LIPSCOMB 8.08 4(2)
25 DAY, TAYLOR SR M.T.S.U. 8.10 2(5)
26 WHITE, SONJA JR AUSTIN PEAY 8.14 8.133 5(7)
27 THORNTON, D'MYIA FR MURRAY STATE 8.14 8.138 2(6)
28 MCMURRAY, ABBEY SR LIPSCOMB 8.15 4(3)
29 GULLEY, TONAYA JR MEMPHIS 8.17 3(4)
30 MCGEE, BRITTANY SR TENNESSEE TECH 8.26 4(4)
31 BUTLER, AMIA SR AUSTIN PEAY 8.30 5(8)
32 WHEELER, SUMMER SO MURRAY STATE 8.34 3(5)
33 ROBINSON, ESHE' SO TENNESSEE TECH 8.66 3(6)
34 ALOSI, ABBIE SR TREVECCA NAZAR 8.74 4(5)
35 SMITH, MADISON SR TREVECCA NAZAR 8.76 4(6)
36 JANGRAM, JESSICA FR LOUISVILLE 9.02 2(7)
37 DOLLEMAN, MADDIE FR TREVECCA NAZAR 9.56 4(7)
38 MURPHY, ANNELISE SO TREVECCA NAZAR 9.64 4(8)
AMPONSAH, JANET JR M.T.S.U. FS 1
NETTER, GARIELLE FR AUSTIN PEAY DNS 3
COOK, ALIAH FR AUSTIN PEAY DNS 3
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 15
#24 Women's 60 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
VALENTINE, KHADIJAH JR WESTERN KENTU DNS 6
BEASLEY, JADZIA SO WESTERN KENTU DNS 6
ALZOLA, PELI SR WESTERN KENTU DNS 6
AKACHUKWU, SANDRA SR WESTERN KENTU DNS 6
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 6
1 WHITEHURST, ABBIE FR BELMONT 7.75 7.747
2 HALLS, BREJHE SO TENNESSEE ST. 7.89
3 HEYWARD, KELSEY FR LOUISVILLE 7.96
4 WHITE, DAJIAH SO MURRAY STATE 7.98
5 BANKS, MIKAYLA SO TENNESSEE ST. 8.05
AMPONSAH, JANET JR M.T.S.U. FS
Section 2 of 6
1 TOLBERT, TYMEITHA FR AUSTIN PEAY 7.85
2 PERRY - GRIMES, MAYA FR AUSTIN PEAY 7.87
3 ALLEN, JALA FR AUSTIN PEAY 7.95
4 TREADWELL, ROBIN FR TENNESSEE ST. 8.02
5 DAY, TAYLOR SR M.T.S.U. 8.10
6 THORNTON, D'MYIA FR MURRAY STATE 8.14 8.138
7 JANGRAM, JESSICA FR LOUISVILLE 9.02
Section 3 of 6
1 CHAVEZ, CERA FR MEMPHIS 7.68
2 BATTLE, DIAMOND FR AUSTIN PEAY 7.69
3 ABDUR-RAFIA, NORMA FR MURRAY STATE 7.80
4 GULLEY, TONAYA JR MEMPHIS 8.17
5 WHEELER, SUMMER SO MURRAY STATE 8.34
6 ROBINSON, ESHE' SO TENNESSEE TECH 8.66
NETTER, GARIELLE FR AUSTIN PEAY DNS
COOK, ALIAH FR AUSTIN PEAY DNS
Section 4 of 6
1 SAINES, NYSIA FR AUSTIN PEAY 8.07 8.068
2 JULES, TEANNA FR LIPSCOMB 8.08
3 MCMURRAY, ABBEY SR LIPSCOMB 8.15
4 MCGEE, BRITTANY SR TENNESSEE TECH 8.26
5 ALOSI, ABBIE SR TREVECCA NAZAR 8.74
6 SMITH, MADISON SR TREVECCA NAZAR 8.76
7 DOLLEMAN, MADDIE FR TREVECCA NAZAR 9.56
8 MURPHY, ANNELISE SO TREVECCA NAZAR 9.64
Section 5 of 6
1 MCCAMMON, TAYLOR JR MURRAY STATE 7.74
2 ROBINSON, NAASHA SO TENNESSEE TECH 7.75 7.745
3 JONES, CHANCIS SR AUSTIN PEAY 7.93
4 BRIMLETT, JABREUNA SO MURRAY STATE 7.94
5 JOHNSON, MYIAH SR AUSTIN PEAY 8.04
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 16
#24 Women's 60 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
6 CURLIN, ANNA JR MURRAY STATE 8.07 8.062
7 WHITE, SONJA JR AUSTIN PEAY 8.14 8.133
8 BUTLER, AMIA SR AUSTIN PEAY 8.30
Section 6 of 6
1 LAWRENCE, TAMDRA SO MURRAY STATE V 7.62
2 ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QETUWRAH JR M.T.S.U. 7.84
3 DAVIS, RAVEN SR TENNESSEE ST. 7.92
4 PAYNE, JOCELYN SO MURRAY STATE 7.97
VALENTINE, KHADIJAH JR WESTERN KENTU DNS
BEASLEY, JADZIA SO WESTERN KENTU DNS
ALZOLA, PELI SR WESTERN KENTU DNS
AKACHUKWU, SANDRA SR WESTERN KENTU DNS
#2 Women's 200 Meters
W World Indoor 21.87 Merlene Ottey JAM 2/13/1993 Lievin, France
A American Indoor 22.33 Gwen Torrence Mizuno 3/2/1996 Atlanta, GA
C Collegiate Indoor 22.40 Bianca Knight Texas Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 23.88 J'Nea Bellamy U.C.F. 1/29/2016
V Vanderbilt 23.99 Ryan Tolbert
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 ROBINSON, NAASHA SO TENNESSEE TECH 24.00 1(1)
2 GRANT, RAVEN SO LOUISVILLE 24.17 1(2)
3 ODIA, LOVETH JR M.T.S.U. 24.26 2(1)
4 LAWRENCE, TAMDRA SO MURRAY STATE 24.46 1(3)
5 AMPONSAH, JANET JR M.T.S.U. 24.55 7(1)
6 ABDUR-RAFIA, NORMA FR MURRAY STATE 24.62 7(2)
7 CHAVEZ, CERA FR MEMPHIS 24.68 8(1)
8 SHELL, GRENETRIA FR UNATTACHED 25.33 11(1)
9 HEYWARD, KELSEY FR LOUISVILLE 25.52 9(1)
10 JOSEPH, JAYDEAN SR TENNESSEE TECH 25.53 2(2)
11 WHITEHURST, ABBIE FR BELMONT 25.56 11(2)
12 BATTLE, DIAMOND FR AUSTIN PEAY 25.62 8(2)
13 CURLIN, ANNA JR MURRAY STATE 25.63 4(1)
14 RAMSEY, MAYA SR TENNESSEE ST. 25.66 3(1)
15 HARDNETT, ERIN SO VANDERBILT 25.73 3(2)
16 SMITH, ASIAH FR LOUISVILLE 25.74 10(1)
17 LANSDEN, DESTINEE SR MEMPHIS 25.77 2(3)
18 DAY, TAYLOR SR M.T.S.U. 25.78 1(4)
19 PAYNE, JOCELYN SO MURRAY STATE 25.79 4(2)
20 WHITE, SONJA JR AUSTIN PEAY 25.84 2(4)
21 BAYNES, LACAROL SO BELMONT 25.86 25.857 4(3)
21 HOWELL, JESSICA SR M.T.S.U. 25.86 25.857 5(1)
23 THIESING, AMELIA FR AUSTIN PEAY 25.91 10(2)
24 SCHULTE, BECCA FR VANDERBILT 25.95 10(3)
25 JOHNSON, MYIAH SR AUSTIN PEAY 25.99 5(2)
26 BANKS, MIKAYLA SO TENNESSEE ST. 26.07 3(3)
27 WHITE, DAJIAH SO MURRAY STATE 26.14 11(3)
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 17
#2 Women's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
28 VILSON, BARBARA SR M.T.S.U. 26.18 4(4)
29 JIMMAR, KYLA FR TENNESSEE ST. 26.23 9(2)
30 THORNTON, D'MYIA FR MURRAY STATE 26.28 11(4)
31 WILLIAMS, CRYSTAL SR TENNESSEE ST. 26.30 3(4)
32 TOLBERT, TYMEITHA FR AUSTIN PEAY 26.31 7(3)
33 SAINES, NYSIA FR AUSTIN PEAY 26.37 6(1)
34 ALLEN, JALA FR AUSTIN PEAY 26.39 7(4)
35 ALLEN, JADA FR AUSTIN PEAY 26.41 7(5)
36 DAVIS, RAVEN SR TENNESSEE ST. 26.49 5(3)
37 WILLIAMS, HAILEY FR MEMPHIS 26.57 11(5)
38 JULES, TEANNA FR LIPSCOMB 26.78 9(3)
39 SCOTT, ALLYSHA JR AUSTIN PEAY 26.87 4(5)
40 ROSS, KEYONDRIA JR AUSTIN PEAY 26.91 6(2)
41 WHEELER, SUMMER SO MURRAY STATE 27.03 11(6)
42 CRAWFORD, MALLORY SR AUSTIN PEAY 27.06 6(3)
43 PITTS, KAYLNN SR AUSTIN PEAY 27.18 10(4)
44 MCMURRAY, ABBEY SR LIPSCOMB 27.27 9(4)
45 BLACK, KAITLYN FR AUSTIN PEAY 27.44 8(3)
46 SMITH, TAYLER FR TENNESSEE ST. 27.60 10(5)
47 GIBBS, NIA SO AUSTIN PEAY 27.78 6(4)
48 SERAFINO, BRINA FR M.T.S.U. 27.81 10(6)
49 PERINE, BRIDGET SR LIPSCOMB 28.19 6(5)
50 NEWBY, ABBY SR LIPSCOMB 28.54 7(6)
51 WOODS, ASHLEIGH SR AUSTIN PEAY 28.56 6(6)
52 MCGEE, BRITTANY SR TENNESSEE TECH 31.49 5(4)
53 DOLLEMAN, MADDIE FR TREVECCA NAZAR 32.50 8(4)
JANGRAM, JESSICA FR LOUISVILLE DQ lane 9
LEONCE , SHARNIQUE JR TENNESSEE TECH DNS 1
ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QETUWRAH JR M.T.S.U. DNS 3
BUTLER, AMIA SR AUSTIN PEAY DNS 5
CARPENTER, SKYLER SR VANDERBILT DNS 8
COOK, ALIAH FR AUSTIN PEAY DNS 8
PERRY - GRIMES, MAYA FR AUSTIN PEAY DNS 9
DADZIE, ELIZABETH UNATTACHED DNS 2
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 11
1 ROBINSON, NAASHA SO TENNESSEE TECH 24.00
2 GRANT, RAVEN SO LOUISVILLE 24.17
3 LAWRENCE, TAMDRA SO MURRAY STATE 24.46
4 DAY, TAYLOR SR M.T.S.U. 25.78
LEONCE , SHARNIQUE JR TENNESSEE TECH DNS
Section 2 of 11
1 ODIA, LOVETH JR M.T.S.U. 24.26
2 JOSEPH, JAYDEAN SR TENNESSEE TECH 25.53
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 18
#2 Women's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
3 LANSDEN, DESTINEE SR MEMPHIS 25.77
4 WHITE, SONJA JR AUSTIN PEAY 25.84
DADZIE, ELIZABETH UNATTACHED DNS
Section 3 of 11
1 RAMSEY, MAYA SR TENNESSEE ST. 25.66
2 HARDNETT, ERIN SO VANDERBILT 25.73
3 BANKS, MIKAYLA SO TENNESSEE ST. 26.07
4 WILLIAMS, CRYSTAL SR TENNESSEE ST. 26.30
ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QETUWRAH JR M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 4 of 11
1 CURLIN, ANNA JR MURRAY STATE 25.63
2 PAYNE, JOCELYN SO MURRAY STATE 25.79
3 BAYNES, LACAROL SO BELMONT 25.86 25.857
4 VILSON, BARBARA SR M.T.S.U. 26.18
5 SCOTT, ALLYSHA JR AUSTIN PEAY 26.87
Section 5 of 11
1 HOWELL, JESSICA SR M.T.S.U. 25.86 25.857
2 JOHNSON, MYIAH SR AUSTIN PEAY 25.99
3 DAVIS, RAVEN SR TENNESSEE ST. 26.49
4 MCGEE, BRITTANY SR TENNESSEE TECH 31.49
BUTLER, AMIA SR AUSTIN PEAY DNS
Section 6 of 11
1 SAINES, NYSIA FR AUSTIN PEAY 26.37
2 ROSS, KEYONDRIA JR AUSTIN PEAY 26.91
3 CRAWFORD, MALLORY SR AUSTIN PEAY 27.06
4 GIBBS, NIA SO AUSTIN PEAY 27.78
5 PERINE, BRIDGET SR LIPSCOMB 28.19
6 WOODS, ASHLEIGH SR AUSTIN PEAY 28.56
Section 7 of 11
1 AMPONSAH, JANET JR M.T.S.U. 24.55
2 ABDUR-RAFIA, NORMA FR MURRAY STATE 24.62
3 TOLBERT, TYMEITHA FR AUSTIN PEAY 26.31
4 ALLEN, JALA FR AUSTIN PEAY 26.39
5 ALLEN, JADA FR AUSTIN PEAY 26.41
6 NEWBY, ABBY SR LIPSCOMB 28.54
Section 8 of 11
1 CHAVEZ, CERA FR MEMPHIS 24.68
2 BATTLE, DIAMOND FR AUSTIN PEAY 25.62
3 BLACK, KAITLYN FR AUSTIN PEAY 27.44
4 DOLLEMAN, MADDIE FR TREVECCA NAZAR 32.50
CARPENTER, SKYLER SR VANDERBILT DNS
COOK, ALIAH FR AUSTIN PEAY DNS
Section 9 of 11
1 HEYWARD, KELSEY FR LOUISVILLE 25.52
2 JIMMAR, KYLA FR TENNESSEE ST. 26.23
3 JULES, TEANNA FR LIPSCOMB 26.78
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 19
#2 Women's 200 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
4 MCMURRAY, ABBEY SR LIPSCOMB 27.27
JANGRAM, JESSICA FR LOUISVILLE DQ lane
PERRY - GRIMES, MAYA FR AUSTIN PEAY DNS
Section 10 of 11
1 SMITH, ASIAH FR LOUISVILLE 25.74
2 THIESING, AMELIA FR AUSTIN PEAY 25.91
3 SCHULTE, BECCA FR VANDERBILT 25.95
4 PITTS, KAYLNN SR AUSTIN PEAY 27.18
5 SMITH, TAYLER FR TENNESSEE ST. 27.60
6 SERAFINO, BRINA FR M.T.S.U. 27.81
Section 11 of 11
1 SHELL, GRENETRIA FR UNATTACHED 25.33
2 WHITEHURST, ABBIE FR BELMONT 25.56
3 WHITE, DAJIAH SO MURRAY STATE 26.14
4 THORNTON, D'MYIA FR MURRAY STATE 26.28
5 WILLIAMS, HAILEY FR MEMPHIS 26.57
6 WHEELER, SUMMER SO MURRAY STATE 27.03
#11 Women's 400 Meters
W World Indoor 49.59 Jamila Kratochvilova TCH 3/7/1982 Milan, Spain
A American Indoor 50.46 Phyllis Francis Oregon 3/15/2014 Albuquerque, NM
C Collegiate Indoor 50.46 Phyllis Francis Oregon 3/15/2014 Albuquerque, NM
F Facility 52.65 Lanece Clarke Unattached 1/25/2014
V Vanderbilt 52.75 Ryan Tolbert
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 ODIA, LOVETH JR M.T.S.U. 55.18 1(1)
2 TERRELL, ARIEL JR WESTERN KENTU 56.52 1(2)
3 HOLT, REBEKA JR MEMPHIS 56.63 3(1)
4 GIBBONS, ALLEXIS FR LOUISVILLE 56.99 5(1)
5 ALZOLA, PELI SR WESTERN KENTU 57.54 57.531 2(1)
6 SCOTT, ALLYSHA JR AUSTIN PEAY 57.54 57.532 2(1)
7 SMITH, KAILA SR WESTERN KENTU 57.69 2(3)
8 VALENTINE, KHADIJAH JR WESTERN KENTU 57.72 1(3)
9 WASH, BRE'YANA SR LOUISVILLE 57.82 7(1)
10 BEASLEY, JADZIA SO WESTERN KENTU 58.45 3(2)
11 THIESING, AMELIA FR AUSTIN PEAY 58.57 7(2)
12 SHAW, GWEN SR LOUISVILLE 58.63 6(1)
13 WITTY, LYDIA SO VANDERBILT 58.92 2(4)
14 PRYOR, KAYLA JR TENNESSEE ST. 59.14 1(4)
15 SMITH, ASIAH FR LOUISVILLE 59.15 6(2)
16 QUIGLEY, KATRINA FR BELMONT 59.23 6(3)
17 CABAELLERO, GRETEL FR LOUISVILLE 59.31 5(2)
18 KING, ALEXIA SO TENNESSEE ST. 59.70 2(5)
19 AKACHUKWU, SANDRA SR WESTERN KENTU 1:00.03 3(3)
20 ALLEN, JALA FR AUSTIN PEAY 1:00.04 5(3)
21 DOERR, ANNELISE SO BELMONT 1:00.33 4(1)
22 TAYLOR, JASMINE SO MEMPHIS 1:00.84 3(4)
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 20
#11 Women's 400 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
23 CRAWFORD, MALLORY SR AUSTIN PEAY 1:00.97 4(2)
24 YOUNGINER, GABRIELLE SO TENNESSEE ST. 1:01.14 7(3)
25 MURDOCK, MELINDA JR MEMPHIS 1:01.27 6(4)
26 BLACK, KAITLYN FR AUSTIN PEAY 1:01.34 5(4)
27 ALLEN, JADA FR AUSTIN PEAY 1:01.58 5(5)
28 TREADWELL, ROBIN FR TENNESSEE ST. 1:02.33 7(4)
29 PERINE, BRIDGET SR LIPSCOMB 1:02.37 4(3)
30 ADCOCK, TAYLOR SR MURRAY STATE 1:03.12 4(4)
31 SMITH, TAYLER FR TENNESSEE ST. 1:03.61 6(5)
32 WAGNER, SARAH JR LIPSCOMB 1:07.58 7(5)
33 MURPHY, ANNELISE SO TREVECCA NAZAR 1:14.61 4(5)
WISE, HANNA SR AUSTIN PEAY DNS 3
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 7
1 ODIA, LOVETH JR M.T.S.U. 55.18
2 TERRELL, ARIEL JR WESTERN KENTU 56.52
3 VALENTINE, KHADIJAH JR WESTERN KENTU 57.72
4 PRYOR, KAYLA JR TENNESSEE ST. 59.14
Section 2 of 7
1 ALZOLA, PELI SR WESTERN KENTU 57.54 57.531
1 SCOTT, ALLYSHA JR AUSTIN PEAY 57.54 57.532
3 SMITH, KAILA SR WESTERN KENTU 57.69
4 WITTY, LYDIA SO VANDERBILT 58.92
5 KING, ALEXIA SO TENNESSEE ST. 59.70
Section 3 of 7
1 HOLT, REBEKA JR MEMPHIS 56.63
2 BEASLEY, JADZIA SO WESTERN KENTU 58.45
3 AKACHUKWU, SANDRA SR WESTERN KENTU 1:00.03
4 TAYLOR, JASMINE SO MEMPHIS 1:00.84
WISE, HANNA SR AUSTIN PEAY DNS
Section 4 of 7
1 DOERR, ANNELISE SO BELMONT 1:00.33
2 CRAWFORD, MALLORY SR AUSTIN PEAY 1:00.97
3 PERINE, BRIDGET SR LIPSCOMB 1:02.37
4 ADCOCK, TAYLOR SR MURRAY STATE 1:03.12
5 MURPHY, ANNELISE SO TREVECCA NAZAR 1:14.61
Section 5 of 7
1 GIBBONS, ALLEXIS FR LOUISVILLE 56.99
2 CABAELLERO, GRETEL FR LOUISVILLE 59.31
3 ALLEN, JALA FR AUSTIN PEAY 1:00.04
4 BLACK, KAITLYN FR AUSTIN PEAY 1:01.34
5 ALLEN, JADA FR AUSTIN PEAY 1:01.58
Section 6 of 7
1 SHAW, GWEN SR LOUISVILLE 58.63
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 21
#11 Women's 400 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
2 SMITH, ASIAH FR LOUISVILLE 59.15
3 QUIGLEY, KATRINA FR BELMONT 59.23
4 MURDOCK, MELINDA JR MEMPHIS 1:01.27
5 SMITH, TAYLER FR TENNESSEE ST. 1:03.61
Section 7 of 7
1 WASH, BRE'YANA SR LOUISVILLE 57.82
2 THIESING, AMELIA FR AUSTIN PEAY 58.57
3 YOUNGINER, GABRIELLE SO TENNESSEE ST. 1:01.14
4 TREADWELL, ROBIN FR TENNESSEE ST. 1:02.33
5 WAGNER, SARAH JR LIPSCOMB 1:07.58
#20 Women's 800 Meters
Double alley start
W World Indoor 1:55.82 Jolanda Ceplak SLO Vienna, Austria
A American Indoor 1:58.71 Nicole Teter Nike Farm Team New York, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 2:00.75 Nicole Cook Tennessee Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 2:04.72 Latavia Thomas Unattached 2/12/2016
V Vanderbilt 2:05.26 Courtney Clayton
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 EGBENIYI, ABIKE SO M.T.S.U. 2:07.95 3(1)
2 ABU, AGNES JR M.T.S.U. 2:09.38 3(2)
3 JOHNSON, SHAINA SR M.T.S.U. 2:12.61 3(3)
4 JACKSON, D'AIRIEN SO TENNESSEE TECH 2:13.19 3(4)
5 EDOBI, JENNIFER JR VANDERBILT 2:13.27 2(1)
6 PRYOR, CHRISTIAN JR TENNESSEE ST. 2:15.89 3(5)
7 WESTON, TIA SR MURRAY STATE 2:16.70 3(6)
8 HALL, LABREEA FR LOUISVILLE 2:17.48 2(2)
9 STREMLER, MADISON SO TENNESSEE TECH 2:19.96 3(7)
10 MCADAM, HILARY FR MURRAY STATE 2:20.12 1(1)
11 SPEARMAN, JASMIR SO TENNESSEE ST. 2:24.18 2(3)
12 GRIEVES, LEXI FR BELMONT 2:25.29 2(4)
13 COOPER, ANNA JR TENNESSEE TECH 2:27.62 2(5)
14 EVANS, EMILY SR MURRAY STATE 2:32.12 2(6)
15 MAIN, AUBREY SO MURRAY STATE 2:33.71 1(2)
16 GRIFFIN, MOLLY SO TENNESSEE TECH 2:34.43 2(7)
17 SCANLON, KYLA FR WESTERN KENTU 2:35.74 1(3)
18 RETANO, ANDREA SO TENNESSEE TECH 2:39.98 2(8)
19 MCMILLAN, CLARA SO TREVECCA NAZAR 2:41.00 2(9)
20 STRICKLAND, CAITLYN FR TREVECCA NAZAR 2:45.27 1(4)
21 ROBINSON, SELENA FR TREVECCA NAZAR 2:49.48 1(5)
MORRISON, LARK FR BELMONT DNF 1
BRANDT, SARAH SR TENNESSEE TECH DNS 3
VOYLES, MORGAN SR TREVECCA NAZAR DNS 1
SALCEDO, BREE FR LIPSCOMB DNS 1
ANENO, SUSAN SO M.T.S.U. DNS 3
SECTION RESULTS
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 22
#20 Women's 800 Meters (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 3
1 MCADAM, HILARY FR MURRAY STATE 2:20.12
2 MAIN, AUBREY SO MURRAY STATE 2:33.71
3 SCANLON, KYLA FR WESTERN KENTU 2:35.74
4 STRICKLAND, CAITLYN FR TREVECCA NAZAR 2:45.27
5 ROBINSON, SELENA FR TREVECCA NAZAR 2:49.48
MORRISON, LARK FR BELMONT DNF
VOYLES, MORGAN SR TREVECCA NAZAR DNS
SALCEDO, BREE FR LIPSCOMB DNS
Section 2 of 3
1 EDOBI, JENNIFER JR VANDERBILT 2:13.27
2 HALL, LABREEA FR LOUISVILLE 2:17.48
3 SPEARMAN, JASMIR SO TENNESSEE ST. 2:24.18
4 GRIEVES, LEXI FR BELMONT 2:25.29
5 COOPER, ANNA JR TENNESSEE TECH 2:27.62
6 EVANS, EMILY SR MURRAY STATE 2:32.12
7 GRIFFIN, MOLLY SO TENNESSEE TECH 2:34.43
8 RETANO, ANDREA SO TENNESSEE TECH 2:39.98
9 MCMILLAN, CLARA SO TREVECCA NAZAR 2:41.00
Section 3 of 3
1 EGBENIYI, ABIKE SO M.T.S.U. 2:07.95
2 ABU, AGNES JR M.T.S.U. 2:09.38
3 JOHNSON, SHAINA SR M.T.S.U. 2:12.61
4 JACKSON, D'AIRIEN SO TENNESSEE TECH 2:13.19
5 PRYOR, CHRISTIAN JR TENNESSEE ST. 2:15.89
6 WESTON, TIA SR MURRAY STATE 2:16.70
7 STREMLER, MADISON SO TENNESSEE TECH 2:19.96
BRANDT, SARAH SR TENNESSEE TECH DNS
ANENO, SUSAN SO M.T.S.U. DNS
#9 Women's 1 Mile Run
Double alley start
W World Indoor 4:13.31 Genzebe Dibaba ETH 2/17/2016 Stockholm, SWE
A American Indoor 4:20.0h Mary Slaney Athletics West 2/19/1982 San Diego, CA
C Collegiate Indoor 4:25.91 Jenny Barringer Colorado College Station,
F Facility 4:35.83 Chelsea Sodaro Saucony/ FE 1/30/2016
V Vanderbilt 4:39.96 Sara Barron
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
1 CLAYTON, COURTNEY JR VANDERBILT 4:51.57
2 RENNICK , MICAYLA JR TENNESSEE TECH 4:54.06
3 MOFFETT, LAUREN FR VANDERBILT 5:03.07
4 BUSTAMANTE, REAGAN FR VANDERBILT 5:04.71
5 HYDE, GRACIE JR UNATTACHED 5:09.61
6 MARCH, DANIELLE SO TREVECCA NAZAR 5:13.53
7 GRISBAUM, DEVON SO VANDERBILT 5:14.87
8 STORMS, JENNA SO TENNESSEE TECH 5:20.93
9 YATAURO, GABRIELLE JR BELMONT 5:20.99
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 23
#9 Women's 1 Mile Run (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
10 AMES, SAVANNAH JR WESTERN KENTU 5:23.10
11 DENEMARK, LAUREN FR BELMONT 5:24.69
12 BRAUER, MARIA FR BELMONT 5:25.14
13 YATAURO, ALEXA JR BELMONT 5:32.77
14 SOPER, LYDIA FR TREVECCA NAZAR 5:33.36
15 FLEMMING, SIERRA JR TREVECCA NAZAR 5:40.14
16 WOLKEN, BRIANNA FR WESTERN KENTU 5:48.86
17 COMPTON, KRISTEN FR TREVECCA NAZAR 6:02.07
FOSTER, MOLLY SR BELMONT DNS
HUTTON, GINGER SO VANDERBILT DNS
BUWALDA, EMILY UNATTACHED DNS
#29 Women's 3000 Meters
Double alley start
W World Indoor 8:23.72 Meseret Defar ETH Stuttgart,
A American Indoor 8:33.25 Shalane Flanagan Nike Boston, MA
C Collegiate Indoor 8:42.03 Jenny Barringer Colorado College Station,
F Facility 8:57.78 Lauren Paquette Breakaway 2/12/2016
V Vanderbilt 9:21.05 Liz Anderson
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
1 PASTERNAK, ANNA UNATTACHED 10:11.37
2 HUTTON, BIRDIE NASHVILLE HARRI 10:16.24
3 MATHIEU, JEANNETTE NASHVILLE HARRI 10:17.12
4 CHERUIYOT, RHEMA SR M.T.S.U. 10:21.97
5 PRIDDY, REBEKAH JR MURRAY STATE 10:22.05
6 SMITH, MEAGAN JR MURRAY STATE 10:24.06
7 BREEDING, KACIE FR VANDERBILT 10:30.74
8 MCLENDON, BIZ SR TREVECCA NAZAR 10:38.05
9 GROGAN, CAROLINE JR MURRAY STATE 10:39.63
10 JELAGAT, JULIA FR M.T.S.U. 10:46.79
11 MURRAY, PURITY SR TENNESSEE TECH 10:48.91
12 BRAINARD, ALEXA JR WESTERN KENTU 10:53.90
13 MUTAI, IDA SO MURRAY STATE 11:00.83
14 DONALDSON, CALLIE FR WESTERN KENTU 11:15.87
15 KIBIWOTT, SHARON SO M.T.S.U. 11:15.99
16 TANKERSLEY, ABIGAIL SR MEMPHIS 11:19.43
17 KIGEN, RACHEL SO M.T.S.U. 11:32.55
ADAMS, KRISTEN JR MEMPHIS DNS
BUWALDA, EMILY UNATTACHED DNS
KRIEGSHAUSER, COURTNEY SR VANDERBILT DNS
HINKEN, LINDSEY SR WESTERN KENTU DNS
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 24
#3 Women's 60m Hurdles
W World Indoor 7.68 Susanna Kallur SWE Karlsruhe,
A American Indoor 7.72 Lolo Jones Asics Doha, Qatar
C Collegiate Indoor 7.78 Brianna Rollins Clemson 1/12/2013 Clemson, SC
F Facility 7.99 Sharika Nelvis adidas 1/30/2016
V Vanderbilt 8.37 Amanda Mullins Hall
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 HUGHES, AMBER SR TENNESSEE ST. 8.51 4(1)
2 DADZIE, ELIZABETH UNATTACHED 8.56 4(2)
3 BROWN, BRIANNE SR LOUISVILLE 8.61 4(3)
4 WILLIAMS, CRYSTAL SR TENNESSEE ST. 8.71 4(4)
5 SMITH, KAILA SR WESTERN KENTU 8.77 3(1)
6 MCCAMMON, TAYLOR JR MURRAY STATE 8.79 4(5)
7 HANKENSON, HOLLY SO LOUISVILLE 8.83 4(6)
8 GOODALE, SARAH SR VANDERBILT 8.85 8.844 3(2)
9 HEYWARD, KELSEY FR LOUISVILLE 8.85 8.845 1(1)
10 JOHNSON, MYIAH SR AUSTIN PEAY 8.86 4(7)
11 WHITE, SONJA JR AUSTIN PEAY 8.97 3(3)
12 SHELL, GRENETRIA FR UNATTACHED 8.98 1(2)
13 GULLEY, TONAYA JR MEMPHIS 8.99 3(4)
14 RAMSEY, MAYA SR TENNESSEE ST. 9.00 3(5)
15 MURDOCK, MELINDA JR MEMPHIS 9.01 2(1)
16 HARDNETT, ERIN SO VANDERBILT 9.10 3(6)
17 MONTGOMERY, HALEIGH SO MEMPHIS 9.17 3(7)
18 JIMMAR, KYLA FR TENNESSEE ST. 9.19 1(3)
19 WILLIAMS, HAILEY FR MEMPHIS 9.21 2(2)
20 ROBINSON, ESHE' SO TENNESSEE TECH 9.25 2(3)
21 TERRELL, ARIEL JR WESTERN KENTU 9.30 9.292 2(4)
22 WRIGHT, DI'ANNA SR MEMPHIS 9.30 9.296 2(4)
23 BAYNES, LACAROL SO BELMONT 9.31 1(4)
24 SLAY, CATIKA SR WESTERN KENTU 9.39 2(6)
25 KING, ALEXIA SO TENNESSEE ST. 9.87 1(5)
26 NEWBY, ABBY SR LIPSCOMB 10.01 2(7)
27 PAYNE, JOCELYN SO MURRAY STATE 10.17 2(8)
BRIMLETT, JABREUNA SO MURRAY STATE DQ hurdle 4
HOWELL, JESSICA SR M.T.S.U. DNS 3
ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QETUWRAH JR M.T.S.U. DNS 1
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
Section 1 of 4
1 HEYWARD, KELSEY FR LOUISVILLE 8.85 8.845
2 SHELL, GRENETRIA FR UNATTACHED 8.98
3 JIMMAR, KYLA FR TENNESSEE ST. 9.19
4 BAYNES, LACAROL SO BELMONT 9.31
5 KING, ALEXIA SO TENNESSEE ST. 9.87
ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QETUWRAH JR M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 2 of 4
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 25
#3 Women's 60m Hurdles (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Time Note
1 MURDOCK, MELINDA JR MEMPHIS 9.01
2 WILLIAMS, HAILEY FR MEMPHIS 9.21
3 ROBINSON, ESHE' SO TENNESSEE TECH 9.25
4 TERRELL, ARIEL JR WESTERN KENTU 9.30 9.292
4 WRIGHT, DI'ANNA SR MEMPHIS 9.30 9.296
6 SLAY, CATIKA SR WESTERN KENTU 9.39
7 NEWBY, ABBY SR LIPSCOMB 10.01
8 PAYNE, JOCELYN SO MURRAY STATE 10.17
Section 3 of 4
1 SMITH, KAILA SR WESTERN KENTU 8.77
2 GOODALE, SARAH SR VANDERBILT 8.85 8.844
3 WHITE, SONJA JR AUSTIN PEAY 8.97
4 GULLEY, TONAYA JR MEMPHIS 8.99
5 RAMSEY, MAYA SR TENNESSEE ST. 9.00
6 HARDNETT, ERIN SO VANDERBILT 9.10
7 MONTGOMERY, HALEIGH SO MEMPHIS 9.17
HOWELL, JESSICA SR M.T.S.U. DNS
Section 4 of 4
1 HUGHES, AMBER SR TENNESSEE ST. 8.51
2 DADZIE, ELIZABETH UNATTACHED 8.56
3 BROWN, BRIANNE SR LOUISVILLE 8.61
4 WILLIAMS, CRYSTAL SR TENNESSEE ST. 8.71
5 MCCAMMON, TAYLOR JR MURRAY STATE 8.79
6 HANKENSON, HOLLY SO LOUISVILLE 8.83
7 JOHNSON, MYIAH SR AUSTIN PEAY 8.86
BRIMLETT, JABREUNA SO MURRAY STATE DQ hurdle
#28 Women's 4 x 400m Relay
W World Indoor 3:23.37  Gushchina, Kotlyarova, Zaytseva, RUS Glasgow,
A American Indoor 3:24.83  Hastings, Atkins, McCorory, Tate U.S.A. 3/9/2014 Sopot, POL
C Collegiate Indoor 3:27.40 Okodogbe, Roesler, Brennan, Francis Oregon 3/15/2014 Albuquerque, NM
F Facility 3:38.04 Mississippi State 1/24/2015
V Vanderbilt 3:36.73 McIntosh, Helberg, Baskin, Talbert
Pl Team Time Note H(Pl)
1 M.T.S.U. (A) 3:44.24 4(1)
1) DAY, TAYLOR SR 2) EGBENIYI, ABIKE SO
3) ANENO, SUSAN SO 4) ODIA, LOVETH JR
2 VANDERBILT (A) 3:45.79 3(1)
1) CARPENTER, SKYLER SR 2) EDOBI, JENNIFER JR
3) WITTY, LYDIA SO 4) BUSTAMANTE, REAGAN FR
3 TENNESSEE ST. (A) 3:47.34 4(2)
1) HUGHES, AMBER SR 2) PRYOR, KAYLA JR
3) KING, ALEXIA SO 4) PRYOR, CHRISTIAN JR
4 WESTERN KENTUCKY (A) 3:48.45 4(3)
1) TERRELL, ARIEL JR 2) VALENTINE, KHADIJAH JR
3) ALZOLA, PELI SR 4) SMITH, KAILA SR
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RESULTS
DirectAthletics MeetPro 26
#28 Women's 4 x 400m Relay (cont'd)
Pl Team Time Note H(Pl)
5 LOUISVILLE (A) 3:49.06 3(2)
1) GRANT, RAVEN SO 2) SHAW, GWEN SR
3) HANKENSON, HOLLY SO 4) CABAELLERO, GRETEL FR
6 MURRAY STATE (A) 3:50.48 3(3)
1) CURLIN, ANNA JR 2) LAWRENCE, TAMDRA SO
3) PAYNE, JOCELYN SO 4) ABDUR-RAFIA, NORMA FR
7 MEMPHIS (A) 3:54.44 4(4)
1) HOLT, REBEKA JR 2) LANSDEN, DESTINEE SR
3) MURDOCK, MELINDA JR 4) CHAVEZ, CERA FR
8 MURRAY STATE (B) 3:57.51 2(1)
1) THORNTON, D'MYIA FR 2) MCADAM, HILARY FR
3) BRIMLETT, JABREUNA SO 4) WESTON, TIA SR
9 AUSTIN PEAY (B) 4:00.47 2(2)
1) ALLEN, JALA FR 2) CRAWFORD, MALLORY SR
3) ALLEN, JADA FR 4) WHITE, SONJA JR
10 AUSTIN PEAY (A) 4:00.85 4(5)
1) THIESING, AMELIA FR 2) SCOTT, ALLYSHA JR
3) PERRY - GRIMES, MAYA FR 4) MORRIS, TERRI  SR
11 WESTERN KENTUCKY (B) 4:03.44 1(1)
1) AKACHUKWU, SANDRA SR 2) BEASLEY, JADZIA SO
3) AMES, SAVANNAH  JR 4) BRAINARD, ALEXA  JR
12 TENNESSEE ST. (B) 4:04.33 1(2)
1) WILLIAMS, CRYSTAL  SR 2) SMITH, TAYLER FR
3) TREADWELL, ROBIN FR 4) JIMMAR, KYLA FR
13 MURRAY STATE (C) 4:06.79 1(3)
1) ADCOCK, TAYLOR SR 2) MAIN, AUBREY SO
3) MCCAMMON, TAYLOR JR 4) EVANS, EMILY SR
14 MEMPHIS (B) 4:10.60 2(3)
1) MONTGOMERY, HALEIGH SO 2) WILLIAMS, HAILEY FR
3) TAYLOR, JASMINE SO 4) WRIGHT, DI'ANNA SR
TENNESSEE TECH (B) DNS 1
1) BRANDT, SARAH SR 2) ROBINSON, ESHE' SO
3) RETANO, ANDREA SO 4) COOPER, ANNA JR
AUSTIN PEAY (C) DNS 1
1) JOHNSON, MYIAH SR 2) WISE, HANNA SR
3) BUTLER, AMIA SR 4) BLACK, KAITLYN FR
VANDERBILT (B) DNS 2
1) CLAYTON, COURTNEY JR 2) SCHULTE, BECCA FR
3) GOODALE, SARAH SR 4) HARDNETT, ERIN SO
M.T.S.U. (B) DNS 2
1) ABU, AGNES JR 2) ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD,
3) JOHNSON, SHAINA SR 4) VILSON, BARBARA SR
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 27
#28 Women's 4 x 400m Relay (cont'd)
Pl Team Time Note H(Pl)
TENNESSEE TECH (A) DNS 3
1) ROBINSON, NAASHA SO 2) JOSEPH, JAYDEAN SR
3) LEONCE , SHARNIQUE  JR 4) JACKSON, D'AIRIEN SO
SECTION RESULTS
Pl Team Time Note
Section 1 of 4
1 WESTERN KENTUCKY (B) 4:03.44
1) AKACHUKWU, SANDRA SR 2) BEASLEY, JADZIA SO
3) AMES, SAVANNAH  JR 4) BRAINARD, ALEXA  JR
2 TENNESSEE ST. (B) 4:04.33
1) WILLIAMS, CRYSTAL  SR 2) SMITH, TAYLER FR
3) TREADWELL, ROBIN FR 4) JIMMAR, KYLA FR
3 MURRAY STATE (C) 4:06.79
1) ADCOCK, TAYLOR SR 2) MAIN, AUBREY SO
3) MCCAMMON, TAYLOR JR 4) EVANS, EMILY SR
TENNESSEE TECH (B) DNS
1) BRANDT, SARAH SR 2) ROBINSON, ESHE' SO
3) RETANO, ANDREA SO 4) COOPER, ANNA JR
AUSTIN PEAY (C) DNS
1) JOHNSON, MYIAH SR 2) WISE, HANNA SR
3) BUTLER, AMIA SR 4) BLACK, KAITLYN FR
Section 2 of 4
1 MURRAY STATE (B) 3:57.51
1) THORNTON, D'MYIA FR 2) MCADAM, HILARY FR
3) BRIMLETT, JABREUNA SO 4) WESTON, TIA SR
2 AUSTIN PEAY (B) 4:00.47
1) ALLEN, JALA FR 2) CRAWFORD, MALLORY SR
3) ALLEN, JADA FR 4) WHITE, SONJA JR
3 MEMPHIS (B) 4:10.60
1) MONTGOMERY, HALEIGH SO 2) WILLIAMS, HAILEY FR
3) TAYLOR, JASMINE SO 4) WRIGHT, DI'ANNA SR
VANDERBILT (B) DNS
1) CLAYTON, COURTNEY JR 2) SCHULTE, BECCA FR
3) GOODALE, SARAH SR 4) HARDNETT, ERIN SO
M.T.S.U. (B) DNS
1) ABU, AGNES JR 2) ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD,
3) JOHNSON, SHAINA SR 4) VILSON, BARBARA SR
Section 3 of 4
1 VANDERBILT (A) 3:45.79
1) CARPENTER, SKYLER SR 2) EDOBI, JENNIFER JR
3) WITTY, LYDIA SO 4) BUSTAMANTE, REAGAN FR
VANDERBILT OPENER 2016
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 28
#28 Women's 4 x 400m Relay (cont'd)
Pl Team Time Note
2 LOUISVILLE (A) 3:49.06
1) GRANT, RAVEN SO 2) SHAW, GWEN SR
3) HANKENSON, HOLLY SO 4) CABAELLERO, GRETEL FR
3 MURRAY STATE (A) 3:50.48
1) CURLIN, ANNA JR 2) LAWRENCE, TAMDRA SO
3) PAYNE, JOCELYN SO 4) ABDUR-RAFIA, NORMA FR
TENNESSEE TECH (A) DNS
1) ROBINSON, NAASHA SO 2) JOSEPH, JAYDEAN SR
3) LEONCE , SHARNIQUE  JR 4) JACKSON, D'AIRIEN SO
Section 4 of 4
1 M.T.S.U. (A) 3:44.24
1) DAY, TAYLOR SR 2) EGBENIYI, ABIKE SO
3) ANENO, SUSAN SO 4) ODIA, LOVETH JR
2 TENNESSEE ST. (A) 3:47.34
1) HUGHES, AMBER SR 2) PRYOR, KAYLA JR
3) KING, ALEXIA SO 4) PRYOR, CHRISTIAN JR
3 WESTERN KENTUCKY (A) 3:48.45
1) TERRELL, ARIEL JR 2) VALENTINE, KHADIJAH JR
3) ALZOLA, PELI SR 4) SMITH, KAILA SR
4 MEMPHIS (A) 3:54.44
1) HOLT, REBEKA JR 2) LANSDEN, DESTINEE SR
3) MURDOCK, MELINDA JR 4) CHAVEZ, CERA FR
5 AUSTIN PEAY (A) 4:00.85
1) THIESING, AMELIA FR 2) SCOTT, ALLYSHA JR
3) PERRY - GRIMES, MAYA FR 4) MORRIS, TERRI  SR
#1 Women's High Jump
W World Indoor 2.08m Kajsa Bergqvist SWE Arnstadt,
A American Indoor 2.02m Chaunté Lowe Nike Albuquerque, NM
C Collegiate Indoor 1.98m Akela Jones Kansas State 3/11/2016 Birmingham, AL
C Collegiate Indoor 1.98m Destinee Hooker Texas College Station,
F Facility 1.87m Saniel Atkinson Unattached 1/23/2014
V Vanderbilt 1.83m Hahn/ Williams
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70
1 BURNS-MOORE, SAIDA SO MEMPHIS 1.65m 5' 5" O O O XXX
2 AKACHUKWU, SANDRA SR WESTERN K 1.65m 5' 5" P XO XXO XXX
3 ROSS, KEYONDRIA JR AUSTIN PEA 1.60m 5' 3" O XXO XXX
4 TEWES, HOPE FR MURRAY ST 1.55m 5' 1" O XXX
4 MOORHOUSE, HANNAH BETH SO BELMONT 1.55m 5' 1" O XXX
4 GIBBS, NIA SO AUSTIN PEA 1.55m 5' 1" O XXX
4 BRIMLETT, JABREUNA SO MURRAY ST 1.55m 5' 1" O XXX
4 DRUMMOND, NASCOTTISHA SO TENNESSEE 1.55m 5' 1" O XXX
4 VILSON, BARBARA SR M.T.S.U. 1.55m 5' 1" O XXX
10 HOWELL, JESSICA SR M.T.S.U. 1.55m 5' 1" XO XXX
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DirectAthletics MeetPro 29
#1 Women's High Jump (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70
10 DADZIE, ELIZABETH UNATTACHE 1.55m 5' 1" XO XXX
12 SLAY, CATIKA SR WESTERN K 1.55m 5' 1" XXO XXX
THIESING, AMELIA FR AUSTIN PEA NH XXX
SMITH, KAILA SR WESTERN K NH XXX
MAIN, AUBREY SO MURRAY ST NH XXX
BEARD, CYRA JR TENNESSEE NH P XXX
ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QET JR M.T.S.U. DNS
#18 Women's Pole Vault
3.30, 3.45, 3.60, 3.75, 3.90, 4.00,4.10, 4.20, 4.30
W World Indoor 5.03m Jenn Shur USA 1/30/2016 Brockport, NY,
A American Indoor 5.03m Jenn Suhr adidas 1/30/2016 Brockport, NY
C Collegiate Indoor 4.75m Demi Payne Stephen F. Austin 1/24/2015 Albuquerque, NM
F Facility 4.31m Kat Majester Unattached 2/12/2016
V Vanderbilt 4.12m Sarah Bell
Pl Name Yr Team Mark 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 3.90 4.00 4.10 4.20 4.30 4.40
1 MCDONALD, ALINA KMR ATHLE V 4.30m 14' 11/4 P P O O O O O O XXO P
3 LOFSTEAD, CALEIGH FR VANDERBIL 4.10m 13' 51/4 P P O O O XO XXO XXX
5 BELL, SARAH JR VANDERBIL 4.00m 13' 11/2 P P P O XO XXO XXX
7 OLLINGER, MARGARET FR VANDERBIL 3.75m 12' 31/2 P O O XO XXX
9 HAWKINS, JADE JR LOUISVILLE 3.75m 12' 31/2 P XXO O XO XXX
11 AMATO, SAVANAH SO AUSTIN PEA 3.60m 11' 93/4 P XO O XXX
13 LEMBERG, GETTER SO WESTERN K 3.45m 11' 33/4 O O XXX
13 MCCABE, MEGAN JR VANDERBIL 3.45m 11' 33/4 P O XXX
17 LEGRAND, CHLEO SR MURRAY ST 3.30m 10' 10" O XXX
17 ROSCH, GRETCHEN JR AUSTIN PEA 3.30m 10' 10" O XXX
17 HIX, DASCHA SO AUSTIN PEA 3.30m 10' 10" O XXX
23 MCINTYRE, MORGAN JR WESTERN K 3.30m 10' 10" XXO XXX
PEET, FAITH FR MURRAY ST NH XXX
HOMA, YAZMINE FR MURRAY ST NH XXX
CHOBOT, SHELBY FR WESTERN K NH XXX
ENDERLE, MADELIN JR LIPSCOMB NH XXX
NICOLOZAKES, DEMI JR AUSTIN PEA NH XXX
HEIL, EMILY SO MURRAY ST NH XXX
SLOAN, SYDNEY SR LIPSCOMB DNS
BACKLUND, ANNIKA SR LIPSCOMB DNS
WATTS, KATIE SR VANDERBIL DNS
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#16 Women's Long Jump
Only 4 attempts for all, no finals
W World Indoor 7.37m Heike Drechsler GDR 2/13/1988 Vienna, Austria
A American Indoor 7.23m Brittney Reese Nike Istanbul, Turkey
C Collegiate Indoor 6.91m Goulbourne/ Gipson Auburn/ T.C.U. Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 6.44m Julia McKee Unattached 2/12/2016
V Vanderbilt 5.99m Ryan Tolbert
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 GIBBONS, ALLEXIS FR LOUISVILLE V 6.26m 20' 61/2 5.97 (+0.0) 6.26 (+0.0) 5.89 (+0.0) 6.20 (+0.0) 1(1)
2 DADZIE, ELIZABETH UNATTACHE V 6.13m 20' 11/2 6.13 (+0.0) FOUL 5.90 (+0.0) FOUL 2(1)
3 ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QET JR M.T.S.U. V 6.07m 19' 11" 5.60 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 6.07 (+0.0) 2(2)
4 WASH, BRE'YANA SR LOUISVILLE V 6.06m 19' 103/4 5.97 (+0.0) 5.99 (+0.0) 6.06 (+0.0) 5.79 (+0.0) 2(3)
5 SHELL, GRENETRIA FR UNATTACHE 5.72m 18' 91/4 5.72 (+0.0) 5.66 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(2)
6 MILLS, MARANDA SO LOUISVILLE 5.70m 18' 81/2 5.57 (+0.0) 5.60 (+0.0) 5.66 (+0.0) 5.70 (+0.0) 2(4)
7 GREENLEE, CHARDAE SR MEMPHIS 5.65m 18' 61/2 5.42 (+0.0) 5.65 (+0.0) 5.26 (+0.0) 5.21 (+0.0) 2(5)
8 EKBLOM, SANDRA FR MEMPHIS 5.59m 18' 41/4 5.23 (+0.0) 5.59 (+0.0) 5.48 (+0.0) 4.36 (+0.0) 1(3)
9 HANKENSON, HOLLY SO LOUISVILLE 5.58m 18' 33/4 FOUL 5.57 (+0.0) FOUL 5.58 (+0.0) 2(6)
10 PERRY - GRIMES, MAYA FR AUSTIN PEA 5.57m 18' 31/4 5.37 (+0.0) 5.34 (+0.0) 5.46 (+0.0) 5.57 (+0.0) 1(4)
11 JONES, CHANCIS SR AUSTIN PEA 5.54m 18' 21/4 5.34 (+0.0) 5.07 (+0.0) 5.54 (+0.0) FOUL 2(7)
12 GOODALE, SARAH SR VANDERBIL 5.47m 17' 111/2 5.47 (+0.0) 5.46 (+0.0) 5.19 (+0.0) 5.42 (+0.0) 1(5)
13 SHACKLEFORD, JORDAN FR MEMPHIS 5.45m 17' 103/4 5.45 (+0.0) 5.26 (+0.0) 5.29 (+0.0) FOUL 1(6)
14 HALLS, BREJHE SO TENNESSEE 5.45m 17' 103/4 5.42 (+0.0) 5.45 (+0.0) 5.26 (+0.0) 5.36 (+0.0) 2(8)
15 ABDULLAH- MUHAMMAD, ATA SR M.T.S.U. 5.43m 17' 93/4 5.43 (+0.0) 5.40 (+0.0) 5.43 (+0.0) 5.37 (+0.0) 2(9)
16 MCCAMMON, TAYLOR JR MURRAY ST 5.40m 17' 83/4 5.16 (+0.0) 5.23 (+0.0) 5.39 (+0.0) 5.40 (+0.0) 2(10)
17 KARPENKO, NIKA FR LOUISVILLE 5.39m 17' 81/4 5.39 (+0.0) 5.37 (+0.0) 5.28 (+0.0) FOUL 1(7)
18 DAY, TAYLOR SR M.T.S.U. 5.35m 17' 63/4 5.30 (+0.0) 5.35 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 2(11)
19 PITTS, KAYLNN SR AUSTIN PEA 5.34m 17' 61/4 5.34 (+0.0) 5.14 (+0.0) 5.32 (+0.0) FOUL 2(12)
20 MCCABE, MEGAN JR VANDERBIL 5.16m 16' 111/4 FOUL 5.04 (+0.0) 5.10 (+0.0) 5.16 (+0.0) 1(8)
21 HOMA, YAZMINE FR MURRAY ST 5.10m 16' 83/4 4.88 (+0.0) 5.10 (+0.0) 4.96 (+0.0) 4.87 (+0.0) 1(9)
22 SMITH, RAVEN SO TENNESSEE 5.09m 16' 81/2 4.84 (+0.0) 4.52 (+0.0) 4.88 (+0.0) 5.09 (+0.0) 1(10)
23 WOODS, ASHLEIGH SR AUSTIN PEA 4.97m 16' 33/4 FOUL 4.94 (+0.0) 4.95 (+0.0) 4.97 (+0.0) 1(11)
24 LAWSON, NICOLE SO MEMPHIS 4.97m 16' 33/4 4.50 (+0.0) 4.77 (+0.0) 4.60 (+0.0) 4.97 (+0.0) 1(11)
25 HOWARD, DOMINIQUE FR TREVECCA 3.85m 12' 73/4 3.85 (+0.0) FOUL 3.04 (+0.0) FOUL 1(13)
HOWELL, JESSICA SR M.T.S.U. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 2
BUSHEY, KAYLA UNATTACHE DNS 1
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 GIBBONS, ALLEXIS FR LOUISVILLE V 6.26m 20' 61/2 5.97 (+0.0) 6.26 (+0.0) 5.89 (+0.0) 6.20 (+0.0)
2 SHELL, GRENETRIA FR UNATTACHE 5.72m 18' 91/4 5.72 (+0.0) 5.66 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
3 EKBLOM, SANDRA FR MEMPHIS 5.59m 18' 41/4 5.23 (+0.0) 5.59 (+0.0) 5.48 (+0.0) 4.36 (+0.0)
4 PERRY - GRIMES, MAYA FR AUSTIN PEA 5.57m 18' 31/4 5.37 (+0.0) 5.34 (+0.0) 5.46 (+0.0) 5.57 (+0.0)
5 GOODALE, SARAH SR VANDERBIL 5.47m 17' 111/2 5.47 (+0.0) 5.46 (+0.0) 5.19 (+0.0) 5.42 (+0.0)
6 SHACKLEFORD, JORDAN FR MEMPHIS 5.45m 17' 103/4 5.45 (+0.0) 5.26 (+0.0) 5.29 (+0.0) FOUL
7 KARPENKO, NIKA FR LOUISVILLE 5.39m 17' 81/4 5.39 (+0.0) 5.37 (+0.0) 5.28 (+0.0) FOUL
8 MCCABE, MEGAN JR VANDERBIL 5.16m 16' 111/4 FOUL 5.04 (+0.0) 5.10 (+0.0) 5.16 (+0.0)
9 HOMA, YAZMINE FR MURRAY ST 5.10m 16' 83/4 4.88 (+0.0) 5.10 (+0.0) 4.96 (+0.0) 4.87 (+0.0)
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#16 Women's Long Jump (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
10 SMITH, RAVEN SO TENNESSEE 5.09m 16' 81/2 4.84 (+0.0) 4.52 (+0.0) 4.88 (+0.0) 5.09 (+0.0)
11 WOODS, ASHLEIGH SR AUSTIN PEA 4.97m 16' 33/4 FOUL 4.94 (+0.0) 4.95 (+0.0) 4.97 (+0.0)
11 LAWSON, NICOLE SO MEMPHIS 4.97m 16' 33/4 4.50 (+0.0) 4.77 (+0.0) 4.60 (+0.0) 4.97 (+0.0)
13 HOWARD, DOMINIQUE FR TREVECCA 3.85m 12' 73/4 3.85 (+0.0) FOUL 3.04 (+0.0) FOUL
BUSHEY, KAYLA UNATTACHE DNS
Flight 2 of 2
1 DADZIE, ELIZABETH UNATTACHE V 6.13m 20' 11/2 6.13 (+0.0) FOUL 5.90 (+0.0) FOUL
2 ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QET JR M.T.S.U. V 6.07m 19' 11" 5.60 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 6.07 (+0.0)
3 WASH, BRE'YANA SR LOUISVILLE V 6.06m 19' 103/4 5.97 (+0.0) 5.99 (+0.0) 6.06 (+0.0) 5.79 (+0.0)
4 MILLS, MARANDA SO LOUISVILLE 5.70m 18' 81/2 5.57 (+0.0) 5.60 (+0.0) 5.66 (+0.0) 5.70 (+0.0)
5 GREENLEE, CHARDAE SR MEMPHIS 5.65m 18' 61/2 5.42 (+0.0) 5.65 (+0.0) 5.26 (+0.0) 5.21 (+0.0)
6 HANKENSON, HOLLY SO LOUISVILLE 5.58m 18' 33/4 FOUL 5.57 (+0.0) FOUL 5.58 (+0.0)
7 JONES, CHANCIS SR AUSTIN PEA 5.54m 18' 21/4 5.34 (+0.0) 5.07 (+0.0) 5.54 (+0.0) FOUL
8 HALLS, BREJHE SO TENNESSEE 5.45m 17' 103/4 5.42 (+0.0) 5.45 (+0.0) 5.26 (+0.0) 5.36 (+0.0)
9 ABDULLAH- MUHAMMAD, ATA SR M.T.S.U. 5.43m 17' 93/4 5.43 (+0.0) 5.40 (+0.0) 5.43 (+0.0) 5.37 (+0.0)
10 MCCAMMON, TAYLOR JR MURRAY ST 5.40m 17' 83/4 5.16 (+0.0) 5.23 (+0.0) 5.39 (+0.0) 5.40 (+0.0)
11 DAY, TAYLOR SR M.T.S.U. 5.35m 17' 63/4 5.30 (+0.0) 5.35 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
12 PITTS, KAYLNN SR AUSTIN PEA 5.34m 17' 61/4 5.34 (+0.0) 5.14 (+0.0) 5.32 (+0.0) FOUL
HOWELL, JESSICA SR M.T.S.U. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
#26 Women's Triple Jump
Only 4 attempts for all, no finals
W World Indoor 15.36m Tatyana Lebedeva RUS Budapest,
A American Indoor 14.23m Sheila Hudson Reebok 3/4/1995 Atlanta, GA
C Collegiate Indoor 14.25m Suzette Lee L.S.U. 3/8/1997 Indianapolis, IN
F Facility 13.40m Imani Oliver Unattached 1/16/2016
V Vanderbilt 13.35m Simone Carley
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
1 GREENLEE, CHARDAE SR MEMPHIS 12.54m 41' 13/4 FOUL 12.47 (+0.0) 12.54 (+0.0) 12.53 (+0.0)
2 PERRY - GRIMES, MAYA FR AUSTIN PEA 12.25m 40' 21/4 FOUL 11.63 (+0.0) 12.25 (+0.0) 12.09 (+0.0)
3 BEARD, CYRA JR TENNESSEE 12.18m 39' 111/2 FOUL 11.84 (+0.0) 11.67 (+0.0) 12.18 (+0.0)
4 PITTS, KAYLNN SR AUSTIN PEA 12.10m 39' 81/2 12.10 (+0.0) 11.74 (+0.0) PASS PASS
5 JONES, CHANCIS SR AUSTIN PEA 11.92m 39' 11/4 11.66 (+0.0) FOUL 11.46 (+0.0) 11.92 (+0.0)
6 PRICE, TIERNEY JR VANDERBIL 11.83m 38' 93/4 FOUL FOUL 11.83 (+0.0) 11.81 (+0.0)
7 HALLS, BREJHE SO TENNESSEE 11.81m 38' 9" 11.81 (+0.0) 11.49 (+0.0) FOUL 11.41 (+0.0)
8 LAWSON, NICOLE SO MEMPHIS 11.65m 38' 23/4 11.65 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 11.46 (+0.0)
9 SMITH, RAVEN SO TENNESSEE 11.53m 37' 10" 11.36 (+0.0) FOUL 11.53 (+0.0) FOUL
10 ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QET JR M.T.S.U. 11.33m 37' 21/4 11.33 (+0.0) PASS PASS PASS
ABDULLAH- MUHAMMAD, ATA SR M.T.S.U. NM FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
BUSHEY, KAYLA UNATTACHE DNS
WOODS, ASHLEIGH SR AUSTIN PEA DNS
DRUMMOND, NASCOTTISHA SO TENNESSEE FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
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#4 Women's Shot Put
Only 4 attempts for all, no finals
W World Indoor 22.50m Helena Fibingerova TCH 2/19/1977 Jablonec, TCH
A American Indoor 20.21m Michelle Carter Nike 3/19/2016 Portland, OR
C Collegiate Indoor 19.23m Raven Saunders Ole Miss 2/13/2016 Ames, IA
F Facility 18.48m Raven Saunders Ole Miss 1/30/2016
V Vanderbilt 53' 0.25" Leslie Vidmar
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 HENDERSON, EMMONNIE JR LOUISVILLE V 16.95m 55' 71/2 15.46 16.95 FOUL FOUL 2(1)
3 JACKSON, JENESSA SR WESTERN K 14.36m 47' 11/2 13.49 14.04 13.32 14.36 2(3)
5 THOMPSON, MIKAYLA FR UNATTACHE 13.37m 43' 103/4 12.61 12.43 FOUL 13.37 2(5)
7 BROOKS, MEGAN SO LOUISVILLE 12.96m 42' 61/2 12.38 12.96 FOUL FOUL 1(1)
9 PRYKE, ASHLEY SO MEMPHIS 12.57m 41' 31/4 12.57 FOUL FOUL FOUL 2(7)
11 LENEAIR, CHY'ENNE SR TENNESSEE 12.37m 40' 71/4 10.77 11.68 12.37 11.22 1(3)
13 GORDON, DAIMER SO TENNESSEE 12.15m 39' 101/2 FOUL 12.15 FOUL FOUL 2(9)
15 WAGNER, JEWEL FR MURRAY ST 11.96m 39' 31/4 10.94 11.96 PASS 11.43 1(5)
17 ANDERSEN, ALYSSA JR BELMONT 11.54m 37' 101/2 11.54 11.39 FOUL 11.26 2(11)
19 CAREY, DESTINY FR MURRAY ST 11.36m 37' 31/2 FOUL 11.36 PASS 10.34 1(7)
21 MEINHARDT, CHRISTINA SO MURRAY ST 11.33m 37' 21/4 11.33 FOUL FOUL FOUL 2(13)
23 GOODALE, SARAH SR VANDERBIL 11.31m 37' 11/2 FOUL 11.14 11.10 11.31 1(9)
25 TAYLOR, AMANI FR TENNESSEE 11.03m 36' 21/2 9.26 11.03 10.04 10.91 1(11)
27 SUSNJAR, ANTONIA SR TENNESSEE 10.92m 35' 101/4 FOUL FOUL 10.92 FOUL 2(15)
29 ALSUP, HANNAH JR TENNESSEE 10.57m 34' 81/2 10.04 10.57 9.66 FOUL 2(17)
31 DADZIE, ELIZABETH UNATTACHE 10.07m 33' 03/4 9.92 10.07 FOUL FOUL 2(19)
33 SMITH, RAVEN SO TENNESSEE 9.57m 31' 5" 9.03 PASS 9.57 PASS 1(13)
35 ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QET JR M.T.S.U. 9.31m 30' 63/4 7.97 9.31 PASS PASS 1(15)
35 HOWELL, JESSICA SR M.T.S.U. 9.31m 30' 63/4 8.72 PASS 9.31 PASS 1(15)
39 LEONCE , SHARNIQUE JR TENNESSEE 9.28m 30' 51/2 9.26 FOUL 9.28 8.84 2(21)
41 SULLIVAN, DARCY JR MURRAY ST 8.89m 29' 21/4 8.89 8.59 8.30 8.34 2(23)
DE POORTER, NINA FR MEMPHIS DNS 1
MCMILLER, DEENIA FR MEMPHIS DNS 1
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 BROOKS, MEGAN SO LOUISVILLE 12.96m 42' 61/2 12.38 12.96 FOUL FOUL
3 LENEAIR, CHY'ENNE SR TENNESSEE 12.37m 40' 71/4 10.77 11.68 12.37 11.22
5 WAGNER, JEWEL FR MURRAY ST 11.96m 39' 31/4 10.94 11.96 PASS 11.43
7 CAREY, DESTINY FR MURRAY ST 11.36m 37' 31/2 FOUL 11.36 PASS 10.34
9 GOODALE, SARAH SR VANDERBIL 11.31m 37' 11/2 FOUL 11.14 11.10 11.31
11 TAYLOR, AMANI FR TENNESSEE 11.03m 36' 21/2 9.26 11.03 10.04 10.91
13 SMITH, RAVEN SO TENNESSEE 9.57m 31' 5" 9.03 PASS 9.57 PASS
15 ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD, QET JR M.T.S.U. 9.31m 30' 63/4 7.97 9.31 PASS PASS
15 HOWELL, JESSICA SR M.T.S.U. 9.31m 30' 63/4 8.72 PASS 9.31 PASS
DE POORTER, NINA FR MEMPHIS DNS
MCMILLER, DEENIA FR MEMPHIS DNS
Flight 2 of 2
1 HENDERSON, EMMONNIE JR LOUISVILLE V 16.95m 55' 71/2 15.46 16.95 FOUL FOUL
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#4 Women's Shot Put (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
3 JACKSON, JENESSA SR WESTERN K 14.36m 47' 11/2 13.49 14.04 13.32 14.36
5 THOMPSON, MIKAYLA FR UNATTACHE 13.37m 43' 103/4 12.61 12.43 FOUL 13.37
7 PRYKE, ASHLEY SO MEMPHIS 12.57m 41' 31/4 12.57 FOUL FOUL FOUL
9 GORDON, DAIMER SO TENNESSEE 12.15m 39' 101/2 FOUL 12.15 FOUL FOUL
11 ANDERSEN, ALYSSA JR BELMONT 11.54m 37' 101/2 11.54 11.39 FOUL 11.26
13 MEINHARDT, CHRISTINA SO MURRAY ST 11.33m 37' 21/4 11.33 FOUL FOUL FOUL
15 SUSNJAR, ANTONIA SR TENNESSEE 10.92m 35' 101/4 FOUL FOUL 10.92 FOUL
17 ALSUP, HANNAH JR TENNESSEE 10.57m 34' 81/2 10.04 10.57 9.66 FOUL
19 DADZIE, ELIZABETH UNATTACHE 10.07m 33' 03/4 9.92 10.07 FOUL FOUL
21 LEONCE , SHARNIQUE JR TENNESSEE 9.28m 30' 51/2 9.26 FOUL 9.28 8.84
23 SULLIVAN, DARCY JR MURRAY ST 8.89m 29' 21/4 8.89 8.59 8.30 8.34
#14 Women's Weight Throw
Only 4 attempts for all, no finals
A American Indoor 25.56m Brittany Riley Southern Illinois Fayetteville, AR
C Collegiate Indoor 25.56m Brittany Riley Southern Illinois Fayetteville, AR
F Facility 24.02m Gwen Berry NYAC/ Nike 1/29/2016
V Vanderbilt 58' 5.75" Vensherrie Campbell
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6 F(Pl)
1 JACKSON, JENESSA SR WESTERN K V 19.40m 63' 8" 18.80 (+0.0) 19.40 (+0.0) 16.99 (+0.0) 18.17 (+0.0) 2(1)
2 HENDERSON, EMMONNIE JR LOUISVILLE V 18.61m 61' 1" 17.69 (+0.0) FOUL 18.07 (+0.0) 18.61 (+0.0) 2(2)
3 UHL, NATALIE JR LOUISVILLE 15.40m 50' 61/2 13.87 (+0.0) 14.50 (+0.0) 15.40 (+0.0) 14.54 (+0.0) 1(1)
4 BROOKS, MEGAN SO LOUISVILLE 15.03m 49' 4" 14.45 (+0.0) FOUL 15.03 (+0.0) FOUL 2(3)
5 GORDON, DAIMER SO TENNESSEE 14.91m 48' 111/4 14.72 (+0.0) FOUL 14.91 (+0.0) 14.16 (+0.0) 2(4)
6 ANDERSEN, ALYSSA JR BELMONT 14.52m 47' 8" 14.52 (+0.0) 14.47 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 2(5)
7 ALSUP, HANNAH JR TENNESSEE 14.22m 46' 8" FOUL 14.22 (+0.0) 12.92 (+0.0) 14.11 (+0.0) 2(6)
8 WAGNER, JEWEL FR MURRAY ST 14.17m 46' 61/4 12.21 (+0.0) 12.06 (+0.0) 13.30 (+0.0) 14.17 (+0.0) 1(2)
9 HUDSON, HALEE FR LOUISVILLE 14.10m 46' 31/2 13.48 (+0.0) 13.66 (+0.0) FOUL 14.10 (+0.0) 1(3)
10 HARDIN, JOSIE SR BELMONT 14.01m 45' 113/4 FOUL 12.96 (+0.0) FOUL 14.01 (+0.0) 2(7)
11 CAREY, DESTINY FR MURRAY ST 12.91m 42' 41/2 12.64 (+0.0) 12.91 (+0.0) 12.71 (+0.0) 12.72 (+0.0) 1(4)
12 MEINHARDT, CHRISTINA SO MURRAY ST 12.20m 40' 01/2 FOUL 12.12 (+0.0) 12.20 (+0.0) FOUL 2(8)
13 TWEDDLE, MORGAN JR BELMONT 11.86m 38' 111/4 FOUL 11.86 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 2(9)
14 TAYLOR, AMANI FR TENNESSEE 11.49m 37' 83/4 11.19 (+0.0) 11.49 (+0.0) 10.96 (+0.0) FOUL 1(5)
15 LENEAIR, CHY'ENNE SR TENNESSEE 10.53m 34' 63/4 FOUL 10.53 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL 1(6)
16 SULLIVAN, DARCY JR MURRAY ST 10.06m 33' 01/4 9.22 (+0.0) 8.73 (+0.0) 10.06 (+0.0) 9.79 (+0.0) 1(7)
MCMILLER, DEENIA FR MEMPHIS DNS 1
DE POORTER, NINA FR MEMPHIS DNS 1
CASSELL, CYERRA SO LOUISVILLE FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL 2
FLIGHT RESULTS
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
Flight 1 of 2
1 UHL, NATALIE JR LOUISVILLE 15.40m 50' 61/2 13.87 (+0.0) 14.50 (+0.0) 15.40 (+0.0) 14.54 (+0.0)
2 WAGNER, JEWEL FR MURRAY ST 14.17m 46' 61/4 12.21 (+0.0) 12.06 (+0.0) 13.30 (+0.0) 14.17 (+0.0)
3 HUDSON, HALEE FR LOUISVILLE 14.10m 46' 31/2 13.48 (+0.0) 13.66 (+0.0) FOUL 14.10 (+0.0)
4 CAREY, DESTINY FR MURRAY ST 12.91m 42' 41/2 12.64 (+0.0) 12.91 (+0.0) 12.71 (+0.0) 12.72 (+0.0)
5 TAYLOR, AMANI FR TENNESSEE 11.49m 37' 83/4 11.19 (+0.0) 11.49 (+0.0) 10.96 (+0.0) FOUL
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#14 Women's Weight Throw (cont'd)
Pl Name Yr Team Mark Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 4 Rnd 5 Rnd 6
6 LENEAIR, CHY'ENNE SR TENNESSEE 10.53m 34' 63/4 FOUL 10.53 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
7 SULLIVAN, DARCY JR MURRAY ST 10.06m 33' 01/4 9.22 (+0.0) 8.73 (+0.0) 10.06 (+0.0) 9.79 (+0.0)
MCMILLER, DEENIA FR MEMPHIS DNS
DE POORTER, NINA FR MEMPHIS DNS
Flight 2 of 2
1 JACKSON, JENESSA SR WESTERN K V 19.40m 63' 8" 18.80 (+0.0) 19.40 (+0.0) 16.99 (+0.0) 18.17 (+0.0)
2 HENDERSON, EMMONNIE JR LOUISVILLE V 18.61m 61' 1" 17.69 (+0.0) FOUL 18.07 (+0.0) 18.61 (+0.0)
3 BROOKS, MEGAN SO LOUISVILLE 15.03m 49' 4" 14.45 (+0.0) FOUL 15.03 (+0.0) FOUL
4 GORDON, DAIMER SO TENNESSEE 14.91m 48' 111/4 14.72 (+0.0) FOUL 14.91 (+0.0) 14.16 (+0.0)
5 ANDERSEN, ALYSSA JR BELMONT 14.52m 47' 8" 14.52 (+0.0) 14.47 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
6 ALSUP, HANNAH JR TENNESSEE 14.22m 46' 8" FOUL 14.22 (+0.0) 12.92 (+0.0) 14.11 (+0.0)
7 HARDIN, JOSIE SR BELMONT 14.01m 45' 113/4 FOUL 12.96 (+0.0) FOUL 14.01 (+0.0)
8 MEINHARDT, CHRISTINA SO MURRAY ST 12.20m 40' 01/2 FOUL 12.12 (+0.0) 12.20 (+0.0) FOUL
9 TWEDDLE, MORGAN JR BELMONT 11.86m 38' 111/4 FOUL 11.86 (+0.0) FOUL FOUL
CASSELL, CYERRA SO LOUISVILLE FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL FOUL
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